"At midnight the cry is heard,
"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh;
go ye out to meet Him." COL 406.

The parable of the 10 Virgins of Matthew 25...
"HERE IS BROUGHT TO VIEW THE CHURCH living in the
LAST days." GC 393. 1884 SOP 4:242.

"I am often referred to the parable of the 10 Virgins,
five of whom were wise, and five foolish. This parable
has been and will be fulfilled to the very letter, for it
has a special application to this time, and, like the
Third Angel's Message, has been fulfilled and will con-
tinue to be present truth till the close of time. In the
parable, the 10 Virgins had lamps, but only 5 of them
had the saving OIL with which to keep their lamps
burning. This represents the condition of the Church."

"The sleepers, suddenly awakening, spring to their
feet. They see the procession moving on, bright with
torches and glad with music...But 5 have no oil...While
they went to buy, the procession moved on, and left
them behind. The 5 with lighted lamps joined the
throng, and entered the house with the bridal train,
and the door was shut. When the foolish Virgins
reached the banqueting hall, they received an unex-
pected denial...They were left standing without, in the
empty street, in the blackness of the night." COL 406.

"As Christ sat looking upon the party that waited for
the Bridegroom, He told His disciples the story of the
10 Virgins, by their experience illustrating the
experience of THE CHURCH that shall live just before
His second coming." COL 406. 1900.
1984 PREFACE

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE SERIES. It was about the year 1962 that Ann DeMichael of Youngstown, Ohio said: "Let's make a 10 Virgin Parable!" It took till about 1964-5 before the first Parable appeared. I went to Commercial Printers in Vancouver, B.C. and they wanted $1,000 or was it $1,500.00 to print 5,000 copies - (for work only) - plus the cost of the paper plus 10%.

That was when we saw we had to get our press - Ann DeMichael spearheaded obtaining the press - and we figured rightly - the press would more than pay for itself - and we undertook to put out a series of FIVE PARABLES.

1964-5 - Series #1 - stapled on the one end.
1973 - September - Series #2. The PUBLICATION (BOOKLET).
1984 - February - we propose this Series #5. 3,000 copies.

10 VIRGIN PARABLE - 1984

We propose this to go to the REGULAR LIST - and others write in for a FREE COPY. We invite you to send in the names to send one to.

This will be the last mailing for about 1,500 names. Unless you WRITE. So we need NEW NAMES all the time. Send them in and yours with it.

FINISHING THE WORK

TRADITION has it that the CHURCH gives the Loud Cry. How do they manage that when TM 300 reads:
"...they will not RECOGNIZE the Loud Cry!" TM 300.
"...altogether TOO LONG in a SLEEPY CONDITION." TM 206.
"NEVER educate men...to TRUST to MEN!" TM 209.
"Those who are DO-NOTHINGS now, will...(be) WEIGHTED in the balances, and found WANTING." TM 237.
"...when the...ANGEL who JOINS the 3rd ANGEL in the message...TO THE WORLD!" TM 300.

THE LATTER RAIN

"Only those who are living up to the LIGHT they have will receive GREATER LIGHT...in the LATTER RAIN." TM 507. RH 3: 443. GC 562, 572. SG 4:104. EW 71. LP 108. COL 420.
THE FINISHED CHURCH

Instead of FINISHING THE WORK in the OMEGA of their APOSTASY - that Church is FINISHED! And somehow we do not think that LEADERSHIP cares - every move they make seems CALCULATED to bring that Church DOWN! To let her pile up on the rocks!

THE WILL ROSS DREAM OR THIS:

"...the Passengers were AWAKENED, only to see with HORROR their HOPELESS CONDITION, and WITH the SHIP - they SANK to RISE NO MORE!" SM 2:128. (MORAL: Get off in time!)

And that was the "MIDNIGHT" Hour.
And this PARABLE is also in the "MIDNIGHT" Crisis Hour.

THE FIRST PARABLE

aroused more interest than any other. So we thought we should reprint PARABLE #1. With a minimum of editing - perhaps mainly to give more references to prove the point. That this SHIP will FLOURISH-SWAMP-CAPSIZE-SINK - due to BUNGLING-INCOMPETENT-INEPT-STUPID BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND. If we did not think so, we would NOT be spending $3,000 to send out this 1984 SERIES #5 PARABLE.

One thing to notice - we did not have to change ANYTHING in 20 years. With all the SHUT DOORS being agitated today - this Parable has a REAL SHUT DOOR - as Probation is OVER for the MIDNIGHT DARKNESS CHURCH - BEFORE she NEVER GIVES the "LOUD CRY!" TM 300,507.

HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-GROTHEER-MAXWELL - would like to hold the door of Probation OPEN till CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! Thus the TRADITIONS of men make the Third Angle's Message of NO EFFECT. No Close of PROBATION? No plagues? No battle of ARMAGEDDON - not even the URIAH SMITH KIND? No dead bodies scattered around this World - neither GATHERED-LAMENTED-or BURIED? EVERYTHING going "AS USUAL" as HMSR VOICELESS PROPHECY said in APRIL FOOL'S SPECIAL: THE WORLD'S LAST SATURDAY NIGHT - VOP NEWS - April 1976.

"These latter-day conditions will continue right up to the last day of this dispensation, which will END with the RETURN of Christ...they will surge forth from CROWDED THEATERS, NIGHTCLUBS, PALATIAL RESIDENCES, COSTLY APARTMENTS, CONDOMINIUMS...FROM EVERYWHERE, to prostrate themselves
And then the R&H and VOP ARTIST'S DRAWINGS of "THEN the EARTHQUAKE hits." It did not hit DAYS BEFORE? At the VOICE OF GOD HOUR? EW 34,41,272,285,287,290. Followed by HAIL that pounds everything into the ground? NONE OF THAT? We do not believe that any more? Billy Graham and the Jesuits will not let us? WE SHALL SEE.

THE PUBLISHERS

THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT SABBATH LESSON SERIES

THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE

SERIES #1

MATTHEW 25:1

WHY IS IT SO IMPORTANT?

Christians of all faiths believe the Ten Virgin Parable has deep significance for these Last Days - for it is obviously the Church that exists on Earth when the Door of Probation is SHUT. "...and the Door was SHUT". Matt. 25:10. "...and the Door was SHUT". COL 406.

WHAT IS THE TRAGEDY OF THE PARABLE?

The five Wise entered the Door - and the Door was SHUT. The five Foolish - so near Salvation - fail the Great Final Test. Matt. 25:8-10. COL 406.

WHY DO THEY FAIL THE TEST?

Because they had failed to make a true preparation. When we see the things missing in their Christian experience - it should help us to "Watch and be ready!" Will we be among the WISE - or among the Foolish? Let us study this parable in the Light of Eternity.

LESSON #1

1. WHAT IS THIS PARABLE ABOUT?
   It is about an Eastern wedding.

2. WHAT FUNCTION DID THE BRIDESMAIDS PLAY?
   They were to LEAD the Procession.

3. DID THEY LEAD THE PROCESSION?
   NO - for they fell asleep.

4. IN ORDER TO LEAD - WHAT DID THEY HAVE?
   They all had LAMPS. Matt. 25:1.

5. WHAT DOES LAMP MEAN?
   "Thy WORD is a LAMP unto my feet...ALL have a knowledge of the Scriptures." COL 406-408.

6. WHEN THEY FINALLY WAKE UP - WHAT DO THEY FIND?
   (1) Their LAMPS are OUT! Matt. 25:7.
(2) They TRIM their lamps. Matt. 25:7.
(3) Their LAMPS are without OIL.
(4) Some have OIL and some have NONE.

NOTE TO ALL WHO STUDY THIS LESSON:

THE MYSTERIOUS PROCEDURE - found their way WITHOUT the need of the 10 Virgin Church. Since the reserve of OIL or the lack of OIL seems to be the heart and soul of this parable - and for lack of which we will be eternally lost - let us enter into this part of the study with CARE.

7. WHAT DO WE ALL HAVE - BOTH WISE and FOOLISH?
"All have a knowledge of the Scriptures." COL 408.
8. WHAT IS OIL?
"MANY are UNREADY. They have no OIL in their vessels with their lamps. They are DESTITUTE of the Holy Spirit." COL 408.
9. WHAT DOES THE HOLY SPIRIT DO?
"Howbeit when he, the Spirit of Truth is come, He will GUIDE YOU INTO ALL TRUTH." John 16:13.
10. SO MANY PEOPLE SAY ALL THEY NEED IS THE BIBLE - IS THAT ENOUGH?
"Without the Spirit of God a knowledge of His Word IS OF NO AVAL...Without the enlightenment of the Spirit, men WILL NOT BE ABLE to distinguish TRUTH from ERROR, and they will FALL under the masterful temptations of Satan. COL 408-11.
11. SO MANY SAY THEY DO NOT UNDERSTAND DOCTRINE - DOES THAT MATTER?
"Meditate upon these things; give thyself wholly to them...Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them; for in doing this THOU SHALT SAVE THYSELF, AND THEM THAT HEAR THEE." 1 TIM. 4:15-16.
12. MANY PEOPLE SAY ALL WE NEED IS THE SPIRIT - IS THAT ENOUGH?
"Thy WORD is a LAMP UNTO MY FEET." The LAMP is needed as well as the OIL.
13. WHAT DO THOSE THAT ARE FOOLISH DO?
"They had depended upon the faith of their brethren, satisfied with flickering Light of **GOOD EMOTIONS** - WITHOUT A THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRUTH." GC 394.

14. WHAT DID THE WISE DO?
"In the fear of God they had STUDIED the Scriptures to learn the **TRUTH**." GC 394. "FOR OURSELVES!" GC 598.

---

**LESSON #2**

1. SINCE WE HAVE LEARNED FROM THE PREVIOUS LESSON THAT THE WISE UNDERSTOOD THE TRUTH FOR THEMSELVES and THE FOOLISH DEPENDED ON THE FAITH OF THEIR BRETHREN -
Is it WISE or is it FOOLISH to depend on the teachings of Seventh-day Adventists?

The answer is self-evident. We have just learned that to be WISE we must have a "THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF THE TRUTH." "FOR OURSELVES!"

2. WILL NOT SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS GUIDE US SAFELY?

3. WHAT WILL THEY WORSHIP?
"BAAL, BAAL, is the choice. The religion of MANY among us WILL BE the religion of APOSTATE ISRAEL." TM 467, 468. SG 4:68, 75. Ed. 50, 75. SM 2:111. T8:26, 119.

4. AGAIN WE ASK - DOES DOCTRINE MATTER?
"Those who present a DOCTRINE contrary to that of the Bible, are led by the Great Apostle who was cast out of the Courts of God." FCE 331. T5:158. T8:231, 250.

5. WHAT IS WRITTEN ABOUT THE WISE REMNANT?
"In place of the authority of the so-called Fathers of the Church, God bids us accept the Word of the Eternal Father, the Lord of Heaven and Earth. Here alone is TRUTH unmixed with ERROR...Let all who accept Human Authority, the Customs of the Church, or the Traditions of the Fathers, take heed to the warning conveyed in the Words of Christ, "IN VAIN they do worship Me, teaching for DOCTRINES the Commandments of men." DA 398, 550, 826. T5:512, 707. GC 595. T5:80-1.

6. WHAT WISE MAN DO WE HAVE AS AN EXAMPLE?
"If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the Rabbis for guidance,
he WOULD NEVER HAVE FOUND JESUS. While they trust to the GUIDANCE of Human Authority — NONE will come to a saving knowledge of the truth. LIKE NATHANAEL, we need to study God's Word FOR OURSELVES: DA 140-1, 611.

7. IS IT WISE TO TELL PEOPLE TO TRUST IN MAN?
"The people are taught to RELY on man for guidance, and thus they FALL into ERROR, and are led AWAY from God." DA 182,218,303,336,349,441,550,668,671,738,816.

8. IS IT WISE OR FOOLISH TO TRUST THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH?
"And the LEADERS in Israel became instruments of Satan in warring against the Savior." DA 206. SM 2:53-4,58.

9. GIVE AN EXAMPLE OF A BETRAYED TRUST THAT WILL LEAD MANY ASTRAY.
The mind of the Pharisee. (COL 156.) The mind of Judas. (EW 165. T5:690.) The mind of the Romanist of the Dark Ages. The mind of the Spiritualist. (GC 554.) The mind of the Churches of Babylon — and the mind of the heathen of all cults of all ages — is now the mind of the Adventist that believes his Leaders in the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK p.105,118,349,439. "The child of God may properly say...with truth, "I SHALL BE SAVED from the very presence and possibility of SIN...Thus we HAVE BEEN SAVED — JUSTIFICATION; we ARE BEING SAVED — SANCTIFICATION; and we SHALL BE SAVED — GLORIFICATION." QD 118,119.

10. WHAT DOES GOD SAY ABOUT SANCTIFICATION — IS IT WHILE WE ARE BEING SAVED?
"SANCTIFICATION is NOT the work of a moment, an hour, a day, BUT OF A LIFETIME." AA 560. COL 65-6. T5:500.

11. WILL SANCTIFIED MEN SAY OR TEACH ANY SUCH DOCTRINE?
"I am SINLESS; I am HOLY." SANCTIFIED LIPS will NEVER give utterance to such PRESumptuous words:* AA 562.

12. WHAT IS PRESUMPTION?
PRESUMPTION is akin to FAITH. It is PRESUMPTION to PRESUME on the mercy of God WITHOUT OBEDIENCE to the will and requirements of God. PRESUMPTION is the World's counterfeit SUBSTITUTE for real FAITH. What they pass for FAITH is only BLUSTER and FEELING.

13. HOW CAN WE TELL THE DIFFERENCE?
Here we come to the very heart and soul of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE.
(a) We CANNOT tell the difference by ourselves.
(b) We CANNOT depend on our brethren to tell the difference for us.
(c) It is the office of the Holy Spirit to tell the difference for us as we STUDY the WORD of God with PRAYER. This is what we will find: "The TRACK of TRUTH lies close beside the TRACK of ERROR, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be ONE to minds which are NOT WORKED by the HOLY SPIRIT, and which, therefore, are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR." Series B 2:52. SM 1:121,202,282. ORIGINAL GW 206. T2:387.

SUMMARY

Before we go to the next section of this Sabbath School Quarterly Study – it may be well to pause and review what we have found so far.

(1) WHAT IS OIL? It is the POWER or GRACE or WISDOM of God to distinguish TRUTH from ERROR.

(2) WHY? TRUTH saves – TRUTH develops CHARACTER – God is TRUTH. "...unless the SPIRIT of God sets the TRUTH home, the CHARACTER will not be TRANSFORMED." COL 408.


LESSON #3

Since the Holy Spirit guides us into all truth – do we have any more clues as to WHO the FOOLISH might be who are recorded as "UNREADY" – "THEY HAVE NO OIL" – "THEY ARE DESTITUTE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT." COL 408.

LET US TURN TO THE QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK

THE FOOLISH NEW CATECHISM:

"Jesus our surety entered the 'holy places,' and appeared in the presence of God for us. But it was NOT WITH THE HOPE of obtaining something FOR us at THAT TIME; or at some FUTURE TIME. No! He had already obtained it FOR US ON THE CROSS." QD 381. (EMPHASIS OURS IN ALL THESE PAPERS – do not quote – see ORIGINAL.)

1. WHAT DID JESUS NOT OBTAIN FOR US ON THE CROSS – ACCORDING TO HIS OWN TEACHING?

[Mind you, this was written 1962 to 1964–5. But we had met this 1957 book on its teaching long before Andreason or anyone else. Some things Andreason never did take up. We were ahead of them THEN – and we intend to STAY AHEAD OF THEM!]
"Nevertheless I tell you the truth; it is expedient (better - or to your advantage) for you that I go away; for if I go NOT away, the Comforter WILL NOT COME unto you; but if I depart, I WILL SEND HIM UNTO YOU." John 16:7.

OBTAINS NOTHINGS FOR US?

From the above we see plainly that the Holy Spirit - the POWER to DISCERN TRUTH - THE OIL OF GRACE AND CHARACTER - THE NEW BIRTH - THE POWER TO TRANSFORM HEARTS - would NOT and could NOT come until and unless He went to His Father.

We pause here to emphasize that the reader can himself remember and find many most precious promises in the Bible and in the Testimonies - all our hope is based on the RESURRECTION and ASCENSION TO HIS FATHER to minister before the THRONE for us.

THE THIRD ANGEL

"I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones THE WAY to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. AS THEY BY FAITH enter the Most Holy - they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO THE MOST HOLY PLACE...SATAN (was)...LAYING SNARES to unsettle the FAITH of the BODY." EW 255-6, 261.

Shall we follow Christ? Or Satan and his UNBELIEVERS? "Choose ye this day." We choose the Third Angel and the GRACE and the POWER promised. GC 506. RH 5:235.

THE WORLD IS IN MIDNIGHT DARKNESS

"I pray NOT for the WORLD, but for them which thou hast given Me." John 17:9. The WORLD is in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - yet can it be truthfully said that the Worldly Churches have NOT gone as far as the leaders of the Seventh-day Adventist Church to teach such a PRESUMPTUOUS BLASPHEMY AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST! As to say the Christ "OBTAINS" NOTHING for us. When here we find that He told His Disciples to "TARRY ye in the city of JERUSALEM, until ye be endued with POWER from on high." Luke 24:49. Something they had NEVER received before.

"HERE WE SEE THAT THE CHURCH..."

"...the Ancient men...had betrayed their trust. They had taken the position that we need not look for...GOD'S POWER!" RH 2:105; 5:238, 242, 386.
IT IS THE FOOLISH VIRGINS WHO HAVE NO OIL - NO DISCERNMENT - who take off to "BUY OIL" of those who sell. ORAL ROBERTS - F.F.BRUCE - BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM - BOB LARSON - PANNEBERG - G.E.LADD - FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY. Anything BUT the Third Angel's Message. They will light their candle from Babylon's taper. What "POWER" are they receiving there?

2. HOW OFTEN ARE WE TO RECEIVE FROM HEAVEN?
"It is the love of God CONTINUALLY transferred to man that enables him to impart LIGHT." COL 419. "There will be LIGHT in every dwelling of the Saints." COL 420. "...bring the POOR that are CAST OUT to thy house...THEN shall thy LIGHT break forth..." COL 417.

3. CAN WE TEACH THE TRUTH WITHOUT THE AID OF THE HOLY SPIRIT?
"It is NOT the human agent that moves the soul. HEAVENLY INTELLIGENCES cooperate with the human agent and IMPRESS the TRUTH upon the heart." T6:339.

4. WAS THE CHURCH IN THE TIME OF CHRIST A CHANNEL OF LIGHT AND TRUTH?
"...the Jewish Nation...put DARKNESS for LIGHT, and LIGHT for DARKNESS." GC 378.

5. WHO IS NOW TO BE THE CHANNEL OF LIGHT AND TRUTH?
"God's people are to be CHANNELS...DIVINE LIGHT and LOVE and POWER is IMPARTED to His people that THEY may IMPART to OTHERS...THEY are to become CHANNELS." T6:11, 12.

6. HOW DO THE WISE HAVE A RESERVE OF OIL?
"The CAPACITY for receiving the Holy Oil from the two olive trees is INCREASED as the receiver empties that Holy Oil OUT of himself in word and action to supply the necessities of other souls...We NEED and MUST HAVE fresh supplies EVERY DAY." T6:117,318. "Place your mind and will where the Holy Spirit can reach them, for He will not work through another man's mind and conscience to reach YOURS." T7:214. (Something for rabid MIND CONTROL EXORCISTS to think about. It is NOT the HOLY SPIRIT. MM 101-2,110-117. SM 2:51.)

7. WILL THE CHURCH LEADERS BE IN CHARGE - IN THE OUTPOURING OF THE LATTER RAIN?
"Let me tell you that the Lord will work in this last work in a manner very much OUT of the common order of things, and in a way that will be CONTRARY to ANY human PLANNING. There will be those among us who will always want to CONTROL the Work of God,
to DICTATE even what MOVEMENTS shall be made when the work goes forward under the DIRECTION of THE ANGEL who JOINS the Third Angel in the Message to be given TO THE WORLD. God will use ways and means by which it will be seen (PREDICTION) that He is taking the reins in HIS OWN HANDS. TM 66,206,208,237,300,399,507.

8. WHAT WAS THE SIN OF THE CHURCH LEADERS - KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM who opposed MOSES?
"...all the congregation are HOLY...EVERY ONE OF THEM...and the Lord IS among them." PP 398.

9. WHAT IS THE SIN OF THE STARS, ANGELS, LEADERS OF LAODICEA? (Rev. 1:20.)
"I am RICH, and increased with GOODS, and have NEED (?) of NOTHING!" Rev. 3:17. DA 300,475. T5:683–7. PK 55.

10. IS IT ALRIGHT TO SYMPATHIZE OR RESPECT LEADERS OF REBELLION?
"BLESSED is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the PROUD, nor such as turn aside to LIES..." PSA. 40:4. RH 6:341. B:25. CWE 96. B2:10.
"Those who SYMPATHIZED with Korah, Dathan, and Abiram in their APOSTASY, brought BLIGHT and DEATH upon themselves. SO IT WILL BE IN THESE LAST DAYS. The cause of Christ will be betrayed. Those who HAVE had the LIGHT of TRUTH...will fight down the SPIRIT of God...they will TEAR DOWN that which they once built up...they are the BETRAYERS of their Lord. The attributes of Satan they call the movings of the Holy Spirit." RH 3:571. May 24, 1898. Re-published July 13, 1922. (Brisbin 35–6.)

11. DID ELLEN WHITE PREDICT A REPEAT OF THE KD&A REBEL-
LION?
"The facts relative to Korah and his company, who re-
belled against Moses and Aaron, and against Jehovah, are recorded for a WARNING to God's people, especially those who live upon the Earth NEAR THE CLOSE OF TIME." SG 3&4(Center):36. SOP 1:306.

12. WHAT DID KD&A SAY?
"They said the people were all right, but it was the reproving TESTIMONIES that made the trouble. SG 3&4:37.

13. HOW DOES GOD NOW REGARD THE DECLARATION OF MAN'S RIGHTEOUSNESS?
"When finite, erring man...thinks himself RIGHTEOUS...we may know that unless he repents, the CANDLESTICK WILL QUICKLY BE REMOVED OUT OF ITS PLACE." TM 356.

14. IN WHAT CONDITION WERE THE FOOLISH VIRGINS?
"Their service degenerates into a FORM... This is the class that in time of peril are found crying, Peace and Safety. They lull their hearts into security, and DREAM NOT OF DANGER. When STARTLED from their lethargy, they DISCERN their DESTINATION, and entreat OTHERS to supply their LACK... when it will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied... will be found SURPRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE the banquet hall." COL 411-2.

15. ARE THOSE WHO CONSIDER THEMSELVES RIGHTEOUS - SAVED - SINLESS - ARE THEY PREPARED?
"Those who accept the Savior, however sincere their conversion, should NEVER be taught to say or to feel THAT THEY ARE SAVED. This is MISLEADING... THEY ARE UNPREPARED." COL 155. SM 1:314. Ev. 595.

16. ARE ADVENTIST PREACHERS PREPARING A PEOPLE?
"Those professed believers who come up to the time of trouble UNPREPARED, will, in their despair, confess their sins before all in words of burning anguish, while the wicked EXULT over their distress. The case of all such is HOPELESS." SG 3:134, 136, 196. T4:249.

17. WHO ARE UNPREPARED - HOPELESS?
Those who have the mental attitude of KD&A - who think they are Holy every one - rich and increased with goods and in need of nothing - "I AM SAVED!" - "There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human soul, as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS, it is the most HOPELESS - the most INCURABLE." COL 154.

18. WHY IS IT FOOLISH TO DEPEND ON THE FAITH OF THEIR BRETHREN - WILL NOT THE MAJORITY BE RIGHT?
"If we are to determine between TRUTH and ERROR by the SHOW of HANDS, we shall be compelled to adopt the greatest ABSURDITIES." JAMES WHITE in PRESENT TRUTH, p.18. Oswego. Dec. 1849. "From what was shown me, BUT A SMALL NUMBER of those now professing to believe the truth, would eventually be SAVED." T2:445.

19. THOSE WHO BELIEVE THEY ARE SAVED - WHO IS LEADING THEM?
"Ye take too much upon you, seeing all the congregation are Holy - every one of them... These are the true FEELINGS of many of our people. And SATAN exalts... He has deceived them, benumbed their sensibilities, and planted his Hellish Banner (The Caducean Insignia) right in their midst, and they are so completely deceived that they know not that it is he." T2:400. TM 409. T5:12,294. T8: 45. GC 42,444.
SUMMARY

WHAT DID WE LEARN FROM THE ABOVE LESSON?

1) Those who say they are saved - are UNPREPARED.
2) Those who depend on the faith of others - are both FOOLISH and UNPREPARED.
3) It is the Holy Spirit that GUIDES us unto all TRUTH.
4) Christ obtains the Holy Spirit for all who ASK.
5) We are to DAILY receive and DAILY impart TRUTH and LIGHT and OIL.
6) It is the Holy Spirit - working with the OTHER person, that impresses TRUTH. "Not MY will - but THINE!"
8) This is the sin of Laodicea - for which they also will be spawned OUT. Unless as INDIVIDUALS they go OUTSIDE that door - where Jesus is - on the OUTSIDE.

"The Church is in the Laodicean state." NL 91. T4:87. "The presence of God is NOT in her midst." NL 91. T8:249,250. "The spirit that now controls is NOT the Spirit of the Lord." T8:72,119,150,249,250. AA 145. FCE 222. T6:77. "Sinners and harlots...go into the Kingdom...BEFORE YOU!" "Mistake the FORM of godliness for the SPIRIT and POWER." "A place whence the divine presence and glory HAVE DEPARTED!" (See references above.) DA 280,475,508,618.

MANY THINGS IN THE TESTIMONIES ARE PREDICTIONS OF THINGS TO COME

A notable example of this is EW 54 to 56. DEFINITELY the SEALING TIME. GC 426-7. BOTH the "MARK OF THE BEAST" and the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD" come at the SAME TIME. Watch for the word - "OR:"

"In every case the great decision IS TO BE MADE whether we SHALL receive the MARK OF THE BEAST OR the SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD." T6:130. (1900.)

1984 - By this time, FRITZ ALSETH has put out over 20,000 of the ORIGINAL 1846 BROADSIDE - we have put out over 60,000 - there is no "END OF THE 2300 DAYS." EW 54. THAT is MANMADE and SPURIOUS. Has the "MARK OF THE BEAST" come yet? Then neither has the SEALING - according to the above Testimony from T6:130.

THE TRUSTEES THAT "CANNOT BE TRUSTED" (TM 106,361,376,386) ADDED the TITLE to EW 54 - thus making out that this was after or at 1844. See the ORIGINAL 1846 BROADSIDE and see the CHANGES in EW 54 to 56 - ADDITIONS, sentences LEFT OUT.

- 13 -
ORIGINAL was **EGW - MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT - EGW-MR 29. FOREWORD to A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK** was also ADDED and throws the reader completely off guard; when they say that **JAMES WHITE** wrote the main part of **WTF. CHECK** it for yourself and see if you can go along with that LYING STATEMENT. They HATED it so much they REFUSED to print it for 25 years. And then ADDED that **FOREWORD.** Put an "X" across it and then read it as God gave it. {Talk about **CATHOLICS CHANGING TIMES and SEASONS - TIMES and LAWS. Dan. 2:21; 7:25.} As did the **BEAST** - so did the **IMAGE!** GC 444. TM 362.

**A PROPHET**

can write the **ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY, Book 4** or the **SAME ORIGINAL 1884 GC 17** and can say "**IS**" and can say "**NOW**" when speaking of the DESTRUCTION of Jerusalem - as she sees it **NOW** - 1900 years later - because she saw it in vision **NOW!** 1884 GC 32.

**TAKE THE TWO BOOKS**

Start on p.17 of both books. That is the **FIRST PAGE. UNDERLINE in 1884 ORIGINAL** - "looks" - "is" - "rise" - "seems" - "now" - "are" - "light up" - "gleam." 1884 GC 17.

All those words are **PRESENT TENSE** - as the Prophet in vision sees it **NOW!** Then take YOUR GC 17 and see how they **DEGRADED** her from a **PROPHET** who sees it **NOW** - to a common **RUN-OF-THE-MILL HISTORIAN** - as they **CHANGED** it to **PAST TENSE.** Then look to:

"**At the close of the THOUSAND YEARS...**" 1884 GC 476. (662.) **NOW** Satan prepares..." 1884 GC 477 (663). **NOW** Christ appears..." 1884 GC 479 (665). **PRESENT TENSE - BOTH BOOKS.** Whether it is over 1,000 years in the **PAST** - or 1,000 years in the **FUTURE** - the Prophet says **NOW!** This is where they **STARTED the CHANGING** in the 1888 book on the **FIRST PAGE.** Had they done this **UNIFORMLY** - but they did not. Thus **ADDING to the confusion.** Just like the **CATHOLICS CHANGED the BIBLE** - conform to their doctrines.

**WAYMARK ARK THEORY**

Had they left PK 187 alone - HIEBERT and DARLING'S 10 COMMANMENT TABLES OF STONE to be found - would **NEVER** have got off the ground. (SEE ORIGINAL RH 6:382. Nov. 20, 1913.)

**THE PROPHET SPEAKS:** "**At the close of the 1,000 years...**" 1884 GC 476 (662). "**Christ descends...**" 1884 GC 476 (662).
"NOW, Satan prepares..." 1884 GC 477 (663). "...the FINAL CORONATION...And NOW...the King of kings pronounces SENTENCE." 1884 GC 480 (666).

NOW THEY SEE - YES, THEY DO!

"...the BOOKS were OPENED...THEY SEE..." 1884 GC 481 (666).
*TOO LATE* they are made to SEE...The whole wicked World stand ARRaigned...HIGH TREASON..." 1884 GC 483 (668).
"The wicked SEE...They SEE in His hands the TABLES of the DIVINE LAW...stubborn persistence in making NO EFFORT...their case is HOPELESS!" 1884 GC 484-487 (668-672).

FOR THE REFORM GROUPS:

"NOW!" - is over 1900 years in the PAST. 1884 GC 32.
"NOW!" - is over 1000 years in the FUTURE. 1884 GC 477-9.
"NOW - ...in this SEALING TIME." EW 44.
"NOW - (CONFESS our SINS)...that they MAY BE blotted OUT, and they WILL BE SEALED with the SEAL of the LIVING GOD." EW 48.

HOW IS THAT AGAIN - ???

When are sins "BLOTTED OUT?" THAT is when the SEALING takes place? When those NOT SEALED receive the MARK of the BEAST. BOTH run CONCURRENTLY - TOGETHER!

IN HARMONY WITH THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE

The WISE are SEALED - the FOOLISH are NOT. This is the SPLIT - SHAKING - SIFTING - SEPARATION - CROSSROAD - DIVISION.

"TWO DISTINCT PARTIES..."
formed from a company that was once UNITED. RH 5:341.
July 18, 1907. "TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a company that was once UNITED." BRISBIN BOOK p.24. "TWO OPPOSING PARTIES will continue to exist till the closing up of the last great chapter." BC 4:1142-3.

---

**LESSON #4**

Since the heart and soul of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE is the subject of PREPARATION of OIL and the discernment of TRUTH, let us examine this a bit closer.

1) **DID THE DISCIPLES REALLY SEE THE TRUTH BEFORE OR AFTER THE CROSS?**

2) WHAT AIDED IN THEIR CONVERSION?
"Howbeit when he, the Spirit of Truth is come, he will guide you into all TRUTH." John 16:13.

3) DID THEY OBTAIN ANYTHING AFTER THE CROSS?
"...If I go NOT away, the COMFORTER WILL NOT COME." John 16:17. AA 51-6. GC 469. EW 190. T5:703. T8:19.

4) WHAT DID THEY OBTAIN AFTER THE CROSS?
"...for the Holy Ghost WAS NOT YET GIVEN; because that Jesus was NOT YET glorified." John 7:39.

5) WHAT IS THE HEART OF THE SANCTUARY TRUTHS?
"And when the Day of Pentecost was fully come...Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and having RECEIVED of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost..." Acts 2:1,33.

FROOM/ANDERSON - He obtained NOTHING! QUEER DOCTRINES p.381.

6) THOSE WHO DENY THAT CHRIST OBTAINS ANYTHING FOR US THIS SIDE OF THE CROSS - WHAT ARE THEY DOING?
AND WHAT SHOULD WE DO ABOUT IT?
"Having the FORM of godliness, but denying the POWER thereof: FROM SUCH TURN AWAY!" 2 TIM. 3:5. "I am now giving the Message God has given me, to give to all who claim to believe the TRUTH: "COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE," else their sin in JUSTIFYING WRONGS and framing DECEITS will CONTINUE to be the RUIN of SOULS." Series B7:64. 1905. (LEFT OUT of SM...)
(She was afraid of her life when she wrote this, and those who printed it did not use their name, just "PUBLISHED FOR THE AUTHOR.") "I write this because any moment my life may be ended." B7:63.

7) HOW ARE WE TO RECEIVE THE POWER OR OIL OF THE SPIRIT?
"If ye LOVE ME - KEEP My Commandments. And I will pray the Father, and He will give you another COMFORTER... Even the SPIRIT of TRUTH: whom is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father WILL SEND (Obtains NOTHING?)...the Father WILL SEND in My name, He shall teach you all things...for without Me ye can do NOTHING." John 14:15-17,26; 15:5. "John indeed baptized with water; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost." Acts 11:16. COL 283.

8) WHAT IS THE COUNSEL TO LAODICEA?
"I counsel thee BUY of Me GOLD tried in the fire, that thou mayest be RICH: and WHITE RAIMENT, that thou mayest be clothed, and that the SHAME of thy nakedness do not appear;"
and anoint thine eyes with eye salve, that thou mayest see." Rev. 3:18. DA 300,475. PK 55. T5:683-687.

9) WHAT DO WE SEE IN THIS VERSE?
(a) There is something to OBTAIN from Him from Whom THEY SAY He OBTAINS NOTHING! For them it will be NOTHING! [We wrote this 1962-4 – some are now at long last AWAKENING out of sleep – 20 years LATER!]
(b) While they CLAIM to be RICH – they need GOLD!
(c) They THINK they are SAVED – beat their drums for that – He shows them their NEED – of a ROBE!
(d) They need Heavenly eye salve that they may SEE – for they are BLIND! T3:267. RH 2:49.
(e) "The lips of the WISE disperse KNOWLEDGE: but the heart of the FOOLISH doeth not so...the instruction of FOOLS is folly." Prov. 15:7; 16:22. PK 34. MB 57.
(f) "The FOOLISH shall not stand in thy sight; thou HATEST all workers of iniquity." Psa. 5:5. "They could not ENTER in because of UNBELIEF." Heb. 3:19. {The MARGIN reference is often as good or BETTER than what they put in the text. "UNBELIEF" and "DISOBEDIENCE" can be sued CONJUNCTIVELY. One as good as the other. Here "DISOBEDIENCE" – they entered not in because of "DISOBEDIENCE" is the better word. Heb. 4:11.}

10) HOW CAN WE FILL OUR VESSELS WITH OIL?
"I was shown that God's TRUE PEOPLE are the salt of the Earth, and the LIGHT of the World. God requires of them continual advancement. (Those who BELIEVE that they are SAVED – CEASE to ADVANCE! – Why should they? Are they not SAVED?)

"We are NEVER to REST in a SATISFIED CONDITION, and CEASE to make ADVANCEMENT, saying, "I AM SAVED!"...IGNORANCE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY go hand in hand." SM 1:314, 316. "In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God, and He CANNOT USE THEM." T5:80. "God requires of them CONTINUAL ADVANCEMENT in the knowledge of the TRUTH...Then will they UNDERSTAND." SG 4:104. "The WISE shall UNDERSTAND." Dan. 12:10.

11) WHO IS IT THAT UNDERSTANDS?
"ONLY THOSE who LOVE and FEAR GOD – can UNDERSTAND the mysteries of the Kingdom." PK 516,547.

12) HOW SHALL THEY UNDERSTAND?
"...were not FULLY UNDERSTOOD even by the PROPHET HIMSELF." PK 547.
"The MEANING was to be unfolded from AGE to AGE." GC 344. "DAILY receive..." TM 511.

13) WHEN WILL THEY UNDERSTAND?
"Unless we are DAILY ADVANCING...WE SHALL NOT RECOGNIZE...the LATTER RAIN." TM 507,511. SG 4:104. COL 420.

14) WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS OF UNDERSTANDING?
"Using MEANS that God has entrusted to them to advance the WORK...Unless those who can help - are AROUSED to a sense of their DUTY, THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE THE WORK of God when the LOUD CRY of the Third Angel shall be heard." TM 66,206,208,237,300,399,507. DA 212.

15) WHAT OTHER CONDITIONS ARE THERE TO UNDERSTANDING?
"If any man will DO His will - he shall KNOW of the DOCTRINE." John 7:17. T2:24. T4:335. DA 459.

16) HOW SHOULD WE ASK FOR THE HOLY SPIRIT?
"But let him ask in faith - NOTHING WAVERING. For he that WEVERETH is like the wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. FOR LET NOT THAT MAN THINK THAT HE SHALL RECEIVE ANYTHING OF THE LORD. A double-minded man is unstable in all his ways." James 1:6-8.

17) DO ADVENTISTS TEACH US TO ASK IN FAITH, NOTHING WAVERING?
"Jesus...appeared in the presence of God for us. But it was NOT with the hope of OBTAINING something FOR us at THAT TIME, or at some future time. No!" QD 381. (No Holy Spirit? No daily oil? We deny the DAILY! No grace? No love? Can you BELIEVE the new Seventh-day Adventist religion and still come to Christ - NOTHING WAVERING?) "The reason why our preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey from most of them." T1:434. TM 320,362.

18) AND WHERE ARE WE TO APPEAR BEFORE CHRIST? (REMEMBER! THIS IS WHAT WE TAUGHT 20 YEARS AGO!)
"It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus into the Most Holy Place." EW 255-6,261.

19) IS THERE A MOST HOLY PLACE?
"If by the word 'literal' it is thought that we conceive of a Heavenly Sanctuary made of brick and mortar with all that we associate with such literalness in our everyday life, the answer is, WE DO NOT." QD 365.
Likening the Heavenly Sanctuary to DIRT! When God speaks of it as precious GOLD and SILVER and JEWELS and SILK and GLORY UNSPEAKABLE! EW 251. PP 349. CWE 53. SG 3&4:9.
"And out of one of them came forth a LITTLE HORN...and by him the DAILY sacrifice was taken away, and the PLACE of His Sanctuary was CAST DOWN...and it was CAST DOWN THE TRUTH TO THE GROUND...the transgression of DESOLATION, to give both the SANCTUARY and the HOST to be TRODDEN UNDER FOOT!" Daniel 8:9,11-13. "...and STAMPED upon them!"

20) DID ELLEN WHITE PREDICT JUST SUCH MOVES AS WE SEE IN THIS OMEGA OF APOSTASY?

"For the past 50 years every phase of HERESY has been brought to bear upon us, to becloud our minds regarding the teaching of the Word; especially concerning the Ministration of Christ in the Heavenly Sanctuary...Satan is striving continually to bring in fanciful SUPPOSITIONS in regard to the Sanctuary, DEGRADING the wonderful representations of God AND THE MINISTRY OF CHRIST for our salvation into SOMETHING that suits the CARNAL MIND. He removes its PRESIDING POWER from the hearts of believers, and supplies its place with FANTASTIC THEORIES INVENTED to make void the TRUTHS of the ATONEMENT, and destroy our confidence in the DOCTRINES which we have held SACRED since the Third Angel's Message was first given...BLINDNESS HAS HAPPENED UNTO ISRAEL, unto teachers, and unto those who are taught." Series B2:58, 7:17. SM 1:208.

THE COMPILERS of SM 1:208 - did NOT carry on as did SERIES B 2:58 into B 7:17 - but began beating their drums, as is the way of Adventism, for the LAW! SM 1:211-225,229-241. THE LAW IS OF NO VALUE WITHOUT A LIVING HIGH PRIEST MINISTERING BEFORE THE LAW AND BEFORE THE THRONE - in the Most Holy Place in the Sanctuary in Heaven. This is the Third Angel's Message. EW 254-6. This is the FOUNDATION of our faith. They have pulled out one pillar after the other from the FOUNDATION. Ellen White saw some with HUMBLE LOOK - would step once again on the FOUNDATION. Since Series B is not generally available - we direct you to:

SM 1:205 - in the OMEGA of Apostasy - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" in a big drive to win 1,000 per DAY - would give up the doctrines - would set up a "NEW ORGANIZATION." - SM 1:204. With "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER." That we are NOT TO JOIN! SM 2:390.

SM 1:201-208. This entire chapter deals with the FOUNDATION of our FAITH. Some would "CRITICIZE - SCORN - DERIDE" it, as we come to the OMEGA.
They would pull out the "PILLARS" from the "PLATFORM" requiring MEN and WOMEN of "KEEN PERCEPTION, who will give these TRUTHS their PROPER PLACE in the plan of God." SM :201.

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS...THE LEADERS WOULD TEACH that VIRTUE is BETTER than VICE, but God being REMOVED, THEY would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure...the ERRORS that have been coming IN (Coming from the OUTSIDE?) ...that have been coming IN - MUST BE MET...regarding the efforts of the ENEMY to UNDERMINE the FOUNDATION of our FAITH." SM 1:204-5. B3:54-6. "MEET IT!"

21) WHY DOES THE DEVIL MAKE SUCH AN ATTACK ON THIS POINT?

"The subject of the SANCTUARY and the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT should be CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD by the people of God. All need a knowledge FOR THEMSELVES of the position and work of their great High Priest. (WHY? If He OBTAINS NOTHING FOR US?) OTHERWISE, it will be IMPOSSIBLE for them to exercise the FAITH which is essential at this time, or to occupy the position which God designs them to fill." GC 488.

We made the mistake of quoting this from the URIAH SMITH DOCTORED UP BOOK - in which he ran this through the paper shredder - and then tried to stick it together again. So we will shut our eyes to his patchwork quilt by which to go to sleep again - and quote ONLY THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 313.

"THE SANCTUARY IN HEAVEN IS THE VERY CENTER of Christ's work in behalf of men...THE INTERCESSION OF CHRIST in man's behalf in the Sanctuary above is as essential to the plan of Salvation as was His death upon the Cross. 'By His death He BEGAN that WORK which AFTER His RESURRECTION He ASCENDED to COMPLETE in Heaven. We must by FAITH ENTER WITHIN THE VAIL, "whither the forerunner is for us ENTERED." THERE THE LIGHT FROM THE CROSS OF CALVARY IS REFLECTED." 1884 GC 313.

We do not believe the following is correct in your GC 489-490 - so we will quote the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 314. The KEY to it all:

"SATAN is continually seeking to deceive the followers of Christ with his FATAL SOPHISTRY that their defective traits of
CHARACTER render it IMPOSSIBLE for them to OVERCOME. But Jesus pleads in their behalf..."My GRACE is sufficient for thee..."Let NONE, then, regard their DEFECTS of CHARACTER as INCURABLE. God will give FAITH and GRACE to OVERCOME them...SUBDUE the evil tendencies..." 1884 GC 314. (THE VERY TEACHING that in the 20 years since PARABLE #1 - HEPPENSTALL has STRONG-ARMED the entire SEMINARY and AWAKENING - NO CHARACTER/NATURE CHANGE till MESSIAH COMESI) "The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Israel, My children, I have created the EVIL IMPULSE...(GC 492-504. T5: 503-4)...Since the EVIL IMPULSE was CREATED by God...Hence the teaching: "In the hereafter, the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring the EVIL IMPULSE and SLAY it in the presence of the righteous and wicked." EVERYMAN'S TALMUD, by the Rev. Dr. A. Cohen, M.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Lond.) E.P.DUTTON & CO. INC. NEW YORK. 1949.

THE SAME AS 1970 TALMUDIC MAXWELL BOOK - bedtime story of all bedtime stories - featured by two largest telecast pro- grams - sponsored by HEPPENSTALL/PIERSON/WILSON and the WASHERWOMEN of the Adventist Church. THE MISSION IMPOSSIBLE - change the CHARACTER/NATURE when they are all DEAD!

1) That is why they went over to teaching "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" No such TESTIMORIES WANTED!
3) Casting doubt and reflection against the Sanctuary itself, likening it to DIRT! (QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES p.365.)
4) Casting doubt on the DAILY NEED of the HELP and POWER of Christ through the Holy Spirit. They did all this to please or placate the "I AM SAVED!" BARNHOUSES and MARTINS and BILLY GRAHAMS! "...and have intelligence with them that forsake the Holy Covenant...and shall take away the DAILY SACRIFICE, and THEY shall place the ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE." Dan. 11:30,31. "There is DEATH at the CORE." B7:4. "DANGERS that we do not now discern will soon break upon us." B2:50. "...the WICKED shall DO wickedly; and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND - but the WISE shall UNDERSTAND." Dan. 12:10.
LESSON #5

Since souls hang in the balances of the Sanctuary — since we are dealing with most important subject ever born to man — since our right or wrong relationship to the Oil of Grace and the discernment of the Holy Spirit is the only POWER that can lead us into understanding TRUTH — whereby we might be saved and sealed. For we cannot be sealed while in error. EW 43-44.

Does doctrine matter? The foolish say — NO! The FOOLISH are not particular — here is what we can expect the FOOLISH to do (for this is EXACTLY what they ARE doing). The FOOLISH will say: "LOOK on the next page, or the same page — THEY TEACH THE TRUTH! SEE! I TOLD YOU SO!"

A thief is NOT FORGIVEN because he did not steal before. A murderer is NOT PARDONED because this is the first time that he killed. A liar is NOT JUSTIFIED by telling the TRUTH for a change.

In dealing with TRUTH — "LET NO MESSAGE be proclaimed until they have born a careful scrutiny IN EVERY JOT AND TITTLE." TM 229.

If there are jots and tittles that CONTRADICT the TRUTH — will the sin-forgivers point to sound FOOD that is MIXED with POISON? And dare to say it makes no difference? "Will you drink POISON, expecting God to provide the ANTIDOTE?" TM 455.

1. WHO WILL HEED THE WARNING?

2. WHY WILL THEY NOT HEED? WHY ARE THEY SO FOOLISH?
   They do not want to believe the Bible where it says the Savior is OUTSIDE that Laodicean DOOR — and ye must go OUT if ye wish to meet Him. For He WILL NOT come in except to the INDIVIDUAL that opens his heart's door to Him. "We ARE NOT saved in GROUPS." GC 490. "We will NOT be saved as a SECT — no denominational NAME has ANY VIRTUE to bring us into favor with God." R&H Feb. 10, 1891.

3. WHAT DO THEY DO WHEN TRUTH COMES TO THE FOOLISH? — 22 —
“Men rest SATISFIED...and DISCOURAGE any further INVESTIGATION of the Scriptures. They become CONSERVATIVE and seek to AVOID DISCUSSION...will hold to TRADITION and worship THEY KNOW NOT WHAT.” T5:706–7.

4. WHERE WILL THESE GRACIOUS SIN-FORGIVERS END UP?
“And at that time the SUPERFICIAL, CONSERVATIVE CLASS (WEBSTER: Those inclined to maintain and sustain existing institutions and views – OPPOSED TO CHANGE. The PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER!)...conservative class whose influence has steadily retarded the progress of the work, WILL RENOUNCE THE FAITH and take their stand with its avowed enemies – toward whom their sympathies HAVE LOOONG BEEN TENDING.” T5:463. GC 443–5, 606–8.

5. WHAT IS THE DANGER FOR THE LAST DAYS?
Did not Christ warn over and over again about wolves coming in sheep’s clothing – making a PROFESSION of being a Lamb – but when the CRISIS COMES – speaking with the voice of a dragon. T4:246. “We are living in the Last Days of this Earth’s history, and we may be surprised at NOTHING in the line of apostasies and denials of the truth. Unbelief has become a very fine art...There is constant danger of there being SHAMS in Pulpit Preachers...He will thoroughly purge His floor, and...He will BURN UP the CHAFF.” Notebook Leaflets, p.93.

6. WHAT IS JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH IN CHRIST?
It means just THAT. We WILL NOT be justified by faith in MAN or in a CHURCH or in a CORRUPT PRIESTHOOD or in TRADITIONS of the ELDERs - or in seeking to climb up some other way than Christ Jesus. “FOR THERE IS NONE OTHER NAME under Heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.” Acts 4:12. This was JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH to LUTHER - when he understood he must stand FREE of POPES and PRIESTS and ELLEN WHITE WARNED of: “FOLLOWING in the TRACK of ROMANISM!” TM 362. Let us turn from the TRADITIONS of MEN that have made the TRUTH of NON-EFFECT and study further the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE.

LESSON #6

1. IS THIS PARABLE IMPORTANT?
Of course.

2. WHEN DOES THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE APPLY?
Although – as many other prophecies – it has a DUAL or MULTIPLE application, while it applies at different periods
and to various Churches and institutions and individuals — still it applies in a special sense at the Close of Time. IT IS THE LAST MASSAGE.

3. **WHAT PROOF HAVE WE THAT IT IS THE LAST MESSAGE?** Because when the Spirit is withdrawn from the Earth — those who FAILED to make a DAILY PREPARATION — are found WANTING. Even they know it. COL 411.

4. **IS THERE ANY HINT IN THE PARABLE THAT THEY CAN MAKE A PREPARATION AFTER THIS LAST CALL?** No — for the FOOLISH do TRY — but the door is SHUT!

5. **WHO ARE THESE TEN VIRGINS?** "Here is brought to view THE CHURCH living in the LAST DAYS." GC 256,393. 1884 GC 242-3,256-7. "...by their experience illustrating the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live JUST BEFORE His second coming. THESE TWO CLASSES...." COL 406. Prov. 6:23.

6. **WHO ARE THE WISE?**

1) "They had STUDIED the Scriptures to LEARN the TRUTH, and earnestly sought for PURITY..." GC 394.

2) Besides the word — a lamp: they had OIL — the HOLY SPIRIT by which to UNDERSTAND the WORD.

3) The WISE obtain more OIL by giving OIL away. T6:117. "There is that scattereth, and yet increaseth; and there is that withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty." Prov. 11:24.

4) Those who only learn for SELFISH reasons — are not led by God. "Many are content to hear the Word of Life without seeking to IMPART light. They feel little responsibility for the progress of the Work, little interest in the salvation of souls...IF THEY REMAIN THUS, the many delusions of the Last Days will surely deceive them, for they will have no spiritual eyesight to distinguish TRUTH FROM ERROR...they DENY THE POWER of Godliness." T6:424-5,427. "...will be LEFT without the SEAL of God." T5:211. "...will be LEFT with those they did not TRY to SAVE." "...then Jesus LEAVES them." T1:331. "The MORE we endeavor to explain the truth to OTHERS...the PLAINER will it become to OURSELVES." T5:121. "TRUTH that is not LIVED, that is not IMPARTED TO OTHERS, loses its life —giving POWER, its healing virtue." T8:47.

"Those who are DO-NOTHINGS now — will have the superscription upon them: 'Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found WANTING.'...and they will be LEFT WITH THOSE WHOM THEY DID NOT TRY TO SAVE." TM 237.
7. **WHO ARE THE FOOLISH?**

1) "They had depended on the faith of their Brethren."
2) They accept traditions of the Church and its Elders - they go by the **MAJORITY** GC 394. T5:136,211.
3) "Satisfied with the flickering light of good **EMOTIONS**." GC 304.
4) They value **FEELING** above **FACT**.
5) What they call **THE SPIRIT** is but their own overwrought **EMOTIONS**. GC 395. They are non-committal.
6) They take the **POPULAR SIDE**.
7) Or else become **ENEMIES** of God by **PRETENDING** to be **NEUTRAL**. Only the **CRISIS HOUR** will show them up.
8) They are concerned about **PROPERTY** and **WEALTH**. Afraid of their **INFLUENCE**. Cannot face **PERSECUTION**.
9) They take up the latest **FASHIONS**. **LOVE** to be **ADMIRED**!
10) **POLITICS** gets them all excited - more excited than religion. FCE 482. T5:103. TM 275. T2:595. T1:283.
11) Hence their life is a life of **COMPROMISE**. Because they are **NEUTRAL** - they think **YOU** should be **NEUTRAL**.

8. **THE FOOLISH NEED TO LEARN THESE TRUTHS:**

1) "The Gospel of Christ **CANNOT** be preached **WITHOUT** **OFFENSE**." GC 126,144,165. DA 305-6,355. T2:491.
2) "**LIGHT** and **DARKNESS** cannot **HARMONIZE**. Between **TRUTH** and **ERROR** there is an irrepressible **CONFLICT**. To uphold and defend the **ONE** is to **ATTACK** and **OVERTHROW** the **OTHER**." GC 126. T3:287. RH 2:177,183,209.
3) **TRUTH** will **NEVER** be agreeable to a **LAIR**. GC 542.
4) "If God abhors one **SIN** above another, of which His people are **GUilty**, it is in doing **NOTHING** in case of an **EMERGENCY**. **INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY** in a religious **CRISIS** (COL 412)...is equal to the VERY **WORST TYPE of HOSTILITY** against God." T3:272,281. T4:87,108.
5) **WE HONOR BOTH SIDES?** "If **UNITY** could be secured **ONLY** by the **COMPROMISE** of **TRUTH** and **RIGHTEOUSNESS** - then **LET** there be **DIFFERENCE** and even **WAR**." GC 45.
6) "The people desire **SMOOTH THINGS** spoken to them, and the **PURE**, unvarnished **TRUTH** is not acceptable. Many **REFORMERS**, in entering upon their work, determined to exercise **GREAT PRUDENCE** in attacking the sins of the Church and the Nation.

- 25 -
They hoped – by the example of a pure Christian life, to lead the people back to the doctrines of the Bible. **BUT THE SPIRIT OF GOD** came upon them – as it came upon ELIJAH, moving him to REBUKE the sins of a wicked King and an apostate people; they could not refrain from preaching the plain utterances of the Bible, DOCTRINES which they had been reluctant to present. They were impelled to zealously declare the truth, and the DANGER that threatened souls. The words which the Lord gave them they uttered, FEARLESS of CONSEQUENCES, and the people were COMPELLED to hear the WARNING. **THUS THE MESSAGE OF THE THIRD ANGEL WILL BE PROCLAIMED.**

GC 606.

7) "Shirkers will NEVER wear the laurels of victory. Those who are true and loyal WILL NOT conceal the fact, but will put heart and might into the Work, and VENTURE THEIR ALL in the struggle, let the BATTLE turn as it will. God is a sin-hating God. And those who ENCOURAGE the sinner – saying IT IS WELL WITH THEE, God will CURSE." T3:272.

8) "LISTEN" to the TRUTH. EW 69.

9) "LEAVE their former...ERRORS." EW 69.

10) "LEAVE their former associates." EW 69.

11) "And STAND where they can define their position."

12) "STAND in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD." EW 69.

13) God's program calls for a SHAKING, SIFTING, SEPARATION. When the TARES are RIPE for the WRATH and FIRE of God – those BLIND to the SIGNS OF THE TIMES see no need for ALARM and "They DESPISE the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY that reaches the heart, and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED WHO GIVES REPROOF." T3:272.

14) "As we near the judgment all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER and it will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they belong. The sieve is going; let us not say, stay thy hand, O God...The Church MUST BE PURGED AND WILL BE." SG 2:201. T1:99,100. T5:505.

15) "We all have reason to thank God that a way has been opened to SAVE THE CHURCH, for the WRATH OF GOD must have come upon us, IF THESE CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS HAD REMAINED WITH US." SG 2:201. T1:99,100.

16) Yes, let the FOOLISH go OUT from us – BACK to the old SYNAGOGUE of TM 16 – where they are NOW (in 1984) trying to GET THE POWER from the POWER-POX CHARISOMATIC PENTECOSTAL OIL SALESMEN on Broadway. FOOLISH VIRGINS INDEED! But a revelation of their CHARACTER, or lack of it. Even some of the BLIND are beginning to see what we saw in 1962-4.
They may remain in the Church - as the Jews remained in the Temple - RIPE for the WRATH of God - as HISTORY is REPEATED.

17) "But the days of the PURIFICATION of The Church are hastening on apace...IN THE MIGHTY SIFTING SOON TO TAKE PLACE...Every wind of doctrine will be blowing...In the last solemn work FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God and He CANNOT USE THEM...The contest is between the commandments of God and the commandments of men. IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." (LEAVING WHAT?) T5:80-1.

"THE LORD shall set His hand the second time to recover the REMNANT...the OUTCASTS...of Israel, and gather together the dispersed from the four corners of the Earth." Isa. 11:11,12; 37:31; 56:8; 65:5. Jer. 8:2; 11:23. Psa. 147:2. RH 5:398; 6: 186. Eze. 6:... PK 92,108,309,324,360-1,460,500,552,559,560, 587-8,591,598,610,621,678,704,714,728.

TOO MANY REFERENCES? It took 50 years to collect them - you can check them all out in 50 minutes.

LESSON #7

HOW MANY WILL ACCEPT THE LAST MESSAGE?

1. "I was shown the startling fact that BUT A SMALL PORTION of those who now PROFESS the truth will be sanctified by it and be saved." T1:608.

2. "Not because they COULD NOT be saved, but because they WOULD NOT be saved in God's own appointed way. T2: 445.

3. "The Word of God plainly tells us that FEW will be saved, and that the GREATER NUMBER of those, even who are called, will prove themselves UNWORTHY of everlasting life. They will have no part in Heaven, but will have their portion with Satan, and experience the second death." T2: 294.

4. "A FEW, yes, ONLY A FEW, of the vast number who people the Earth will be saved." T2:404.


6. "Our example, if in accordance with the truth we profess, will save a FEW, and condemn the MANY." T2:334.

7. "Are we PREPARED? NEARLY ALL have ceased their WATCHING and WAITING." T2:195.


9. "Those who come up to the Bible standard...will be found RARE...indeed." T3:474.
11. "But FEW are working in unison with the Heavenly mes-
2. "SOME will be ready to say: What a HARD, CRUEL man
    Elijah must have been!" "And anyone who defends the
    honor of God at any risk, will bring censure and condem-
    nation upon himself from A LARGE CLASS." T3:287. (TO
    THE LAODICEAN CHURCH.)
14. "How FEW are aware that they have darling IDOLS." T3:
    543.
15. "LYING WORDS often make MANY FRIENDS, as in the case
    of Ahab and Zedekiah. These FALSE PROPHETS, in their
    pretended ZEAL for God found MANY MORE BELIEVERS and
    FOLLOWERS than the TRUE PROPHET, who delivered the
16. "While men WILL NOT HEED repeated WARNINGS, they are
    PLEASED with false teachers who FLATTER their VANITY,
    and STRENGTHEN their INIQUITY, but who will fail to HELP
    them in the DAY of TROUBLE." T4:180.
17. "The Laodicean message applies to the people of God who
    PROFESS to believe present truth. THE GREATER PART
    are Lukewarm professors, having a NAME but no ZEAL...
    You have done NO BETTER in your day than did the poor,
18. "FEW receive the faithful warning given them of God.
    DARKNESS and UNBELIEF DO NOT DECREASE as we near
    the time of the second advent of Christ. TRUTH becomes
    less and less palatable to the carnally minded...FEW...DAZE
    to come boldly forward, as did CALEB, and STAND FIRMLY
    for God and the RIGHT." T4:155.
19. "I was shown that there are but FEW...who can bear the
20. "There are but FEW who are living near to God...Men who
    are not half converted, who are SELF-CONFIDENT and
    SELF-SUFFICIENT in character, preach the truth to others,
    BUT GOD DOES NOT WORK WITH THEM." T4:412.
22. "FALSE SCIENCE is something INDEPENDENT of God. It is
    pretentious IGNORANCE. This deceptive POWER has capti-
    vated and enslaved the minds of MAN, and THEY have
    chosen DARKNESS rather than LIGHT." T4:584.
WHAT A PITY

"They are DRIFTING without an ANCHOR, beating about in the fog of UNCERTAINTY. SATAN soon seizes the helm and carries their frail bark wherever he pleases...become CONFUSED and BEWILDERED." T4:584.

23. "I know that many think FAR TOO FAVORABLE of the present time. These...will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN." T5:80.

24. "In the last solemn work FEW great men will be engaged...HE CANNOT use THEM." T5:80.

25. "In your present state you are doing FAR MORE HARM THAN GOOD: for you have a FORM of Godliness and PROFESS to believe the truth, while your words and actions say: "WIDE IS THE GATE, and WIDE is the WIND that leads to LIFE, and MANY there be that go in thereat." T5:436-7. All Shepherd's Rod and Innumerable Multitude believers in 1962 to 1964 and right through to 1984 - READ THIS AGAIN! Such are doing "FAR MORE HARM!" Because, with the FROOMS/ANDERSONS/RICHARDS - they make salvation WIDE and EASY. God does NOT!

26. "CHAFF LIFE A CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND, even from places where we see only floors of RICH WHEAT." T5:81.

27. "The call to this great and solemn work was presented to men of learning and position...But they SEPARATED from God, yielded to the INFLUENCE of The World - and the Lord REJECTED them...There are FEW really consecrated men among us." T5:82.


29. "Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHT-EOUS - prove to be RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY." T5:212.

30. "THE LITTLE COMPANY who are standing in the LIGHT will be sighing and crying." T5:209.

31. "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN THE CHURCH!"

32. "All is made very easy now...And why is this? The professed people of God have COMPROMISED with the POWERS OF DARKNESS." T5:210,222.

33. "Oh, how FEW know the TIME of their VISITATION! How FEW...How FEW...Today a LARGE PART of those who compose our congregations are DEAD in trespasses and sins...If they continue in this state, God will REJECT them." T6:427-7.

34. "The World's Redeemer had MANY hearers, but FEW followers." T7:36. (Should we expect any more?)
35. "It is the eternal LAW of Jehovah that he who accepts the truth that the World needs – is to make it his FIRST WORK to PROCLAIM THIS TRUTH." T7:13.

36. "Shall the SELFISHNESS and the EASE of those who have earthly comforts and attractive HOMES allure us?...Then God will put His CURSE upon us...and inscribe upon the WALLS of our homes: "Lovers of pleasures MORE than lovers of God."

37. "No human being can be saved in indolence. (There goes NO EFFORT!) The Lord bids us STRIVE to enter in at the straight gate: for MANY, I say unto you, will SEEK to enter in; and SHALL NOT BE ABLE...and FEW there be that find it." T8:65. (SALVATION that is made EASY – is the CURSE of the EAST – KISMET – FATE – KARMA – FUTU- TARIANISM – FATALISM – encourages SLOVENLY RESIGNA- TION.)

38. "In the Last Great Day MANY will say: 'Lord, Lord, open unto us.' But the DOOR will be SHUT, and their knock will be in vain. We should feel deeply over these things, for they are true." T8:75.

39. "MANY...will walk in strange paths, blinded and bewildered, they will LEAVE the narrow path that leads to the city of God." T8:100.

40. "NOT ONE IN ONE HUNDRED among us is doing anything beyond engaging in common, worldly enterprises." T8:148.

41. "There are faithful FEW who are true to God." T9:15.

42. "A SMALL MINORITY...the FEW." GC 615.

43. "They will be planting and building, buying and selling, eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the last moment of their probation. This is a condition of a LARGE NUMBER of our own people...To but FEW it can be said, "You are the children of the day, we are NOT of the night, nor of DARKNESS." T5:10.

44. "So FEW who are ready to listen to Bible truth, while they eagerly cherished ERROR and FANATICISM." SG 2:127.

45. "Said he, "Wife and children, I am going to the Kingdom. Will you go with me? If you do not, I shall not remain be- hind; I shall go if I go ALONE. If you will not go, IT WILL DO YOU NO GOOD to have me lost with you. I shall go, if I go alone. This is the truth: I must save my soul by obey- ing the truth." SG 2:151.

46. Many, many more references could be quoted to show the "Little Flock" – "...the remnant is very weak and feeble" – if any one teach any other doctrine than this – let him be accursed – he speaks not according to the Word – but is a DEceiver.
Hear him not - neither bid him Godspeed. The truth is very precious, cleave fast to the truth. In all ages the Devil has deceived the multitudes with false promises and delusive hopes - not justified by facts - it is his idea to get them to relax and believe all is well - when all is FAR FROM WELL. The Devil cares not how CLOSE we come to the Ark of God - as long as we sleep on the OUTSIDE. Those who appreciate truth and value salvation - will prize the statements shown here that are the results of many years of study - and, as we said - this is ONLY the beginning - there are many more. "The question is asked, When the Lord cometh, will He find FAITH on the Earth? Faith, THEN, has become ALMOST EXTINCT." Series A:67.

LESSON 38

We have not yet dealt directly with the Ten Virgin Parable. Let us do so now.

1. TO WHOM DOES THIS PARABLE APPLY?
   "...the experience of THE CHURCH that shall live just before His Second Coming." COL 406. GC 393.

2. JUST WHO DOES THIS REPRESENT?
   "The two classes of watchers represent the two classes WHO PROFESS to be waiting for their Lord." COL 406.

3. WHO ARE THE TWO CLASSES?
   Philadelphians and Laodiceans.

4. WHICH IS THE LAST CHURCH?
   LAODICEA. So she claims. The Foolish Virgins are also last - LAST and LOST. "The state of the Church represented by the FOOLISH Virgins is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN state." R&H August 19, 1890.

"If I have erred anywhere, it is in NOT rebuking sin MORE DECIDEDLY AND FIRMLY...I take NOTHING back. (Some in Sacramento - 1984 - should have read this!)...I take NOTHING back. I soften NOTHING...Many of you may truly be represented by the FOOLISH Virgins, who have no Oil in their lamps." T5:19, 21.

"SATAN has come in with his specious temptations, and has led the PROFESSED followers of Christ away from their leader, classing them with the FOOLISH Virgins." TM 130. "Many houses now supposed to stand secure WILL FALL." TM 126.

5. WHY DO WE SAY THE OTHER CLASS ARE PHILADELPHIANS?
   The WISE Virgins go in AHEAD of the FOOLISH - the FOOLISH NEVER go in -
they only DREAM they are going in. Read the record of the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH in the REVELATIONS. This is the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT - the DOOR is OPEN to THAT CHURCH - LAODICEA SHUT THE MOST HOLY PLACE DOOR in their declaration of FAITH - Dallas, Texas 1980. WHO OBJECTED? DID YOU? GC 430 says it in language that cannot be misunderstood - PHILADELPHIA came into EXISTENCE in 1844. TM 446 shows the SEALED 144,000 receive the MARK of PHILADELPHIA. The MARK of Rev. 3:12: "GOD - NEW JERUSALEM." These are the ones that are a pillar in the TEMPLE. Rev. 3:12. (SEE YOUR INDEX.) DA 549. MH 516. EW 277. AA 588. These are the ones "KEPT in the HOUR of TEMPTATION." Rev. 3:10. GC 560, 619. AA 588. T5:297,501. EW 15,30,31. WTF 14. And 100 more!

6. WHO ARE PHILADELPHIANS - GOD'S UNDERGROUND CHURCH?
This is SPIRITUAL Israel. Not VISIBLE Israel. The Church records are kept in Heaven. "AND NOT COMMITTED INTO THE HANDS OF ANY MAN." TM 47. PK 360-1,587,591, 677,714,728.

7. IS THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH THE CHURCH MILITANT?
"Now the Church is MILITANT." T8:42. 1904.

8. IS THE CHURCH MILITANT - THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT?
(1884) - "The Church MILITANT is NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT." RH 1:417. April 22, 1884. (Are you watching the DATES?)
(1893) - "Has God no living Church? He has a Church, but it is the Church MILITANT - NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT!"

"WE ARE SORRY THAT...there are TARES amid the WHEAT...GATHER ye together FIRST the TARES, and bind them in bundles to BURN them; but GATHER the WHEAT into my barn." RH 3:77-8. Aug. 29, 1893. (By implication the WISE "GO YE OUT to meet Him" in TARE-GATHERING TIME - to WAIT for WHEAT-SEALING TIME - the Church TRIUMPHANT.)

(Are you WATCHING the DATES? The STEPS? "...IN ORDER!")

"...until the HARVEST...THEN THE ANGELS gather out the TARES, which will be appointed to DESTRUCTION...all our ZEAL will not be successful in making the Church MILITANT as PURE as the Church TRIUMPHANT...We are not to say what constitutes the WHEAT, and what the TARES...
The work of SEPARATION is given to the Angels of God, and NOT committed into the hands of ANY MAN...SATAN is permitted to come IN...and BREAK UP, if possible, the UNITY of the CHURCH...This CLASS of EVIL-WORKERS have selected PORTIONS of the Testimonies, and have PLACED them in the framework of ERROR...(URIAH SMITH) will have to answer." RH 3:79,80. Aug. 29, 1893.

(1893) - written Mar. 23, 1893 but printed Sept. 12, 1893.
"...the Church MILITANT is NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT...ANTICHRIST will appear as the TRUE CHRIST, AND THEN (GC 624) - and THEN the LAW of God will be fully made VOID...the APOSTATE CHURCHES that UNITE in the exaltation of SATAN, the SENTENCE will go forth, 'Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, DEATH and MOURNING, and FAMINE, and she shall be utterly BURNED with FIRE!' RH 3:82. March 23, 1893. Sept. 12, 1893.

(1893) - When we read IN CONTEXT - NOT just skimming over the top - but reading this IN ORDER - in the ORDER it was written. We followed March 23 with Sept. 12 - and now we go to October 10, 1893: IT IS IMPOSSIBLE to follow this unless we know FACTS. Here we find when the Lord destroys the CHURCH LEADERS - SOP 1:306 - the DESTRUCTION of KORAH, DATHAN & ABIRAM, the CHURCH LEADERS, will be REPEATED, and AGAIN they will say: "Ye have killed the PEOPLE of the Lord!" RH 3:87. Oct. 10, 1893. STILL do not know - WHO the BRETHREN are! Do not recognize the JUDAS CULT. The SPLIT between WISE and FOOLISH - reveals who is the "APPLY of HIS eye!" While LOOKING IN VAIN for the TRUE CHURCH - it is NOT HERE! It is to COME! HERE - READ IT: "The CHURCH, soon to enter upon her most severe conflict WILL BE the OBJECT MOST DEAR to God upon Earth...the CHosen (SEALed) ones whom (SATAN) cannot DECEIVE and DELUDE with his SATANIC inventions and falsehoods." RH 3:89. Oct. 17, 1893.

WATCH THIS DATE - WATCH THIS FAKE!

Check back - we went from ORIGINAL TESTIMONY (1884) RH 1:417. April 22, 1884. Then we went to (1893) RH 3:77-8, 79-80,82,87,89. That took us from March 23 to August 29 to September 12 to October 10 to October 17 - all in 1893.

BEFORE WE RUN INTO THE FAKE!

They just ADDED ONE WORD to change the WHOLE THOUGHT! THE ORIGINAL TESTIMONIES AS SHOWN SAID: "The Church MILITANT - is NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT!"
They **ADDED** **ONE WORD**: "The Church **MILITANT** - is **NOT NOW** the Church **TRIUMPHANT**!" (Rather cute, isn’t it? So they are **STILL VICTORIOUS** no matter WHAT the Lord said in 200 other Testimonies! They will bet their life on **THAT ONE**!) RH 3:89. October 17, 1893. TM 21. **THAT ONE** they will **QUOTE** and **QUOTE** and **QUOTE**! It is **NOT** - and yet is **IS**!

**LET’S GO ON:**

(1894) - "**REMEMBER** that the Church **MILITANT** is **NOT** the Church **TRIUMPHANT**!" (Because the **CARNAL**, **PROUD**, **HAUGHTY** and **COLD** are in the Church!) FCE 294. R&H Jan. 16, 1894.

(1896) - "The Church **MILITANT** is **NOT** the Church **TRIUMPHANT**!" RH 3:410. Nov. 17, 1896.

(1898) - "The Church **MILITANT** is **NOT** in this World the Church **TRIUMPHANT**!" RH 3:593. July 26, 1898.

---

**THE ANSWER**

**WHAT IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS?**

*Given by the **PEOPLE** of **GOD** in the **SHAKING CHAPTER** - T1: 179. RH 1:32. Is it not that they are **FINISHED**! "The Testimony on which the **DESTINY** of the Church **HANGS**!" T1:181. EW 270.*

---

**THEREFORE**

"Go ye **OUT** to meet Him!" COL 406. And a brand−new **MOVE- MENT** takes their place. GC 464. The **WISE** **JOIN** this **MOVE- MENT/PROCESSION/COMPANY**. COL 406. This **NEW CHURCH** is composed of only **SEALED SAINTS**. The **FIRST TIME** they are called **SAINTS!** EW 35, 37, 39, 52, 53, 54, 74, 124, 252−3, 278−9, 280−9, 290−1. (We have only been working on this for a year, so we may need more time before we are **SURE**.) "**JEWELS!**" EW 83, 100. "**COMPANY!**" EW 88, 240, 242, 258, 271. "**MESSENGERS!**" EW 103, 105−7. "**REMNANT!**" EW 247, 255, 261.

**THE CHURCH MILITANT** - so few **LEFT** that **MILITATE** against the **ENEMY** - the **LEADERS UNITE** with the World and **TURN THE WEAPONS OF WARFARE AGAINST** the Church... **MILITANT**, be **AFRAID** of them... **THEY would TEAR DOWN** that which God would **RESTORE by the LAODICEAN MESSAGE!** TM 22−3. (The Church still **MILITANT** are only in a **HOLLOW SQUARE!** That is **ALL** that are **LEFT**! The rest have **SOLD OUT** - "**BE AFRAID OF THEM!**" TM 22.)

**HOW DO WE KNOW TM 21** - where they **ADDED** the word **"NOW"** is a **FAKE**?
Because (1891) - "Every member of His church MILITANT must manifest the same qualities, if He would JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179.

LESSON #9

1. WHO IS THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT?
   It is the FINAL CHURCH - the SEALED 144,000 PHILADELPHIANS shown in Rev. 3:7-13. The OPEN DOOR Church that came forth in 1844.

2. HOW CAN YOU PROVE THAT?

3. WHAT DID THEY DO TO HIDE THIS EVIDENCE?
   As they have done right along - CHANGED THE BOOKS!

4. HOW DID THEY DO THAT HERE?
   By ADDING ONE WORD! And then putting in into TM 21 - to catch your eye FIRST - and putting the ORIGINAL LAST! Put the TRUE TESTIMONIES - TM 45 (the further away the better) 47, 61. And LEAVE OUT the BEST ones altogether.

5. SUCH AS WHAT?
   "EVERY MEMBER of His Church MILITANT must...JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. Nov. 17, 1891.

6. WHAT IS OUTSTANDING ABOUT THAT?
   EVERY Church member must JOIN another MOVEMENT!

7. ARE THERE ANY OTHER TESTIMONIES THAT SAY THE SAME THING?
   The 10 VIRGIN PARABLE - shows WISE and FOOLISH. In the final MIDNIGHT HOUR - the WISE "JOINED the throng, and the door was SHUT!" COL 406.

8. ANY OTHER REFERENCES?
   "To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this message given." COL 420.

9. WHAT MESSAGE?
   "The MESSAGE of HOPE and MERCY..." COL 418. "OUT of the night of DARKNESS - God's LIGHT will SHINE...the LAST MESSAGE of Mercy..." COL 415.

10. WHAT IS THAT LAST MESSAGE?
    "In the CLOSING work...A MESSAGE...the voice of STERN REBUKE...DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...for the hour of His judgment is come." PK 187. "...as a LAST EFFORT!" PK 425. "GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE...REFORMERS...are to be REPAIRERS of the BREACH." PK 678.
11. WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH THE SLEEPING CHURCH?
"A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the CHURCHES...to...OUR OWN PEOPLE...in clearer lines." TM 117.

12. WHEN IS THIS?
"When the SHAKING comes..." TM 112. "HEALTH REFORM...unless we AROUSE, THEY will go IN ADVANCE of us!" TM 417.

13. HOW EXTENSIVE WILL BE THIS MOVEMENT OUTSIDE THE CHURCH?
"There seemed to be a GREAT MOVEMENT - work of REVIVAL going forward in MANY PLACES..." TM 515.

14. WHAT PROOF IS THERE THAT THIS IS NOT THE LAODIC-CEANS?
Because "Our people were moving into LINE!" TM 515.

15. WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
You do not MOVE INTO your own LINE! If they MOVE from WHERE they WERE to where they were NOT - then they MOVE into a LINE formed by someone else.

16. WHO FORMS THIS NEW MOVEMENT - THIS NEW LINE - REVIVAL?
"Men of clear UNDERSTANDING...LEAD OUT..." TM 514.

17. WHAT TIME IS THIS?
"...lead out in a work of thorough REFORMATION, I see a CRISIS...come into LINE!" TM 514. RH 6:332. "It is in a CRISIS...The great final TEST comes...when it will be TOO LATE!" COL 412. "BEHOLD, the Bridegroom COMETH, BY FAR the greatest number - will not credit the solemn WARNING...MINISTERS will WARN the people not to listen to them...will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY...SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon them."...NOW is the TIME to...AROUSE from their SLUMBER...without delay secure OIL..." TM 233.

18. HOW WILL THE LEADER"SHIP" - receive this MESSAGE?
"THE LORD CHOSE OTHERS...And then these LEADERS...act like men who have lost their reason!" TM 70. ST 4:62.

19. WILL NOT THE LEADER"SHIP" accept this LAST MESSAGE?
"The POWER attending the MESSAGE will only MADDEN those who oppose it." GC 132, 196, 443-5, 604, 607, 614.

20. DOES THE LORD APPEAL TO THE MAD LEADER"SHIP"?
"...the Lord will raise up OTHERS!" RH 2:144; 3:18. "Seventh-day Adventists...shall be brought down to HELL!" RH 3:69. August 1, 1893.
"He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS!" RH 3:248, 273. July 1895. "...and raise up OTHERS...Now He has NO USE FOR YOU!" SG 2:226-246.
21. WHAT WILL THE WISE DO?
...JOIN the Church TRIUMPHANT!" FCE 179. "...JOINED the throng...and the door was SHUT!" COL 406. RH 2:454.

22. HOW DID THEY FIX THAT UP?
They printed UP TO RH 3:82. Sept. 12, 1893. Put that in the COMPARED BOOK - TM 61-2. BUT THEY DID NOT print RH 3:85-87, where it shows them building a GOLDEN CALF. That these things were written as a WARNING lest we FOLLOW ISRAEL - there are TARES...IN ZION...like KD&A - "It seemed that REBELLION is next to INCURABLE!" RH 3:87.

23. LIKE KD&A - "SAVED/SINLESS/SANCTIFIED/COMPLETE/REDEEMED?"
All ready to FINISH THE WORK? ENTER THE PROMISED LAND? Or will that history be REPEATED? SOP 1:300,306. PP 400-5. "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154-5. RH 5:414.

24. WHO WERE KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM?
No matter what the TAYLOR BUNCH wrote in the 30's they were Church Leaders. They believed that "SPEWN OUT" meant "GOING THRU!" God said besides Caleb and JOSHUA - NOT ONE would go thru. They would all die in the wilderness - and their children would go thru. But like BEACH at the General Conference Session in Cleveland, Ohio 1958 - so said KORAH: "HOPES WERE HIGH!" PP 400. But "...their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES... will avail NOTHING!" GC 339. DA 299,379,383,577,635.

25. WHAT ARE WE TO LEARN FROM THIS?
What the Lord's PROPHET says is what will count. Not the traditions of men. Did you ever read that it will be "CONTRARY to any human planning." TM 300. So find out what the HUMAN PLANNING is and go the OTHER WAY!

\[LESSON \#10\]

1. IS THIS TEACHING IN HARMONY WITH THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE?
"At MIDNIGHT the cry is heard, 'Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him.' The SLEEPERS, suddenly awakening, spring to their feet. They SEE the PROCES- SION moving on, BRIGHT with TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC...The FIVE with lighted lamps JOINED the throng...and the door was SHUT." COL 406. 1900.

2. DOES THIS PARABLE FULLY APPLY?
"I am often referred to the parable of the Ten Virgins...This Parable...WILL BE FULFILLED TO THE VERY LETTER!" RH 2:419. August 18, 1890.
3. **IF THAT BE SO – WHAT DO WE SEE IN COL 406?**

(a) "They ALL slumbered and slept." Matt. 25:5.

(b) OUTSIDE of the Church "The cry is heard..." COL 406.

(c) "THE PROCESSION" goes BY the Church, has NO NEED of the Church. Those saved at all - must LEAVE the Church and JOIN the procession.

(d) "THE PROCESSION" is the REAL CHURCH and HAVE the "VOICE of GOD." "They HEAR the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM and the VOICE of the BRIDE." COL 406.

(e) Because of the OMEGA of APOSTASY - so that in NO WAY were they going to JOIN that CHURCH - "...when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are DISTINGUISHED from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view, and with HOSANNAS range under the banner of Christ. Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL." T5:81.

(f) These are HEALTH REFORMERS. "...and unless we A-ROUSE, THEY will go in ADVANCE of us." TM 417.

(g) "The Lord will carry out His plans through a VARIETY of ways and instruments...He will use SIMPLE MEANS." Letter 62, 1909. Leaflets 63.

(h) "God will employ agencies whose origin man may be unable to discern; ANGELS WILL DO THE WORK which man might have had the blessing of accomplishing had they not neglected to ANSWER the CLAIMS of God." R&H Dec. 15, 1885.

(i) "The FOOLISH, self-confident, heady and high-minded who press heedlessly on upon FORBIDDEN paths, FLATTER themselves that they can change their course WHEN THEY PLEASE." Letter 1, 1880. Leaflets 67.

(j) "MANY of our people are LUKEWARM. They occupy the position of Meroz; neither FOR nor AGAINST, neither HOT nor COLD. They HEAR the Words of Christ, but DO them not. If they remain in this state, HE WILL REJECT THEM WITH ABHORRENCE." T5:77.

(k) "Unless we are DAILY advancing...WE SHALL NOT RECOGNIZE the manifestations of the Holy Spirit in the Latter Rain. TM 507. (One of the greatest deceptions of Adventism is that they will KNOW when the SEALING is on, but it is still written:)

(l) It will come "CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING!" TM 300. It is TIME to AROUSE from DREAMING to REALITY.
4. WHO LEADS IN THE LAST WORK?
"God will move upon men in HUMBLE POSITIONS to de-
clare the Message of Present Truth. MANY SUCH will be
seen nasting hither and thither, constrained by the Spirit
of God to give the Light to those in darkness. The truth is
as a FIRE in their BONES...CHILDREN will be impelled by
the Holy Spirit...CASTING OFF MAN'S BINDING RULES and
CAUTIOUS MOVEMENTS - they will JOIN the ARMY OF THE
LORD." T7:26-7.

5. HOW ARE MEN BOUND?
"Some with PLEASING words, and others with WRATHFUL
looks and threatening gestures, and FASTENED THE CORDS
which were weakening. These men were CONSTANTLY
saying, 'GOD IS WITH US. WE STAND IN THE LIGHT. WE
HAVE THE TRUTH.' I inquired who these men were, and
was told that they were MINISTERS and LEADING MEN who
had REJECTED THE LIGHT themselves, and were unwilling
that OTHERS should receive." (In the early days and
now repeated.) EW 241.

6. WHAT WILL GOD'S PEOPLE DO AT SUCH A TIME AS THIS?
"Then many who cherished the sacred LIGHT - BROKE THE
CORDS which confined them, and stood out SEPARATED
from these companies." EW 241.

LESSON #11

1. WHAT AWAKES THE SLEEPING CHURCH?
"The sleepers, suddenly awakening, spring to their feet.
They SEE the PROCESSION moving on, BRIGHT with
TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC." COL 406.

2. WHAT IS THE MUSIC?
"Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him!"
The MUSICAL VOICES of these ANGELS seemed to reach
EVERYWHERE...Then I heard a VOICE saying to those who
had been pushed and derided, "COME OUT FROM AMONG
THEM, and touch not the unclean."...(in 1844) (This his-
tory to be REHEARSED or REPEATED as we enter the final
work. TM 116. SM 2:25 to 129,390.)

"In obedience to this voice, a large number BROKE THE CORDS
which bound them, and LEAVING the companies that were in
DARKNESS, JOINED THOSE who had PREVIOUSLY gained their
FREEDOM, and joyfully UNITED their voices with them...They
RESISTED the EFFORTS which were made to FASTEN THE
CORDS tighter, and REFUSED to heed the REPEATED ASSERT-
IONS, GOD IS WITH US - WE HAVE THE TRUTH WITH US." EW
242.
3. WHAT IS OUR DUTY WHEN THIS TIME COMES AGAIN?
"Very many raised their voices to cry, 'Behold the Bridegroom cometh!' and LEFT THEIR BRETHREN...I saw Jesus turn His face from those who REJECTED and DESPISED His coming, and then bade ANGELS LEAD HIS PEOPLE OUT from among the UNCLEAN, lest they should be DEFILED. Those who were OBEDIENT to the MESSAGE stood out FREE and UNITED." EW 249,250.

4. WHAT WILL THE ENEMY DO TO DISTRACT US?
"SATAN was trying his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE THEY WERE, until the SEALING was PAST." EW 44.

5. DID ELLEN WHITE SAY THE CHURCH WOULD GO THRU?
"The Church will be weighed in the balances of the Sanctuary. IF...she will be found WANTING." T5:83.

6. HOW DID THEY WEIGH THEMSELVES IN THE BALANCES?
In that 1957 QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE Book: "NOTHING we can ever do will merit the favor of God...We are NOT saved by WORKS...Neither can we be saved by LAW...The LAW of God was never designed to save men...But, thank God...WE ARE SAVED..."I shall be SAVED"..."I am SAVED"..."We are SAVED"..."JUSTIFICATION...SANCTIFICATION...GLORIFICATION." QD 108-9,118-9. (Repeated QD 349, 350.) (FROOM-ANDERSON-NICHOLS.)

7. WHAT DID ELLEN WHITE SAY ABOUT THAT?

8. ARE WE SANCTIFIED?
"They pray SANCTIFICATION, sing SANCTIFICATION, and shout SANCTIFICATION...Their consciences are SEARED...There is NO BIBLE SANCTIFICATION...for those who cast a part of the truth behind them." T1:338.

9. WHAT IS NO GREATER DELUSION?
"He was UNSTABLE...BEFOGGED with the AGE TO COME...He has had NO ANCHOR...a FALSE THEORY of SANCTIFICATION, which is OUTSIDE of the Third Angel’s Message, and wherever received DESTROYS the love for the Message...It is a PEACE and SAFETY theory...throw around them the GARB of SANCTIFICATION...they are Satan’s agents, used by him to ALLURE..." T1:333-5.
10. WHY IS INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION A COUNTER-FEIT?
(As listed in GC 464–473) "Your RIGHTEOUSNESS is of NO VALUE with God." T3:338. "SANCTIFICATION is...the WORK...of a LIFETIME." AA 560–2, 555. T2:472. T3:325.

11. WHY IS IT DANGEROUS TO FALL FOR ONE ERROR?
It has a DOMINO EFFECT – weakening of ONE POSITION – leads to WEAKENING of another. Until the soul is encased in infidel HARDNESS.

LESSON #12

1. HOW ELSE DID THE CHURCH WEIGH ITSELF IN THE SANCTUARY?
"Jesus...appeared in the presence of God for us. But it WAS NOT with the HOPE of obtaining something FOR US at that time or at some future time. NO! He had ALREADY obtained it for us ON THE CROSS!" QD 381.

2. HOW DO WE ANSWER THAT?
"But AFTER Christ’s ASCENSION, His ENTHRONEMENT in His MEDIATORIAL Kingdom was SIGNALIZED by the OUT-POURING of the Holy Spirit. On the Day of PENTECOST..." COL 120.

3. WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO FOLLOW WAGGONER AND DOUBT 1844?
DOUBT Christ going into the Most Holy Place in 1844.
DOUBT the Third Angel and claim THE BIBLE ONLY!
DOUBT the BIBLE ONLY and go by the OTHER CHURCHES!
DOUBT that MIND CONTROL EXORCISM is SPIRITUALISM.
DOUBT that FEW will be SAVED. Want to go with the MANY!
DOUBT that PENTECOSTAL POWER is now SWEEPING THE CHURCH!
DOUBT that PENTECOSTAL POWER is transmitted to OTHERS!
DOUBT it is as DANGEROUS as God says it is.
DOUBT the Lord and seek to the WITCH of ENDOR.
DOUBT - WITCHES have NO DOUBT - they are SANCTIFIED!
DOUBT - most of the World will be lost due to DOUBT.
DOUBT - it is time to RESIST EVERYTHING that bredes DOUBT!
DOUBT - we have no good reason to DOUBT the TESTIMONIES.
DOUBT - let the DOUBTERS follow their LEADERS to "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION..." SM 1:48; 2:78.
DOUBT - RATHER "AN EMOTION or a RAPTURE of FEELING!" SM 2:18,19.

4. WHAT IS THE GREATEST SIN OF ALL?
The Sin of having "NO NEED!" The POMPOUS PROUD PHARISEE CHURCH MEMBER. Christ could do MORE for the HARLOTS and PUBLICANS - who, above all - had a NEED.

5. WHAT WILL SURPRISE THE CHURCH MEMBERS?
When Christ comes to GATHER - to SEAL - the OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL - as in the Days of Jerusalem - this will be an INSULT too great to bear. "The POWER attending the Message will only MADDEN those who oppose it!" GC 607.

6. NOW WATCH CAREFULLY!
Go on in this page - go on to the NEXT PAGE and see with your own eyes, just WHO are "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES" of the Saints? Who go to LAW? Who end up going to the CATHOLICS? Who have always preferred CATHOLIC LAWYERS Our "FORMER BRETHREN!" GC 608.

7. IN ALL YOUR WATCHING - WATCH THEM!
Especially NOW - 20 or 24 years AFTER that first PARABLE was made - how are they now calling in their 500 LAWYERS when they gather 30 - 31 - 60 - to some RETREAT - (Which means CLOSED, SECRET ORGANIZATION) - let out PREPARED BULLETINS to feed the public - like the ROCKEFELLER-ROTHSCHILD SECRET SOCIETY ILLUMINATI - behind CLOSED DOORS. Turning the fortunes of this Church over to SPECTRUM LAWYERS - who are the LEADING ONES to arrange FORD tapes and COTTRELL tapes and RON NUMBERS tapes and open UNBELIEF and DOUBTS. WATCH THEM!

8. OF ALL THE WORLD - WHO IS THE MOST TO BE PITIED?
"Those PROFESSED believers who come up to the Time of Trouble UNPREPARED - will, in their despair, CONFESS their sins before all in words of BURNING ANGUISH. The case of all such is HOPELESS. When Christ stands up, and LEAVES the MOST HOLY PLACE, then the TIME of TROUBLE COMMENCES, and the case of every soul is DECIDED... (NOT DECIDED AFTER THIS MOMENT!) ...is DECIDED and there will be NO ATONING BLOOD to CLEANSE from sin and pollution. As Jesus LEAVES the MOST HOLY... He that is UNJUST, let him be UNJUST STILL; and he that is FILTHY, let him be FILTHY STILL; and he that is RIGHTEOUS, let him be RIGHTEOUS STILL; and he that is HOLY, let him be HOLY STILL. And behold, I come quickly,
and my REWARD is with Me, to give EVERY MAN as his WORK shall be... Those who DELAY a PREPARATION for the Day of God CANNOT obtain it in the TIME OF TROUBLE, or at any future period...The period of PROBATION is the TIME granted to all to PREPARE for the Day of God. If any NEGLECT the PREPARATION, and heed not the faithful WARNINGS given...DO NOT MAKE STRONG EFFORTS NOW...

ALL WHO LISTEN TO THE 1960 HUDSON AWAKENING AND WHO:

"...do not make strong EFFORTS NOW to exercise persevering FAITH, will be wholly UNPREPARED." SG 3:134-6. EW 71. CDF 455. PP 171. T5:216. DA 249. PK 435. SG 3:196.

9. WHO WILL BE WHOLLY UNPREPARED?
"Those who accept Christ, and in their first confidence say, 'I AM SAVED' — are in DANGER of TRUSTING to themselves. They lose sight of their own WEAKNESS, and their constant need of Divine strength. THEY ARE UNPREPARED...Let him that THINKETH he standeth, take HEED lest he FALL...Our only safety is in CONSTANT DISTRUST OF SELF...THE PHARISEE...His soul was ENCASED in a SELF-RIGHTEOUS ARMOR which the ARROWS of God, barbed and true—aimed by Angel hands — FAILED to PENETRATE." COL 157-8. 1900.

10. WHAT IS IMPORTANT ABOUT 1900?
That was the year of HOLY FLESH — sparked to life by "I AM SAVED!" From JONES to BALLENGER to UNITING with the HOLY ROLLER PENTECOSTAL POWER—POX CHARISMATICS.

11. IS HISTORY BEING REPEATED? IS HOLY FLESH REPEATED?
PILGRIM'S REST, Beersheba Springs, TN 37205. Ask for WAYMARKS 75, Nov. 1, 1983. ALL—OUT PENTECOSTAL POWER—POW SHOW in AUSTRALIA — led by ANDREWS SEMINARY GRADUATES. History on the march! What we PREDICTED as the last straw — 50 years ago! We had no idea it would take this long. BRINSMEAD—PAXTON testified against it. WATCH them FALL FOR IT! As Satan appears in person — as Adventist PROBATION is OVER. GC 624. SM 2:31,48-55. CHARISMATIC MARTIN touched ROY A. ANDERSON — 1955 — that gave birth to QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES and I AM SAVED — 1957. He SPOKE IN TONGUES — SEATTLE VOICE SHOW — 1962. He is now LEADING OUT to UNITE with PENTECOSTAL EXORCISM of DEMONS. [As Elder Bauer said: "IN?" or "OUR?" — As ELLEN WHITE PREDICTIONS are FULFILLED.]
2. WHAT DID SHE PREDICT?
"So APOSTASY in the Church (Not OUT of the CHURCH!) ...APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH would PREPARE the WAY, for the IMAGE to the BEAST." GC 444. (And the:page before and the page after give us some of the details of HOW it will come about. Read it for your life!) So do not go a-round looking for DEVILS - OUT of the Church - there are enough INSIDE! "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...MANY will stand in our pulpits with the torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN... SOUNDED ALARM!" TM 409, 410. (You are an UNBELIEVER? You do not want to BELIEVE this? Go ahead, be an UNBELIEVER! We do not pray for UNBELIEVERS. We also do not APOLOGIZE if we hurt their DELICATE FEELINGS!)

LESSON #13

1. WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO FOLLOW MAY 28, 1916 WAGGONER?

2. WAGGONER - "THEN WHAT TOOK PLACE IN 1844?"
WAGGONER - "That question bothered me for many years ...the idea of a 2300-year period ending in 1844...but one day the LIGHT dawned on me, and I saw that that period had NO FOUNDATION WHATSOEVER, and then of course I simply dropped it." p.15. THE CONFESSIONS OF FAITH, Dr. E. J. Waggoner. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY, HERITAGE ROOM, Berrien Springs, Michigan. May 28, 1916.

3. CAN WE SAFELY THEN - FOLLOW WAGGONER?
Almost ALL who do - also give up the 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS. "Doth a fountain send forth at the same place - SWEET WATER and BITTER...so can NO FOUNTAIN both yield SALT WATER and FRESH." James 3:11-2. "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS. Do men gather GRAPES of THORNS or FIGS of THISTLES?" Matt. 7:16. "BEWARE of FALSE PROPHETS...they are RAVENING WOLVES" Matt. 7:15.

4. WHY DO ADVENTISTS FOLLOW WAGGONER?
Because men have ALWAYS preferred the TRADITIONS OF MEN that make the Word of God of NON-EFFECT.
They feel **SECURE** in following the **BIG MAJORITY**. No minister would **EVER** be **POPULAR** if he let it be known that he **DID NOT** go along with "**I AM SAVED!**" - (JONES) and **FORNICATING** - (WAGGONER). (See **APPENDIX** to OLSON BOOK.)

**5. WHAT IS THE TEST - BETWEEN ELLEN WHITE AND WAGGONER?**

Waggoner, and the Waggoner **AWAKENING** - **1960** - stood in a solid **PHALANX** - in **OPEN DEFiance** of this: (We **WARNED** of what was coming in **PARABLE** #1.) "I saw that as the Jews crucified Jesus, so the **NOMINAL CHURCHES** had **CRUCIFIED** these Messages, and therefore they have **NO KNOWLEDGE** of the way **INTO** the Most holy, AND THEY **CANNOT BE BENEFITED** by the intercession there. Like the Jews who offered their **USELESS** sacrifices, they offer up their **USELESS** prayers to the apartment which **JESUS HAS LEFT**; and Satan, **PLEASED** with the deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these **PROFESSED** Christians to himself, working with his (CHARISMATIC/SPRITISTIC) **POWER**, his **SIGNS** and **lying WONDERS**, to fasten them to his **SNARE**...The Churches are **ELATED**, and consider that God is working marvelously for **THEM**, when it is the work of **ANOTHER SPIRIT**...the **HONEST**...will **LEAVE**...and take their stand with the **REMNANT**." **EW 261.**

**6. WHAT DO THE FROOM-ANDERSONS SAY ABOUT THAT?**

"**WE HOLD IN HIGH ESTEEM** the Christian men and women in other communions who are engaged in **WINNING SOULS** to Christ!" **QUEER DOCTRINES**, p.626. **1957**. (FROOM-ANDERSON.)

**7. WHAT IS GOD’S REPLY?**


**8. IF SDA MINISTERS SPOUT OFF LIKE THAT – WHAT SHOULD THEY DO?**

They could be as **HONEST** as **CANTRIGHT-BALLENGER-CONRADI-FLETCHER-BRINSMEAD-FORD** – and go and **JOIN** the **OTHER CHURCHES.**
9. WHAT HAVE ADVENTIST CHURCH MEMBERS DONE SINCE THIS BOOK?
Since 1957? Close to TWO MILLION have LEFT! 795,000
in a 10-year period from 1970 to 1980. How many in this
27 years? If TWO MILLION LEFT - how many MIGHT have
UNITED - if such IRRESPONSIBLE statements were not
made? If THEY are WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST - let's ALL
GO THERE! Why not SHUT DOWN the SDA Church? Or is
this what the agents of JUDAISM-ROMANISM-ILLUMINATI -
are trying to do? Rather than make such DEFEATIST
statements - SILENCE would have been GOLDEN!
Prov. 17:28: "Even a FOOL, when he holdeth his peace, is
counted WISE!"
Prov. 17:10: "...a HUNDRED STRIPES unto a FOOL!"
Prov. 17:8: "...but a PRATING FOOL shall fall."
Prov. 12:15: "The way of a FOOL is RIGHT in his own eyes."
Prov. 1:32: "For the turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY
them, and the PROSPERITY of FOOLS shall DESTROY them."
Prov. 13:20: "...a COMPANION of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED."
Prov. 16:22: "...the INSTRUCTION of FOOLS is FOLLY."
Prov. 17:15: "...they BOTH are ABOMINATION to the Lord."

Does the above apply to the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE? FIVE are FOOLS!

There is NO SALVATION for the "PRATING FOOLS!"

10. WHAT DOES "I WILL SPEW THEE OUT OF MY MOUTH!" MEAN?
TO THE FOOL IT MEANS: "GOING THRU!" But see T6:408.
11. WHAT IS THE FATE OF EVEN THE LUKEWARM?
"Many of our people are LUKEWARM...If they remain in this
state, HE WILL REJECT THEM WITH ABHORRENCE!" T5:76,
77.
12. "THE ONLY HOPE FOR LAODICEANS is a clear view of...a
knowledge of the nature of their DISEASE." T4:87.
13. WHY THE SOLEMN STRAIGHT TESTIMONY? "...upon which
the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" T1:180. EW 270.
FOOTNOTES SAY: "...O nation NOT DESIRED!" T1:180.
Should that be plain enough?

LESSON #14

1. WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL 1892
GOSPEL WORKERS (Obtainable from LEAVES) and the
1915 FAKE? Not even a DISTANT RELATIVE of the
ORIGINAL.
2. WHAT DOES THE ORIGINAL SAY ABOUT THE FATE OF THE CHURCH?

"Unless DIVINE POWER is brought into the experience of the people of God, FALSE THEORIES and ERRONEOUS IDEAS will take minds CAPTIVE, Christ and His righteousness will be dropped out of the experience of MANY, and their FAITH will be without POWER or LIFE...and if they do not ZEALOUSLY REPENT, they will be among those who are represented by the LAODICEANS who WILL be spewed out of the mouth of God." 1892 GC 104. (This book was TOO STRAIGHT - so it had to be gotten RID OF. This same page shows five different kinds of FAITH.) 1. "THEIR FAITH without POWER or LIFE. 2. "THEIR LIMITED FAITH." 3. "INTELLIGENT FAITH." 4. "THE FAITH of JESUS." 5. "INCREASED FAITH." 1892 GW 104.

3. HOW WILL THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY WORK ON SOME?

"Some, I saw, would gladly return. Others will not let this message TO the Laodicean Church have its weight upon them. THEY WILL GLIDE ALONG, much after the SAME MANNER they have, and WILL be spewed OUT of the mouth of the Lord. Those ONLY who zealously repent will have favor with God." SG 4:29. T1:144.

4. WHAT IS THE MOST HORRIBLE FATE OF ALL?

"It should convince them that they have a WORK to do to OVERCOME, (Those who unite with the popular churches have NOTHING to OVERCOME - are they not SAVED?) OVERCOME, or be spewed OUT of the mouth of God... LEAVING THEM with their evil traits unsubdued, to the CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS." SG 4:34. T1:187.

5. NOW THAT WE REALIZE THIS DANGER - HOW DO WE MEET IT?

"Some had been shaken OUT and LEFT by the way...LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS." EW 271. If we read this as the INFALLIBLE LEADERship would want us to - to be left BEHIND in DARKNESS means they go OUT of that PREDESTI-NATED CHURCH! But what if THAT CHURCH is ALREADY in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...IMPENETRABLE!" Then they do not have to go ANYWHERE to find any GREATER DARKNESS. They have it all there. So to be shaken OUT above all means OUT of the TRUTH! OUT of the LIGHT! OUT of the SANCTUARY! OUT of the Third Angel's MESSAGE! Some of these PROUD and HAUGHTY WILSONS brush off these TWO MILLION who went OUT of the Church as a plain NOTHING! No account at all! Yet they are, by their own admission - THE LARGEST CHURCH!!
6. **HOW CAN WE BE LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS?**
How would it be to go **BACK** to the **SAME** **BOOK** where that statement is made? **BACK TO THE ORIGINAL RH 1:32** or to much the same - T1:179-187. (SHAKING and LAODICEAN CHURCH chapters.) What did the Prophet say constitutes or causes being **LEFT** - meaning **LEFT** without the **SPIRIT** of God! Or, as it reads: **"LEAVING these...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!"** T1:187.

7. **WHAT MORE HORRIBLE FATE?**
Should we not examine this **CLOSELY**? What to do to be **LEFT!** **SURPRISE!** All you have to **DO** to be **LEFT** is to do **NOTHING**!

8. **WHAT DO YOU MEAN - NOTHING?**
Well, that's what it reads. **ACTIVE OFFSHOOTS** - **DETRACTORS** - **TROUBLES OF ISRAEL** - **DISGRUNTLED** - cannot be accused of doing **NOTHING**! They are **ACTIVE**! Not always **RIGHT** - but **RIGHT** or **WRONG** - they are **ACTIVE**!

9. **PROVE THAT TO BE LOST - WE DO NOTHING! JUST STAY IN THE BACK SEAT AND DO AND SAY NOTHING!**
This requires taking these few pages - read them inch by inch. **MARK** as you go. Those **LEFT** are those who do **NOTHING**! We can also take it from T5:463. Here they are called **CONSERVATIVE CLASS**.

10. **WHAT DOES "CONSERVATIVE" MEAN?**
**WEBSTER:** "Those inclined to maintain or sustain **EXISTING INSTITUTIONS OR VIEWS** - **OPPOSED TO CHANGE**!" In other words - the **PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER**!

11. **WHAT ABOUT THIS CONSERVATIVE CLASS?**
"The **WORK** which **THE CHURCH** has **FAILED** to do in a time of **PEACE** and **PROSPERITY** - she will have to do in a **TERRIBLE CRISIS**..." T5:463.

12. **WHY DO YOU PAUSE THERE? WHY DO YOU NOT READ ON?**
Because **DO YOU** or **DO WE** know the meaning of this word **CRISIS**? What is the use of reading on - if we do not understand **TIME** - **PLACE** - **CIRCUMSTANCES**!

13. **ALRIGHT - SO WHAT IS THE TIME?**
To find the answer we must go through the books and **WATCH** for the word **CRISIS**! We run into the word in T5:711. Given in 1889. This was a **WORSE THREAT** than was 1888. It was the **THREAT** of the **BEGINNING** of the formation of what is now known as the **WCC-NCC**. And our people sat on their hands and did **NOTHING**! "About the **UNITING** of the **CHURCHES**, they were noncommittal, **NEUTRAL**."

WILSON had his best professional writers shove into this kid's hands - what they wanted him to say. Where they used, for the FIRST TIME in Adventist History - the word "JOIN!" They intend to JOIN - NOT the WCC, NOT the NCC, NOT the EVANGELICAL ALLIANCES - but a NEW GROUP - unknown before.

We have dealt with this before it was featured by LAYWORKER FALL 1983.

1889 - They Sinned by being neutral. Nearly 100 years on - 1893 - they meet this GREAT CRISIS by planning to JOIN!

IN THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE - "For a time there is seen NO DIFFERENCE!" COl 408. Between WISE and FOOLISH. But then we run into that word CRISIS: "...a SUDDEN and UNLOOKED for CALAMITY, something that brings the soul FACE to FACE with DEATH!" COl 412.

And now the DIFFERENCE is seen - they see it themselves. The FOOLISH now realize they FAILED to make a PREPARATION. They lack OIL which is CHARACTER! TM 234.

14. NOW WE COME BACK TO THE CRISIS! T5:463.
What happens to the PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER? "...in a TIME of...a TERRIBLE CRISIS...And at THAT TIME, the superficial, CONSERVATIVE CLASS, whose INFLUENCE has steadily retarded the progress of the (REAL) WORK, will RENOUNCE the FAITH and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES, toward whom their sympathies have been LONG been tending. THESE APOSTATES..." T5:463.

15. WHERE WILL THE SAINTS STAND IN THIS TIME?
"...perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:463. (SAME PAGE.)

16. SO SR. WHITE "INvariably Said" TO STAY WITH THE SHIP?
Even when it goes DOWN with "...to see with HORROR

- 49 -
their HOPELESS condition, and WITH the LEADERShip - they SANK to RISE NO MORE! (The END of the WILL ROSS fake!) "...to rise NO MORE." SM 2:128. 1893.

17. DID ELLEN WHITE SAY TO STAY WITH THAT LEADERSHIP? "We must learn to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER...I saw that ONE SAINT, if he were RIGHT, could move the arm of God; but a MULTITUDE TOGETHER, if they were WRONG, would be WEAK and could effect NOTHING!" EW 105,120.

18. DID WE FORGET TO DEAL WITH WHY THEY LEFT? (FOOTNOTES to T1:180 & 182 shows these are LAODICIEANS!) "SOME...seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD. The ANGELS of God LEFT these...the ANGELS LEFT THOSE who... (Obeyed the 1960 HUDSON AWAKENING!) ...the Angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT... (These will RISE UP allright!) ...the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...They will RISE UP against it, and this will cause a SHAKING among God's people...the Angels of God have the charge: "They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone," ...LEAVING these with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:180-1, 187.

19. WHAT A FRIGHTFUL PICTURE! Yes!

20. ALL CAUSED BY FOLLOWING THE CONSERVATIVE CLASS? Yes. Into their OMEGA of APOSTASY. All in the same BOAT-SCOW with ROTTEN TIMBERS! TM 446.

21. WHAT IS OUR DUTY? "...to open the BLIND EYES, to bring OUT the PRISONERS from the PRISON, and them that sit in DARKNESS." T9:64.

---

LESSON #15

1. STEPHEN WAS KILLED FOR PREACHING THIS: "Howbeit the Most High DWELLETH NOT in TEMPLES made with hands..."When Stephen reached this point, there was a TUMULT among the people...they RUSHED upon STEPHEN, GNASHING WITH THEIR TEETH!" AA 99,100.

2. SOME WILL GNASH WITH THEIR TEETH IF WE TEACH THIS: "And I looked, and lo, a Lamb stood on the Mount Sion, and with Him a 144,000 having His Father's name written in their foreheads." AA 590-7. (Based on Rev. 3:12 and Rev. 14:1 - we DARE you to find this ANYWHERE ELSE but under PHILADELPHIA - the Church TRIUMPHANT!) - 50 -
3. **WHO DOES THE LORD GATHER?**  
"The **REMnant** of His people... **THE OUTCASTS** of ISRAEL."  
Isa. 11:11, 12. T5:476. "The REMnant of Israel, and such as are **ESCAPED** of the House of Jacob."  
Isa. 10:20-23. "The **REMnant** of Israel were a **FEEBLE PEOPLE**..."  
PK 677-8. "**GOD'S REMnant PEOPLE** - standing before the World as **REFORMERS**."  
PK 678.

4. **DOES THE DEAD CHURCH WANT REFORM?**  
"This causes a **COLLISION**, and **LOUD VOICES** were heard in committee meetings, in board meetings, and in public assemblies, **OPPOSING REFORM METHODS**."  
T6:140.

5. **REAL REFORM WOULD DO WHAT?**  
"A **REFORMATION** that will **CONSTITUTE** them **MEMBERS** of the **ROYAL FAMILY**, children of the Heavenly King."  
T8: 195-6.

6. **AND WITHOUT REFORM?**  
"Making no attempt to **REFORM**, they are growing **WORSE**. But the **PEOPLE OF GOD** are **NOT** to walk in **DARKNESS**. (NOT to walk in **LAODICEAN DARKNESS**.) They are **to walk in the LIGHT**, for **THEY ARE REFORMERS!**"  
T7:62.

7. **ADVENTIST CAN "PROVE"**  
When HMSR wants $300,000.00 - he uses a picture of him with **BROTHER BILLY GRAHAM** - Hell Priest and Easter Keeper - to "**PROVE**" he is doing the work of the **LORD**!  
So friendly with **BABYLON**!

**CANADIAN STOOGE** did this also - that was, in fact, the title to one of his articles - how they are winning **FRIENDS** in Vancouver, B.C., 1963 - as they **WINED** and **DINED** them in one of the most **EXPENSIVE HOTELS** in Vancouver. They even wrote a book - **SO MUCH IN COMMON**. Since you did not **OBJECT** - they handed that to you in the **AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION**:
"...to create a public **IMAGE** (Yes! We believe so!) ...set salvation within the reach of the **MULTITUDES** (Since when did God give **THAT COMMISSION**?) ...to place **EMPHASIS** on the noncontroversial truths shared IN **COMMON** with all Christian-ity."  
(Was there not **ONE** Minister there that dared ask: **SUCH AS WHAT?** What do we have IN **COMMON** with **BABYLON**?)  
But they **PASSED** this - R&H, Dec. 18, 1969 - **NOT ONE OF THEM AWARE** - or did not **DARE** point to:

"And what do we see just ahead?... **EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE**... (Is that the coming one that they intend to **JOIN**?) ...and **UNIVERSAL CREED**!"  
When this shall be gained...it will be only a **STEP** to the resort to **FORCE**.
When the LEADING CHURCHES of the United States, UNITING upon such points of doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON - shall influence the State to ENFORCE their DECREES and to SUSTAIN their INSTITUTIONS, then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE..." GC 445. 1884 GC 278.

8. IS THIS THE CRISIS WE WERE CONSIDERING IN COL 412? We are not sure. THIS SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT LAW is WELL KNOWN - so well known among Adventists they seem to know NOTHING ELSE! But this CRISIS in COL 412 is "UNLOOKED FOR - SUDDEN - BOTH PARTIES WERE TAKEN UNAWARES!"

Could it be SATAN appearing in a FLYING SAUCER? Could it be an ATOMIC HOLOCAUST? PESTILENCE?

9. OR ALL THREE TOGETHER? AT THE SAME TIME? As a SIGN that Adventist probation is OVER. For this CRISIS in COL 412 - if you look at that again - as is the FINAL MIDNIGHT CRY - so is this. PROBATION over! It even says that right there: "THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES...when it will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied." COL 412.

10. DO ADVENTISTS - OR DID THE AWAKENING UNDERSTAND? "THE GREAT CRISIS...THE JUDGMENTS OF GOD...FIRE, FLOOD, EARTHQUAKE, WAR, BLOODSHED...the TIME of their VISITATION!" T9:97. Adventists never have understood the TIME of their VISITATION. And the CLEANSING of the temple to be repeated.

11. WHAT HAPPENS AT THE CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE? Why not THINK BACK? Adventist Ministers have been taught that - Ah! Ha! - this will PURIFY the Church! The bad eggs will go OUT - only a SEALED CHURCH of 144,000 will remain! READY to give the LOUD CRY! The Ministry leads!

12. IS THAT NOT WHAT TAKES PLACE? "THE DAYS of PURIFICATION of the Church are hastening on apace." T5:80. Examine these two pages closely. T5:80-1. "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME." "Every WIND of doctrine will be blowing." "CHAFF like a CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND!" "FEW GREAT MEN...He cannot use THEM!" The FAITHFUL will be disclosed to view. They have NOT had the LIGHT! "When trees without fruit ARE CUT DOWN!" All this in T5:80-1.
THE GREATEST SLAUGHTER IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD starts in the Adventist Church. *PURIFIED* by DEATH!

13. WHERE IS THAT FOUND?
It is found in the **INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT** - that 30 SDA SCHOLARS appointed by FIGHUR spent 30 YEARS and failed to find it. So we cannot teach it any more.

14. WHERE IS IT?
It is **EZEKIEL 9**. It is based on the **ABOMINATIONS** in the Church. Of course, if we do not believe there are ABOMINATIONS there - then we cannot give that message. And we **CANNOT** be SEALED. "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. Ezekiel 9. Based on **ABOMINATIONS** in Ezekiel 8 - the **ABOMINATION CHAPTER**. What is the WORST ONE LISTED THERE? EASTER SUNDAY by a SABBATARIAN CHURCH? X-MASS? "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACKS OF ROMANISM?" TM 362. DA 618. T7:181. (But an IMAGE of the BEAST? How LOW can you get?) "Here we see... The Ancient men...These DUMB DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.

15. ALL SEALED TOGETHER?
NO! "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER...RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." T5:211-2. "Their suffering was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people." EW 282. GC 656.

16. THUS THE CHURCH WILL BE PURIFIED.
As it was in the days of KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM. Young Adventists everywhere NEVER HEARD of KD&A. Yet that history will be repeated. SOP 1:306. BEFORE the LOUD CRY! They NEVER GIVE the LOUD CRY. As in 1888 - they will HATE it! "...when the message He brings again, it will again be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED by the MAJORITY!" BRISBIN BOOK, p.11. DA 242. T5:136. PP 104. TM 300,468,507. PK 590. B2:51. T2: 105. RH 4:547; 2:453-4.

17. NOW DO WE UNDERSTAND T9:97 - ???
"...the TIME of their VISITATION...the TIME of God's DESTRUCTIVE JUDGMENTS is the TIME of MERCY for those who have had no opportunity... (Poor Adventist Kids!) ...NO OPPORTUNITY to learn what is TRUTH. TENDERLY will the Lord look upon them. His heart of mercy is touched; His hand is still stretched out to SAVE, while the DOOR is CLOSED to those who would not enter." (Would not ENTER the Most Holy Place.) T9:97.
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1. **IS THE LORD DEPENDENT ON THAT CHURCH?**

   "If His people will not follow in His way, the Lord will employ HEATHEN PRINCES to do His will."  MS 14, 1901. Leaflets 53.

2. **WHO RECEIVES THE CURSE – THOSE WHO BELIEVE IN MAN – OR THOSE WHO DO NOT?**

   "We are WARNED not to trust in man, nor to make flesh our arm. A CURSE is pronounced on all who do this."  TM 365-7.

3. **WAS FROOM/RAA RIGHT IN THE QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK in 1957 – WAS DEVNICH RIGHT IN 1983?**

   Seeking the FRIENDSHIP of the Lord's enemies – what do they really know about the Bible?  "Know ye not that the FRIENDSHIP of the World is ENMITY with God? Whosoever therefore would be a FRIEND of the World – IS the ENEMY of God."  James 4:4.

4. **WHAT SHOWS GREAT BLINDNESS?**

   "To LOWER the standard in order to secure POPULARITY and an INCREASE in NUMBERS, and THEN make this INCREASE a CAUSE of REJOICING – shows GREAT BLINDNESS!"  T6:142-3.

5. **WHAT SATAN WANTS:**

   In contradicting EVERYTHING the Lord has said – instead of believing the truth that the Church is sound ASLEEP in this MIDNIGHT HOUR – Satan and His Ministers see the Church in glorious LIGHT! Where all is TOTAL DARKNESS.


   "SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!"  T2: 337,340.  "The MINISTERS are ASLEEP – the lay members are ASLEEP."  T8:37.

6. **INSTEAD OF THAT – WHAT DO THE UNBELIEVERS TEACH?**

   The Church is basking in GLORIOUS LIGHT – and SOON they will spark the LOUD CRY! 144,000 of them! The most Holy Church in all history. (Just like the Jews of Old.) "There are those who BUILD THEMSELVES UP in their own positions, when God is NOT LEADING THEM. Here is your danger. You will take passages in the Testimonies that speak of the close of Probation, of the SHAKING among God's people, and you will talk (at Sacramento – 1984) of a coming out from THIS people of a PURER, HOLIER PEOPLE THAT WILL ARISE."  - 54 -
(Trying to stir up a REFORMATION from WITHIN - when the Lord says it comes from WITHOUT!) "Should many accept the views YOU advance, and talk and act upon them, we would see one of the greatest FANATICAL EXCITEMENTS that has ever been witnessed among Seventh-day Adventists. THIS IS WHAT SATAN WANTS." Letter 15a, 1890. Leaflets 102.

7. WILL SUCH A COUNTERFEIT EXCITEMENT TAKE PLACE?

8. WILL A TRUE REFORMATION/MOVEMENT ALSO TAKE PLACE?
Yes, often in the SAME REFERENCES - showing the COUNTERFEIT FIRST - to be FOLLOWED BY THE TRUE. GC 464. With ONE PERSON - not been going to Church at all! T8:251. An Elijah. TM 475. He will have NO RESPECT for Ahab - the Church pope. T3:278. (Spoken to a Laodi-CEAN CHURCH!)

9. HOW DOES THIS PROGRESS?
This was very carefully revealed in the ORIGINAL RH ARTI-
CLE BOOKS but MASSACRED in PK. "THE RETURN OF THE EXILES." By finding (WRITINGS) "STRANGELY MISPLACED AND LOST!" PK 392. RH 6:507. (Lost for nearly 100 years!)

"EZRA...read in the book...and gave the SENSE, and caused them to UNDERSTAND." PK 662. "RESTORATION and REFORM carried on by the RETURNED EXILES, under the leadership of ZERUBBABEL, EZRA, and NEHEMIAH, presents a picture of a work of spiritual RESTORATION that IS TO BE wrought in the closing days of this Earth's history. THE REMNANT of ISRAEL..." PK 182,639,677. T3:571. RH 4:42; 5:387. SM 2:106.

10. WHAT ABOUT THIS REMNANT of ISRAEL? THEY WILL - ???
"In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth...DARKNESS like the pall of DEATH...but in the hour of GREATEST PER-
IL, the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT BE SILENCED...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with the WORLD...for the hour of His judgment is come." PK 187. RH 6:382. SOP 3:436. SOP 2:49,74,341. 1 PETER 2:15. GC 390. 1884 GC 47,214. T3:259,452. T7: 27. T9:137.
11. WHAT IS THE ACID TEST?
This time women will NOT lead - it will be MEN. About 30 women tried to lead - they all FAILED. The Shepherd's Rod were led by a woman - a Mrs. Martin, a Minister's wife. Another Minister's wife led Bachand. A Minister's wife led Pestes. Not generally known - psychic DAISY MEYERS led the Awakening - Al Friend - Bob Brinsmead - Fred Wright - Hope Taylor - quoted her in places - WORD for WORD.

The Acid Test for a teaching - for a movement - if the message of Rev. 18 - the message of 1888 - when it comes AGAIN - it will be: "AGAIN be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED by the majority!" "TAKING UP A REPROACH."

Just who HATED - just who REJECTED - just who SPOKE AGAINST - that Daisy Meyers book - that Daniells book - that 1960 Brinsmead book - that Maxwell MAN book? Does that simple test not BRAND them as SPURIOUS? For if they were the GENUINE ARTICLE - they would be REJECTED by the superficial MAJORITY. (Also the JONES and WAGGONER books - AFTER 1888. Who HATED them?)

12. WISE WOMEN:
"Woman, if she WISELY improves her time and her faculties, relying upon God for wisdom and strength, may stand on an EQUALITY with her husband as ADVISER - COUNSELOR - CO-WORKER, yet lose none of her womanly grace or modesty." Ev. 467. 1880. "Women of FIRM PRINCIPLE and DECIDED CHARACTER are needed, women who BELIEVE...that we have the LAST SOLEMN MESSAGE of warning to be given to the World...NOTHING will deter this class from their duty." Ev. 477. 1878.

13. WOMEN REMAINED AT THE TOMB
When all the men fled. DA 774. ELLEN WHITE WAS CHOSEN when the men FAILED. WOMEN had to ALERT the MEN in the upper room. DA 788-794. WOMEN have been the backbone of this movement. WOMEN have acted when men would not. "A woman that FEareth the Lord, she shall be praised." Prov. 31:30.

14. WOMEN NEEDED IN GOSPEL WORK.
"The refining, softening influence of Christian women is needed in the great work of preaching the truth." Ev. 472.
"Sisters, God calls you to work in the harvest field and help gather in the sheaves." Ev. 478. "Address the crowd wherever you can." Ev. 473.

"We may safely say that the distinctive duties of woman are more sacred, more holy, than those of man." FCE 141.

LESSON #17

1. WHO ARE THE REMNANT?
"It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy Place." (Bottom of that page shows they had NEVER kept the SABBATH - yet called REMNANT!) EW 255.

First called REMNANT after they have the SEAL! T5:213.

We have been so indoctrinated with Laodicean tradition that it is almost impossible for us to get our eyes above SELF - our people - our Church - our institutions - as we "Follow in the track of Romanism!" TM 362. "Satan is working that the history of the Jewish nation may be repeated...to UNDERMINE the faith of the people of God at this time." SM 2:111. "I have seen how the BLIND GUIDES were laboring to make souls as BLIND as themselves, little realizing what is COMING upon THEM." EW 68.

2. WHAT IS COMING UPON THEM?
THE SEALING - beginning with the HOUSE OF GOD - will change EVERYTHING! No human pen can trace the scene. If we would ONLY believe what is written - we have a picture that will leave us gasping. If we have the notion that WE are the ONLY PEOPLE that God and His Angels care about - we are due for some very UNPLEASANT SURPRISES!

3. SUCH AS WHAT?
THE TRADITION OF ADVENTISM - defended FIERCELY to this day - has it that ADVENTISM - under its present LEADERS - will usher in a glorious future. We are ALL and we are EVERYTHING! And the more FIRMLY we UNITE - "UNITY - BRETHREN!" - but what if it is written - that in order to save us - the Lord will "DIVIDE and SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME!" EW 69.

4. HOW WIDELY OR HOW FULLY WILL WE BE SCATTERED?
Can you believe this: "The time is coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCATTERED, and EACH ONE OF US will
have to stand \textit{WITHOUT} the privilege of \textit{COMMUNION} with those of like precious faith." CWE 42. RH 1:379. T5:463.

5. \textbf{WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL THE CHURCHES - THE LEADERS?} "We must learn to stand \textit{ALONE}...the \textit{SOONER} we learn this, the better!" EW 105,120. GC 142,395. R&H Dec. 18, 1888. PUR 203. June 8, 1905. OHC 328.

6. \textbf{SHOULD THIS TERRIFY US OR GIVE US HOPE?} All PRETENSE will then be gone. No longer do we need to defend \textit{"BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND."} Let them fall in the ditch all by themselves. Let the Lord take charge of the work - \textit{"HIMSELF!"} TM 300,507.

7. \textbf{WHO DOES HE THEN GATHER - IN THE GATHERING TIME?} "I was pointed to those who \textit{CLAIM} to be \textit{ADVENTISTS} but who \textit{REJECT} the present (1984) truth, and saw that they were \textit{CRUMBLING} and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to \textit{DIVIDE} and \textit{SCATTER} them now in the \textit{GATHERING TIME} - so that the precious \textit{JEWELS} among them, who have formerly been \textit{DECEIVED}, may have their \textit{EYES} opened to \textit{SEE} their \textit{TRUE STATE}. AND NOW - AND NOW - when the \textit{TRUTH} is presented to them by the Lord's \textit{MESSENGERS}, (1) they are prepared to \textit{LISTEN}, (2) and \textit{SEE} its \textit{BEAUTY} and \textit{HARMONY}, (3) and to \textit{LEAVE} their former \textit{ASSOCIATES} and \textit{ERRORS}, (4) \textit{EMBRACE} the precious \textit{TRUTH} and (5) \textit{STAND} where they can \textit{DEFINE} their position." EW 69. EZE. 13:5. SG 2:201. RH 4:417. TM 247. PK 645,660. PT 25. 1884 GC 283. EW 123.

8. \textbf{WHO DOES HE GATHER?} \textit{"HIS CHURCH...SPIRITUAL ISRAEL...TO SPIRITUAL ISRAEL} is given the message, \textit{COME OUT OF HER}. My people, that ye be not partakers of \textit{HER SINS}, and that ye receive not of \textit{HER PLAGUES}. \textit{FLEE OUT} of the midst of \textit{BABYLON}... \textit{WITHDRAW} from \textit{SPIRITUAL BABYLON}...The Lord...shall SUDDENLY come to His \textit{TEMPLE...REPENT!}" PK 714-5.

"The coming of Christ will take place in the \textit{DARKEST PERIOD} of this Earth's history...\textit{SATAN WILL WORK WITH ALL POWER}...Not only is Satan leading \textit{THE WORLD} captive, but his deceptions are \textit{LEAVENING} the \textit{PROFESSED CHURCHES} of our Lord Jesus Christ. The \textit{GREAT APOSTASY} will develop into \textit{DARKNESS} deep as \textit{MIDNIGHT}. To God's (real) people it will be a \textit{night of TRIAL}...But \textit{OUT of that NIGHT of DARKNESS} - God's \textit{LIGHT} will \textit{SHINE}!" PK 717. B7:56. COL 420,424.

9. \textbf{WHAT DOES REMNANT MEAN?} We must get our eyes off \textit{SELF} - do not do as did the \textit{JEWS} - as did the \textit{CATHOLICS}.
FOLLOW GOD'S PEOPLE - HIS CHURCH - follow them through the ages - their trials - their temptations - their being led astray by FALSE LEADERS and "PLEASING FABLES." So that the Lord had to raise up "...a MOVEMENT shall COME!" GC 464. "...and BEFORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT..." 1884 GC 296. "(SATAN) will seek to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT." GC 464.

10. WHAT ABOUT THIS COUNTERFEIT - AND WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH THE REMNANT?
It has EVERYTHING to do with the REMNANT! The REMNANT of the TRUE Church of all ages - the FEW that are LEFT - do not fall for the OMEGA of last day APOSTASY - they would DIE FIRST! They will keep on reading that SAME CHAPTER in that SAME GC 464 and go at least to 473.

11. WHAT WILL THEY FIND IF THEY DO THAT?
They will find what no Seventh-day Adventist can repeat.

12. WHY CAN THEY NOT REPEAT WHAT IS IN GC 464 TO 473?
Because the entire Church has FALLEN for the SPURIOUS DOCTRINES of the COUNTERFEIT - catalogued and listed for us - RIGHT THERE!

13. WHAT DOES THIS COUNTERFEIT HAVE IN COMMON WITH THE REMNANT?
Nothing. Absolutely NOTHING. That is why the real and only REMNANT - no matter WHAT CHURCH or no matter if NO CHURCH - "We are NOT saved in GROUPS!" "The work of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL WORK!" GC 490. 1884 GC 315.

14. WHAT IS A GREAT TRUTH?
There was a GREAT REFORMATION - outside of the Ark. Lot thought he was doing WONDERS in Sodom and Gomorrah - even ABRAHAM believed that - he financed him. There was a GREAT REFORMATION under the leadership of BARABBAS and the HIGH PRIEST - in the days of Christ.

15. WHAT ABOUT THAT?
No CHURCH went INTO the ARK. No CHURCH went OUT of Sodom and Gomorrah - no CHURCH went OUT of the UN-HOLY CITY - so why do YOU think it will be any different NOW? WE BELIEVE CHRIST when he said: "AS IT WAS..." Matt. 24:37. T3:163,207. T4:307,309. T5:361. T8:50. "AS IT WAS...SO SHALL IT BE..." NO GROUP SALVATION - only INDIVIDUALS. Only Noah's immediate family. Lot did not do that good. He did not save ONE of his BIBLE CLASS!
No CHURCH fled OUT of JERUSALEM! THE GREAT CONTROVERSY was WRITTEN just to give that SAME WARNING.
That is why they CHANGED it. SEE THE DIFFERENCE in SOP Book 4.

16. WHAT IS A HORRIBLE TRUTH? HORRIBLE TO THEM - NOT HORRIBLE TO US! WHY SHOULD THIS BE HORRIBLE TO US?
Look up ALL the references for the "LAST WORK" - every one. Find ONE reference where it shows the TRUTH going from CHURCH to CHURCH. BIG MEETING after BIG MEETING! Show us ONE! There is NONE. It shows SWIFT MESS- SENGERS - as in the days of the disciples - going from HOUSE to HOUSE. "And if they receive you not..." Their salvation over in a matter of seconds!

17. WHAT DOES THE HORRIBLE TRUTH DO?
What ELLEN WHITE put in her writings again and again and again. And URIAH SMITH - the Adventist False Prophet - took out again and again and again: "CURSED is the MAN that TRUSTETH in MAN and maketh FLESH his ARM."

18. WHAT WILL SWEEP THE ADVENTISTS OFF THEIR FEET?
"I saw that the mysterious SIGNS and WONDERS and FALSE REFORMATIONS would INCREASE and SPREAD. The REFORMATIONS that were shown me, were NOT reformation from ERROR to TRUTH - but from BAD to WORSE...

Why was this LEFT OUT of EW 45? That is to say - the crucial portions? But FOUND in PT 22. RH 1:9.

"REFORMATIONS...from BAD to WORSE; for those who PROFESSED a CHANGE a heart, had only wrapt about them a religious GARB, which covered up the INIQUITY of a WICKED HEART. Some APPEARED to have been REALLY CONVERTED, so as to DECEIVE God's people, but if their HEARTS could be seen - they would appear as BLACK as EVER." PT 22. RH 1:9. August 1849. TM 336. T5:690. GC 615.

19. WHY WAS THIS LEFT OUT - OR CHANGED?
She made a mistake. How could a REFORMATION be from what was already BAD to something that is WORSE! But EXAMINE the 1960 AWAKENING and see it went from BAD to WORSE! "...if their HEARTS could be seen they would appear as BLACK as EVER!" And that says it all.

LESSON #18
LET US SETTLE - ONCE AND FOR ALL - who is the Church TRI- UMPHANT? Who receives the WHITE ROBE? Does UNITY come BEFORE or AFTER? So many being led astray by the clatter of human lips - let us address ourselves to the QUESTION.
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1. **TO WHOM DOES THE SEALING COME?**

So many False Prophets now arising - trying to **SEPARATE** the **SHAKING** and the **STRAIGHT TESTIMONY** and trying to deal with the robe of Christ's righteousness as something **SEPARATE** from the **SHAKING** - **SEPARATION** - **SIFTING** - **SCHOOL** **TESTIMONY**. Once they **ADMIT** a **SHAKING** - a **SEPARATION** between **WISE** and **FOOLISH** - this would tarnish their dream of a **UNITED** Church in **LOVE** and **UNITY**! **SAILING** into a **TRANQUIL HARBOR** as a **UNITED** body. **NO** **SEPARATION** **WANTED**! All the **REFORM** groups hold the same dream. Just about **NONE** seem to be prepared for what is coming on this people - **STARTING**, as they all realize in a sane moment - with the **EXECUTION** of the **"DUMB DOG" MINISTRY!** Ezekiel 9. T5:211-2.

2. See the **LOUD CRY!** Bottom of page - EW 271.
See the **SEALING!** Top of that same page.
Now turn and look at the same scene but in **T1:182-3**.
See the **LOUD CRY!** Top of page - **T1:183**.
See the **SEALING!** Top of page **T1:182**.

And what do you find **IN BETWEEN? SOME** had been **SHAKEN OUT! WHO** was shaken **OUT** and **OUT** of **WHAT**?

**THE CHANGED BOOKS**

That is why they **CHANGED THE BOOKS**. **THREW OUT** the **FIRST SENTENCE** of that **SHAKING** chapter, and **MIXED UP** the rest.

**NOT REALIZING THE GREAT TRUTH** that **"THE PEOPLE OF GOD"** (**T1:179**) are something **DIFFERENT** than **"THE LAODICEANS."** (**T7:181**) The **SHAKING** is **NOT** among the **"LAODICEANS."**

The **SHAKING** is among **"THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"**

There is a **"SOME"** - (of the **PEOPLE OF GOD**) - **T1:179**.
There is a **"SOME"** - (of the **PEOPLE OF GOD**) - **T1:180**.

**FIND THESE TWO "SOMES"** - what is the difference between them? Obviously the second **"SOME"** become **DEVIL-POSSESSED** and it tells you **WHY**. (ENLARGED upon in **T1:187**.)

We do not know how to make this **PLAINER**. The **SHAKING** chapter starts out with **"THE PEOPLE OF GOD."** Then it shows what is **RIGHT** with some - and what is **WRONG** with some. Then the **LAODICEANS** get involved in there. **"They will RISE UP against it!"** **T1:181**. (Center.) But the **TOP** of that page shows the Angels of God had **ALREADY LEFT** - #2 **"SOME**" of the **"PEOPLE OF GOD."**
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DUE TO THE LAODICEAN AGITATION whose "CARELESS INDIFFERENCE" and "LUKEWARMNESS" - led the DEVIL-POSSESSED to LEAN toward the LAODICEANS - so that the "NUMBER" of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" - "LESSENED!" Find them T1:182. And they were "SHAKEN OUT, and LEFT..." (SEE the STAR - ASTERISK?) NOTHING like that in EW 271. In EW 271 we are indeed LEFT in TOTAL DARKNESS as to the MEANING of the SHAKING! FOOTNOTE REFERENCE is the ANSWER! Follow the ASTERISK DOWN - they are SHAKEN OUT "...of the PEOPLE OF GOD!"

3. WHAT DOES T1:182 (bottom of page) SHOW?
These FOOTNOTES SHOW - #2 "SOME" of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" as this WARFARE HEATS UP - #3 "SOME" and #2 "SOME" being the SAME! FOOTNOTES SHOW they go BACK to the REV. 3:15-17 LAODICEANS! And THAT changes EVERYTHING!

Read on into T1:183 and find the same "PEOPLE OF GOD!" Their Angel Guard "...had been DOUBLED!" T1:181. So as to stand the ABUSE from the LAODICEANS as #2 and #3 "SOME" now UNITE with the Rev. 3:15-17 SPEW OUT CHURCH. "...the destiny of the Church HANGS!" T1:181. On the correct understanding of the SHAKING!

4. HOW CAN ONE BE SURE OF THIS SCENE GIVEN HERE?
Read it like you had NEVER READ IT BEFORE! Try to put LAODICEAN TRADITION right out of your mind! Start from the beginning - go INCH by INCH. Do not read INTO it any more than is there. THERE IS NO LAODICEAN AROUND T1: 179,180. So why do you PUT THEM THERE? Keep them OUT of it as you MARK YOUR BOOK inch by inch - what causes the SHAKING - the SPLIT - in "THE PEOPLE OF GOD?" And why do "SOME" go BACK to the "SPEW OUT" CHURCH? TM 234,300,507. T3:324. GW 104-5. T5:77,413,612. T4:89.

5. WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT THE SHAKING?
All Adventist dreams come to a halt. They NEVER GIVE THE LOUD CRY! Unless the WISEST of them OBEY the MIDNIGHT CRY - "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" COL 406. (And JOIN that mysterious PROCESSION!)

6. A SHAKING IS NOT A UNITY!
GOD calls for a SHAKING - SEPARATION - SIFTING - PURIFYING. MAN - ever at enmity with God - calls for LOVE and UNITY!
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All the churches of BABYLON do that. As they did OUT of the Ark. As they did in Old Jerusalem. No matter how DEFECTIVE they may be - UNITY! "If UNITY could be secured ONLY by the COMPROMISE of truth and righteousness, then let there be DIFFERENCE, and even WAR!" GC 45. 1884 GC 46, 118. SR 324. DA 279. T1:274.

7. WHAT DOES SEPARATION ACHIEVE?
Above all - it makes a people READY to give the LOUD CRY. The LOUD CRY is above all, a cry for SEPARATION. How can the Saints call for the World to SEPARATE unless they FIRST SEPARATE! "THE LATTER RAIN...The seed has been sown...the publications distributed by missionary workers have exerted their influence...NOW the RAYS of LIGHT penetrate everywhere, the truth is seen in its clearness, and the HONEST children of God sever the BANDS which have bound them. FAMILY CONNECTIONS, CHURCH RELATIONS..."

8. ABOVE ALL ELSE - THE ENEMY DOES NOT WANT THIS:
"FAMILY CONNECTIONS, CHURCH RELATIONS, are POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious than all beside...a large number take their stand upon the Lord's side." GC 612. 1884 GC 430.

"Let us both grow together until the Harvest...THEN the Lord sends forth HIS REAPERS to GATHER OUT the TARES and BIND them IN BUNDLES to BURN, while the WHEAT is GATHERED into the Heavenly Garner...when the Lord GATHERS His own FROM among the TARES. Those who have been members of the SAME FAMILY are SEPARATED. A MARK is placed upon the RIGHTEOUS. "They shall be mine, saith the Lord of Hosts, in that day when I make up My JEWELS..." TM 234.

9. WHO ARE THE JEWELS?
In EW they are MIXED UP. The ORIGINAL PT 73 had the JEWELS in the WM. MILLER DREAM - followed IMMEDIATELY by JW "COMMENTS" p.75 to 79. EGW "COMMENTS" p.86-7. Any "COMMENTS" made in PT before p.75 - were made AFTER the Wm. Miller dream - BECAUSE - PT 73 - JAMES WHITE SAYS: "The following dream was published in the Advent Herald, more than TWO YEARS SINCE." PT 72. May 1850.

More than two years since would be 1848. The FIRST PRESENT TRUTH was AFTER that - July 1849. We have to CONSTANTLY keep our eyes on THE MESSENGERS - LEFT OUT of EW 48 but found in PT 32. RH 1:11. - 63 -
MESSENGERS NOT WANTED! *MEANS* to go to the swift MESSENGERS? Oh, no! We cannot have THAT! So they took it out. But these very MESSENGERS find the Wm. Miller EW 81 - "...scattered JEWELS who have NOT YET come to the LIGHT!" EW 61.

10. PLEASE REVIEW THAT!
EW 61 JEWELS going to go into the CASKET - EW 81-3.
Called JEWELS - but did not have the LIGHT.
Called REMNANT - but did not keep the SABBATH! EW 255.
Called JEWELS - if they do not MIX with the TARES. TM 234-5.
Called SANCTIFIED - if they do not MIX with the WORLD.
Called JEWELS and REMNANT if and when SEALED. FCE 482. EW 70.
Called JEWELS if they JOIN the MESSENGERS. EW 69, 100.
Called JEWELS that are NUMBERED in the MHP. EW 280.
Called JEWELS in the casket of His true CHURCH. T6: 261.
Called JEWELS if they LEAVE the SYNAGOGUE of Satan. MB 89.
Called JEWELS if they do not go by POLICY. T5:96.

LESSON #19

1. WHY IS THE GREAT CONTROVERSY THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOK?
Because it starts right with Old Jerusalem. The Lord did not know how to write that book. They had to CHANGE it - starting with the FIRST LINE!

2. WHAT DOES THE FIRST CHAPTER DEAL WITH?
"A companion of FOOLS will be DESTROYED!" Prov. 13:20. "My people are DESTROYED for lack of KNOWLEDGE: because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be NO PRIEST TO ME." Hosea 4:6. "...for themselves are SEPARATED with WHORES, and they SACRIFICE with HARLOTS: therefore the people that doth not UNDERSTAND shall FALL." "EPHRAIM is JOINED to IDOLS: let him alone." Hosea 4:14,17.

3. WHAT KEY REFERENCE DID THE FOOLISH LEADERSHIP REFUSE?
"If we are firmly FIXED upon the Present Truth, and have our hope, like an ANCHOR (EW 254-6) of the soul,
cast without in the Second Vail, the various WINDS (T5: 80-1) of false doctrine and error cannot move us. The ex-
citements and FALSE REFORMATIONS of this day do not
move us, FOR WE KNOW that the Master of the House
ROSE UP in 1844, and SHUT THE DOOR of the First Apart-
ment of the HEAVENLY TABERNACLE; and now we certainly
expect that they will "go with their FLOCKS," "to seek the
lamb, but they shall not find Him; He hath withdrawn Him-
self WITHIN THE SECOND VAIL from them." (Hosea 5:6)
The Lord has shown me that the POWER which is with
them is a mere HUMAN INFLUENCE, (SM 1:205) and NOT
the POWER of God...I saw that OUR MESSAGE was NOT to
the shepherds who have led the flock astray, but to the
poor, hungry SCATTERED SHEEP. In hope, E.G.WHITE." PT
64. RH 1:21.

4. HOW DOES THAT APPLY TO GC – THE FIRST CHAPTER?
"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH WILL
BE if it refuses to receive and walk in the LIGHT that God
has given...OUR CHURCHES...HAVE FAILED..." Letter 31,
1898. Leaflets 12. RH 4:341-2. T5:76-8, 80-1, 1208, 211-2,
753. DA 232, 628, 633, 635. TM 373, 349, 420. PK 417, 715.

5. HOW DID THEY CHANGE THAT? 1884 GC SAID:
"As He WARNED His disciples of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUC-
TION, giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN that
they might make their ESCAPE - SO HE HAS WARNED HIS
PEOPLE of the day of final DESTRUCTION, and given THEM
SIGNS of its approach, that all who will may FLEE from the
WRATH TO COME...so shall SUDDEN DESTRUCTION come
upon the CARELESS (T1:180) and UNGODLY, "and THEY
shall not escape." 1884 GC 38.

6. HOW DID THEY FIX THAT UP REAL GOOD? YOUR GC
CHANGED:
"...so He has WARNED - THE WORLD..." GC 37. (WHAT AN
IMPROVEMENT! We are so glad the URIAH SMITHS help us
out! And we do mean "OUT").

7. HOW ELSE DID THE URIAH SMITHS HELP US "OUT?"
OUT of the truth. OUT of the light. OUT of the Third An-
gel's Message. OUT into OUTER DARKNESS! As we now
find ourselves in MIDNIGHT DARKNESS! You have to ex-
amine this carefully:

"The people of God will then FLEE!" 1884 GC 445.

HOW WAS THAT CHANGED - ???
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FIND THE REST OF THAT SENTENCE - 10 PAGES AWAY!  GC 626.

Study the context - be SURE you are RIGHT! 10 pages away!

[1] You are NOT to know that you are to FLEE at certain SIGNS! OUT of JERUSALEM the SABBATARIAN CHURCH!

[2] You are NOT to know the TIME! Like the Jews of Old - you are to be caught in a TRAP! NEVER LEAVE! This is GOD’S HOLY CITY! 1884 GC 188. (CHANGED in your GC 266. Nice people! They really do LOVE you - don’t they?)

8. AND SO DO ALL WHO WILL NOT WARN YOU!
"But the children of the Kingdom shall be CAST OUT into OUTER DARKNESS, there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth." MATT. 13:42.

9. WHAT ARE THEY DOING - AS THE DAY APPROACHES?
This is the heart of the WARNING in the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE! "They ALL slumbered and slept." MATT. 25:5. COL 406.

10. WHAT DO PEOPLE DO - WHEN THEY SLEEP?
They dream!

11. WHAT ARE THEY DREAMING ABOUT?
The SHEPHERD’S ROD - SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS - CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS ROGERITES - YAHVISTS - HUDSON AWAKENING. All unitedly DREAMING that soon, soon, the Adventist CHURCH perhaps with NEW LEADERS - will give the LOUD CRY! And FINISH the WORK! Various IMMATERIAL versions.

12. WHEN THEY WAKE UP - WHAT DO THEY FIND?
A MYSTERIOUS - BEFORE UNHEARD OF - PROCESSION! Comes out of NOWHERE! Has NO NEED of them! Goes right BY THEM! They are on the way! "Hour after hour passes, the watchers become weary, and fall asleep. At MIDNIGHT the cry is heard; "BEHOLD, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him!" The SLEEPERS, SUDDENLY awakening, spring to their feet. They SEE the PROCESSION moving on, BRIGHT with TORCHES, and GLAD with MUSIC. They hear the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM... (In amazement the VOICE OF GOD - OUTSIDE of them! No need of them!)

13. WHAT IS THE UNWANTED TRUTH?
A class of 300 studied the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE for WEEKS. The Sabbath School Superintendent openly invited ANYONE - to add more light to the parable. - 66 -
Gave them a full week to come up with it - ANYONE! ANYTHING!

NOT ONE SAW THIS:

"...the PROCESSION moving on, BRIGHT with TORCHES and GLAD with MUSIC. They hear the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM and the VOICE of the BRIDE...

"He Himself is the BRIDEGROOM; the BRIDE is THE CHURCH!" MH 356. Ev. 318. SM 1:305.

WHAT? The CHURCH outside of the CHURCH? Yes! The CHURCH had become the SYNAGOGUE of TM 16. Rev. 3:9.

"...and the VOICE of the BRIDE...The five with lighted lamps JOINED the throng, and entered the House (ENTERED THE MOST HOLY PLACE that by this time the CHURCH and AWAKENING had REJECTED!)

"...ENTERED the House with the Bridal Train, and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406.

14. WHAT ABOUT THE FOOLISH?
They take off - going from sea to sea seeking the Lord, and when they make a big circle and finally come BACK to the truth, they find: (They thought they were SAVED, but:) "...they received an UNEXPECTED DENIAL... "I KNOW YOU NOT!" They were left standing WITHOUT, in the EMP- TY STREET, in the BLACKNESS of the night." COL 406.

15. WHAT DO WE LEARN FROM THIS?
"TODAY is THE DAY - of salvation!" Trust not to tomor- row. "Tomorrow never comes!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" - Today! RESIGN from that World-loving CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE!

AT THIS POINT

In the ORIGINAL 1964–5 PARABLE #1 - by mistake we REPEATED one of the lessons. Which we will not do now. We then continued in the #1 PARABLE:

Some books written by ELLEN WHITE - might just as well never been written at all, for all the good these books are doing for Seventh-day Adventists. They prefer the TRADITIONS OF MEN that make the Word of God of NON-EFFECT! Seventh-day Adventists feel that OTHERS in OTHER CHURCHES should read these books - has any Seventh-day Adventist himself READ and UNDERSTOOD the 1st Chapter of G.C. - ??? PP - PK - COL - MH - AA - ??? - 67 -
LESSON #20

1. WHAT LESSON DO THESE BOOKS CONVEY?

   WARNING that KINGS of ISRAEL and CHURCH LEADERS - more often than not - lead the Church astray. That these WARNINGS apply in a special sense to this Last Generation. That "THE WORLD is on the verge of a stupendous CRISIS. Angels are now restraining the WINDS of STRIFE, that they may not blow until the World has been WARNED of its coming DOOM; but a STORM is gathering, ready to burst upon the Earth; and when God shall bid His Angels LOOSE the WINDS, there will be such a scene of STRIFE as no pen can picture...EVENTS that already are casting their shadows before..."BEHOLD, the Lord maketh the Earth EMPTY, and maketh it WASTE; and turneth it upside down, and scattereth abroad the inhabitants thereof...because they have transgressed the LAWS, CHANGED the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. THEREFORE hath the CURSE devoured the Earth, and they that dwell therein are DESOLATE...The SOUND of the TRUMPET, the alarm of WAR. DESTRUCTION upon DESTRUCTION is cried, for the whole land is SPOILED..."It is even the time of JACOB'S TROUBLE; but he shall be saved out of it." ...There shall no evil befall thee; Neither shall any PLAGUE come nigh thy dwelling..."O DAUGHTER OF ZION... (YOUNGER, SWEETER, SMALLER, NOT GUILTY of the sins of the MOTHER) ...O DAUGHTER OF ZION... "Because they call thee an OUTCAST, saying, THIS IS ZION, whom no man seeketh after, I will restore HEALTH unto thee, and I will HEAL thee of thy WOUNDS, saith the Lord"."And it shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our God; We have WAITED for Him, and He will save us...The day is at hand. For the LESSONS to be learned, the WORK to be done, the TRANSFORMATION of CHARACTER to be effected, the TIME remaining is but too brief a span...SAY UNTO THEM... There shall none of My Words be prolonged any more..." Ed. 179-184. 1903.

2. WHAT IS THE MOST DANGEROUS DECEPTION OF ALL?

   The popular churches' concept of the RAPTURE - or an equally DANGEROUS PROCRASTINATING, DELAYING TACTIC that engulfs some churches that otherwise have GREAT LIGHT - such as the JW's - HWA - MORMON - and so many E- EVANGELICALS - even JEWS - looking for a 1,000 YEARS - A SECOND CHANCE. The ADVENTIST CHURCH - since the first parable was made - EXPLODED that CONCEPT via the book given more publicity than any other book in Adventist history -
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Amazing how the DARKNESS settled around them, and they comprehended it not - the 1970 BEDTIME MAXWELL BOOK - MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST! Looking for CHRIST to come ON EARTH and HEAL - empty the hospitals and insane asylums by his TOUCH!

3. IS THERE A "HEALING" BEING TO COME? Yes! The ANTICHRIST - found in GC 624.

4. HOW DO WE KNOW THE BEDTIME STORY "CHRIST" IS A FAKE?
   (A) Christ does NOT come on Earth.
   (B) There is not a wicked ALIVE when He comes.
   (C) "And then the LAWLESS ONE...the Lord Jesus will SLAY HIM with the breath of His mouth and bring him to an END by His APPEARING at His COMING!" 2 Thess. 2:8. Isa. 11:4. "THE AMPLIFIED BIBLE."

5. WHAT DO THE JESUITISTS IN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH TEACH?
   UNDATED R&H - 27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS. 1981 p.30 - CHART OF EVENTS in their ORDER - HMSR-TUCKER CIRCUITS and most REFORMERS. KNOW ANY THAT OBJECT to either the MAXWELL BOOK or THIS HOLY CHART? (1) RETURN of JESUS. (2) RIGHTEOUS DEAD RAISED. (3) SATAN BOUND. (4) LIVING SAINTS CAUGHT UP. (5) WICKED SLAIN.

6. ARE YOU AN ADVENTIST?
   You see nothing WRONG with THAT? "How art thou FALLEN!"

7. WHAT IS WRONG WITH THAT?
   This is a flat total denial of the entire Third Angel's Message.

8. HOW SO?
   (1) There is a SEALING - right? (2) Then the door of PROBATION is CLOSED - right? (3) Then the 7 LAST PLAGUES - right? (4) How many survive that? (5) "He that is FILTHY, let him be FILTHY STILL." The FEW FILTHY that survive all that - are DESTROY(ED) WITH THE BRIGHTNESS OF HIS COMING!" T2:173. DA 108. GC 37, 321,579. (And 100 more!) (6) In the CORRECT ORDER OF EVENTS - THEN CHRIST COMES! RIGHT?

9. IF YOU CANNOT ANSWER THAT QUESTION HONESTLY - when you KNOW the ANSWER as well as we do - but you are more INTERESTED in going with the MAJORITY to gain some HONOR - pay your tithe for a LIE! And expect a "Well done, thou good and faithful servant!" YOU HAVE A LONG WAIT COMING!
10. WHAT IS THE TEST? WHAT IS THE CRISIS? HOW MANY STAND?
(1) 1889 "A GREAT CRISIS...The most momentous STRUGGLE of all the ages...The national Reform movement...In this situation WORLDLY POLICY...The WATCHMEN are A-SLEEP...THE LEADING MEN...PEACE and SAFETY!" T5:711-5. 1889.
(2) "It is in a CRISIS...face to face with DEATH!" COL 412. 1900. "THESE DUMB DOGS..." "PEACE and SAFETY!" T5: 211-2. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (Same.)

11. WHAT IS IT THAT DUMB AND BLIND DOGS DO NOT SEE?
"Soon God's people will be TESTED by FIERY TRIALS, and the GREAT PROPORTION...will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPOSERS...when the MAJORITY forsake us...this will be our TEST...We have wandered away from the OLD LANDMARKS. Let us return." T5:136-7.

12. IF WE RETURN - WHAT WILL WE FIND?
We will find HMSR (RICHARDS - VOP - APRIL FOOL SPECIAL - 1976) everything going "AS USUAL!" "THE WORLD'S LAST SATURDAY NIGHT" - CROWDS - "SURGE FORTH IN CONSTERNATION" - from packed THEATERS - NIGHTCLUBS - CONDOMINIUMS - BUSINESS HOUSES" - "FROM EVERYWHERE!" to see Christ come! VOP NEWS - April 1976. p.7,8.

13. IS THAT SO?
WHAT! NO PLAGUES? NO EARTHQUAKE? NO VOICE OF GOD? NO HAILSTONES POUNDING EVERYTHING INTO THE GROUND? NONE OF THAT? That was all a LIE? No truth to that any more? The whole Seventh-day Church was MISTAKEN? Is this what YOU believe? What someone else believes does not matter to YOU? What do YOU believe? Or will you keep your LIGHT HIDDEN under a BUSHEL? If you have a belief that no one else knows about - that is something not worth having!

14. WHAT IS A DOUBLE CURSE?
To pay God's TITHE for what you KNOW is a LIE - to be used to lead OTHERS ASTRAY - is a DOUBLE CURSE!

15. WHY CANNOT THE MAXWELL BOOK - THE HMSR APRIL FOOL'S JOKE - THEIR CHART - THE 1972 BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-GROTHEER-HEPPENSTALL - "PROBATION OPEN" - "CHARACTER GIVEN AS A GIFT" - "WHEN CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES" - the religion of most all the Churches of BABYLON - why cannot it be the TRUTH?

BECAUSE the Seven Last Plagues - the VOICE OF GOD HOUR - and the BRIGHTNESS of His APPEARING -
Will leave them **DEAD - DEAD - DEAD!** "They shall **DIE** of DEADLY DISEASES. They shall not be LAMENTED, nor shall they be BURIED; but they shall be as DUNG upon the face of the ground. They shall **PERISH** and be CONSUMED by the SWORD and by FAMINE, and their **DEAD BODIES** shall be FOOD for the FOWLS of the air and for the BEASTS of the Earth." Jeremiah 16:4. (AMP.) (OLD INDEX - NOT ONE REFERENCE!) (NEW INDEX - NOT ONE REFERENCE!) See EW 282. GC 556. SG 1:211. ST 1:116. EW 289,290. T8:195. PK 712. MB 145-6. PP 103,109,110,339,341. SOP 1:82-4. SOP 3:194. SOP 4:474. SG 3:82-3. BC 7:946. "...PREVIOUS to the coming of Christ...JUST BEFORE the coming of Christ, God will send LIGHTNING, FIRE, MOUNTAINS WILL BURN AS A FURNACE, LAVA, EARTHQUAKES - until they are DESTROYED FROM OFF IT!" SG 3:82-3. SOP 1:82-5.

16. WHAT DID MAXWELL AND HMSR TEACH?
HOSPITALS - INSANE ASYLUMS - ALL BUILDING STANDING - when Christ comes! CHRIST will EMPTY them by HEALING them! Give them a NEW CHARACTER!

17. ISN'T THAT LOVELY?
The World wants HELL FIRE THEORIES. The Lord will give them HELL FIRE THEORIES in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! So they can have a taste of that religion. ONE GOOD REASON TO "Come apart and be ye SEPARATE!" Or else: "The Lord speaks of those who CLAIM to BELIEVE the TRUTH for this time, yet see nothing inconsistent in...MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these last days, as the CIRCUMCISED who MINGLE with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY both classes TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION... (You made no distinction - why should he?) ...and He will CONDEMN both ALIKE." FCE 482. TM 275. T5:103. T2:595.

18. WHAT DOES HE SAY ABOUT SUCH LOVERS OF THE WORLD?
"When Jesus stands up; when His work is FINISHED in the Most Holy, THEN there will be NOT ANOTHER RAY OF LIGHT to be imparted to the Sinner..."
"But SATAN flatters some, through his chosen servants, as he flattered EVE in EDEN. Thou shalt NOT surely DIE, and tells them there will be a SEASON (WILL ROSS DREAM!) for REPENTANCE, a time of PROBATION, when the FILTHY can be made PURE. The co-workers with Satan and his Angels carry the LIGHT into the FUTURE AGE, teaching PROBATION AFTER the Advent of Christ, which deludes the Sinner, and leads the COLD-HEARTED PROFESSOR to CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, and walks STUMBLINGLY over the hours of his PROBATION..."
...The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD, where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. MICHAEL stands up. Instead of mercy, the deluded sinner feels WRATH, unmixed with mercy. And they AWAKE TOO LATE to this fatal deception. THIS PLAN was studied by Satan, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the TRUTH of God into a LIE. SG 2:276. SG 3:134. EW 246. T9:65. T4:343. T5:212. T2:686,690-2. PP 102-3. GC 321.

19. WHAT DO WE CONCLUDE?
Those who go by that SDA CHART OF EVENTS—should be LEFT to DECEIVE the World—let them teach "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS from LAODICEAN Pulpits!" TM 409. The message now is: "GO YE OUT—TO MEET HIM!" He will NEVER, NEVER come into that Church. Who, for seventy years have been giving MINISTERIAL CREDITS to those who get their CREDENTIALS from the Churches of BABYLON. And bring what they learned— with them into the Adventist Church. FROM—ANDERSON—RICHARDS—encouraged it.

OCTOBER 1984 APPENDIX—LESSON #21

1. WHAT ABOUT THE HALFHEARTED? WHAT CHANCE HAVE THEY?
"HALFHEARTED Christians are WORSE than INFIDELS; for their DECEPTIVE WORDS and NONCOMMITTAL POSITION leads MANY ASTRAY. The INFIDEL shows his COLORS. The LUKE—WARM "Christian" deceives BOTH PARTIES. He is neither a good Worldling nor a good Christian. SATAN USES HIM TO DO A WORK THAT NO ONE ELSE CAN DO...though PROFESSIONALLY serving God, are witnessing AGAINST Him. To THEM the message to the LAODICEAN CHURCH is given..."I KNOW THY WORKS, that thou art neither COLD nor HOT." When the AVENGING ANGEL shall pass through the land, Christ CANNOT say of them, "TOUCH THEM NOT!"...No, of these HALFHEARTED ONES He says, "I will spew thee OUT of My mouth. They are OFFENSIVE to Me." (Letter 44, 1903.) BC 7:963. T6:408. TM 130. GC 430.

2. REMEMBER THE SHAKING—T1:180-1—INDIFFERENT CARELESS!
"My Brethren, we are living in the most SOLEMN period of this Earth's history. There is never time to sin; it is always PERILOUS to continue in TRANSGRESSION...this HALFHEARTED, INDIFFERENT, CARELESS WORK that SEPARATES your souls from Jesus, the SOURCE of your strength." TM 147-8.

3. HOW CAN WE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT?
"They will QUESTION and CRITICIZE EVERYTHING that arises in the unfolding of TRUTH..."
...SATAN...has ENSNARED and WEAKENED them through his SOPHISTRY... (WEBSTER: SUBTLE REASONING) ...SO THAT WHEN they are REPROVED they PERSIST in making of NONE EFFECT the WORKINGS of God's SPIRIT, (SATAN'S) TRIUMPH over them will be COMPLETE!" (Yes, completely DEVIL POSSESSED!!) "SOME who PROFESS righteousness will, like JUDAS, betray their Lord into the HANDS of HIS BITTEREST ENEMIES. These SELF-CONFIDENT ONES, determined to have their own way and to advocate their own IDEAS, will go on from BAD to WORSE, until they will pursue ANY COURSE rather than GIVE UP their own WILL...They will go on BLINDLY...like the de-luded PHARISEES, so SELF-DECEIVED that they THINK they are doing God's service." T5:690-1. EW 45. RH 1:9,297; 6: 397-9. PT 22.

4. WHAT ABOUT THOSE WHO GO TO DIFFERENT REFORM CAMPS?
And PRETEND they have taken a stand for the COMMANDMENTS of God and the FAITH of JESUS? Or SOME who come to OUR MEETINGS trying to get us BACK into the FIRST APARTMENT or clear OUT into the OUTER COURT! "WHEN THE TESTING TIME shall come, those who have made God's WORD their RULE of LIFE will be REVEALED...Let opposition ARISE, let the VOICE of the DRAGON be heard, let PERSECUTION be KINDLED, and the HALFHEARTED and HYPOCRITICAL will WAVE and YIELD the FAITH; but the TRUE CHRISTIAN will stand FIRM as a ROCK, his FAITH STRONGER, his HOPE BRIGHTER, than in the day of PROSPERITY...his DELIGHT is in the LAW of the Lord; and in His LAW doth he MEDITATE DAY and NIGHT." 1884 GC 277,420. GC 602. Ps. 40:8; 119:16,35,70.

6. CAN WE DEPEND ON THE WATCHMEN? (WHAT OF THE NIGHT?)
"Men who stand in very responsible positions at the HEART of the WORK are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED THEM...have given up their WATCH." T2:439,440. T5:457. "The people who CLAIM to believe the truth are ASLEEP!" T2:336. T8:37.

7. THE TEN VIRGINS ARE ALL ASLEEP!
This is their DARKEST HOUR! Satan will work with ALL POWER - ...with all DECEIVABILITY of unrighteousness." 2 Thess. 2:9,10. "...PLAINLY REVEALED by the RAPIDLY INCREASING DARKNESS, the MULTITUDINOUS ERRORS, HERESIES and DELUSIONS...his DECEPTIONS are leavening the PROFESSED CHURCHES of our Lord Jesus Christ. The GREAT APOSTASY will DEVELOP into (HOPELESS - OMEGA) DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT, IMPENETRABLE..." COL 414. GC 444. RH 3:447. SB 7:56-7.
8. WHAT DOES 'IMPENETRABLE' MEAN?
This vain attempt - going on since the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE BOOK - 1971 - coming on BENDED KNEE - VOLUMES of PLEADING LETTERS to the leadersHIPS - beg- ging them to STEER another course - is there any SIGN that they can PENETRATE the DARKENED, TRAPPED MINDS to produce even a SHOW of REPENTANCE or REFORM?
PUBLIC SINS call for PUBLIC CONFESSIONS! Did we see ANY? Will we? Faint hope!

9. WHAT THEN IS THE ONLY SOLUTION? ACCORDING TO MATT. 25?
There is only ONE thing left to do - BEFORE the DOOR is FOREVER SHUT! BEFORE the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES! FLEE ...OUT of THERE! And the WISE do just that. BEFORE it is TOO LATE to FLEE...and they are TRAPPED! The FINAL MIDNIGHT CRY - "AT MIDNIGHT...GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "...(THE WISE)...JOINED the THRONG...and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406. PROBATION OVER! For the SAB- BATARIAN WORLD! T9:97. BC 7:979. RH 5:254,297.

10. HISTORY SEEMS TO TEACH THE SDA CHURCH NOTHING!
We read their records and watch their REFORMATIONS from BAD to WORSE! PT 22. RH 1:9. They passed the Autumn Council Resolution (R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20) to teach IN COMMON with the other Churches. Followed by a FLOOD of BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER! (Who gave them these ORDERS? GC 445. SM 1:204-5.)

11. WHO GAVE THEM SUCH ORDERS?
The FOOLISH - knowing they are losing the HOLY SPIRIT - gave themselves ORDERS in the AUTUMN COUNCIL SES- SION - R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. OBEYING GC 445 - to teach or preach IN COMMON with the OTHER CHURCHES! They have LOST their LOVE for the HOLY WRITINGS - they have LOST their DAILY OIL from the GOLDEN BOWL or GOLDEN PIPES! TM 188,234,511. What to do when the OIL (HOLY SPIRIT) is being WITHDRAWN? Go to the OTHER CHURCHES - send our young men to sit for YEARS at the feet of the E.E.BRUCES? With HMSR CHEERING THEM ON? This is where they seek OIL in this MIDNIGHT HOUR of DARKNESS - IMPENETRABLE!

12. FROM THE COMM. MARKETPLACE? FROM THE OIL MER- CHANT?
Trying to spark their lamps from Babylonian influence/ tapers? They JOINED the ONE WORLDERS - FORD - PAXTON - RON NUMBERS - BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROB- ERTS at LLU - POWER BOX EVANGELICALS. They JOINED in 1973 intending to give the LOUD CRY!
Not come out of BABYLON - but WITH BABYLON! Did they WIN? Or were the Heavens BRASS? "And JUDGMENT is turned away BACKWARD (repelled, no foothold, off the FOUNDATION) and JUSTICE standeth AFAR OFF: for TRUTH is fallen in the street and EQUITY (uprightness) cannot enter." ISA. 59:14. While the FROOMS-ANDERSONS-RICHARDS clamor for WORLDLY RECOGNITION and OPENLY AVOWED to CHANGE THE BOOKS to obtain it! "HOW ART THOU FALLEN!" "HOW IS THE FAITHFUL CITY BECOME AN HARLOT...a place whence the DIVINE PRESENCE and GLORY have DEPARTED!" T8:250. 1903.

LESSON #22

1. IN EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER - WHAT HAPPENS NEXT? "A SUDDEN and UNLOOKED FOR CALAMITY, something that brings the soul FACE to FACE with DEATH, will SHOW whether the soul is SUSTAINED by GRACE. THE GREAT FINAL TEST comes at the CLOSE of human PROBATION, when it is TOO LATE for the soul's NEED to be supplied." (We either have OIL at that time, or we do NOT!) COL 412.

2. IS TODAY THE DAY OF SALVATION? NOT TOMORROW? "When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will, and God speaks in behalf of HIS PEOPLE, those who...may become ALARMED...they may ACKNOWLEDGE that they have SINNED. But their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND..." T3:261,271,281.

3. NOW THE FOOLISH - THE TOO LATE FOOLS SEE THAT THE WISE WERE RIGHT ALL THE TIME! The restless FOOLISH VIRGINS having made the ROUNDS of MEETINGS HERE and MEETINGS THERE - going from SEA to SEA seeking the Lord make a BIG CIRCLE and finally do COME BACK!

4. WHAT DO THEY FIND WHEN THEY FINALLY COME BACK? "The TEN VIRGINS...ALL have a CALL, a NAME, a LAMP, and ALL PROFESS...ALL APPARENTLY wait for Christ's APPEARING. But five are UNREADY. FIVE will be found SURPRISED, DISMAYED, OUTSIDE the banquet hall...have we not PROPHESIED in Thy NAME? And in Thy NAME cast out DEVILS?..."I KNOW YOU NOT!" COL 412-3. 1900.

5. IN CASE THERE IS SOME POOR SOUL FOOLED BY SEMINARY GRADUATES - that the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE was FINISHED in 1843-4. Do you understand GRAMMAR?
Check out COL 405 to 421 - and tell us if this is CLEARLY FUTURE TENSE when Matt. 25 is fulfilled and the BRINSMEAD-PARR DOOR is FINALLY and PERMANENTLY SHUT!

6. WHEN IS THE DOOR SHUT? THE DOOR OF PROBATION?
"While (the FOOLISH) went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them BEHIND. The five with lighted lamps (the WISE) JOINED the THRONG...and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406.

7. WHAT IS THIS TEACHING?
"We can NOT be ready to meet the Lord by WAKING when the CRY is heard, "BEHOLD, the BRIDEGROOM!" and THEN gathering up our EMPTY LAMPS..." COL 413-4. T5:216.

8. WHY CAN WE NOT BE READY?
"The FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFETIME, and must be the result of DILIGENT and PERSEVERING EFFORT!" PP 223,596. "EVERY DAY!" T4:606, 656. "EACH DAY!" T8:173,174. "PERFECTION OF CHARACTER is a LIFELONG WORK, UNATTAINABLE by those who are NOT WILLING to STRIVE for it in God’s appointed way, by SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS. We cannot afford to make any MISTAKE in this matter..." T5:214,340,500. ARA 260. (Same.)

9. WHAT ARE THOSE THEN - WHO DENY THIS?
The very FOOLISH VIRGINS. "We have but a few days of PROBATION in which to PREPARE...it is NOW that we are to form CHARACTERS...It is NOW that we are to PREPARE...NOW IS OUR TIME..." COL 342-3.

10. WHAT MISTAKE DO THE FOOLISH MAKE?
The SHAKING chapter tells the story. They are now INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. T1:180. And Make NO EFFORT. EW 270.

11. AND THEN WHAT?
"THE ANGELS OF GOD LEFT THESE..." T1:181. EW 270. WE WARNED OF THIS IN 5 PARABLES - "LEAVING these... to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187.

12. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THEY ARE LEFT TO THE CONTROL?
Now they SPARK TO LIFE! Everything they FAILED to do - they now do! They go from SEA to SEA seeking the LORD - MEETINGS GALORE! Does this help them? They STILL do not know WHERE to go. Until they are FORCED in the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES to come and bow at the feet of the Saints. EW 15,124. WTF 12. Those who fail to confess that they were WRONG NOW - will come and confess THEN! "This is the class that in time of peril are found crying, "PEACE and SAFETY!" COL 411. FIND them - the CHURCH LEADERS. T5:211.
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13. SHOULD WE REJOICE?
Yes. We should THANK GOD we found the TRUTH in the
LAST MOMENT OF TIME! This is the whole idea of this 10
VIRGIN PARABLE...never dream of failure. "To EVERY ONE
engaged in this WORK Christ says, "I am at your right
hand to HELP YOU!" COL 332,356.

LESSON #23

1. DOES THE PROCESSION OF COL 406 - TARRY FOR THE
FOOLISH?
"While they went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on and
LEAT them BEHIND. The five (WISE) with LIGHTED LAMPS
JOINED - JOINED the THRONG and the DOOR was SHUT!"
COL 406,414, It is all over.

2. WHO ARE THE THREE BLIND MICE?
NEAL C. WILSON - DUNCAN EVA - RICHARD HAMMILL IN
1980 - X-1535 CHURCH MANUAL REVISION OF - FUNDAME-
MENTAL BELIEFS, Dallas, Texas - April 17-26, 1980. The
three blind mice could not SEE the GEOGRAPHICAL LOCA-
TION of the Most Holy Place. BLIND LEADERS of the
BLIND. Took away the TWO apartments from the SANCTU-
ARY and OMITTED the DAILY services.

3. NOW WHERE WILL THE MASS OF DOCILE ADVENTIST LАITY
FIND CHRIST?
Have they been put to beddy-bye with MAXWELL'S LAST
1970 OFFERING? Do they now LOOK for MESSIAH to
come to EMPTY their HOSPITALS? "...on a GLOBAL SCALE
...at His TOUCH..." p.78.

4. DID SR. WHITE SAY IT DID NOT MATTER - THEY WILL BE
SAVED NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE - ???
"And thou Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists who have
have had GREAT LIGHT) which art exalted unto Heaven (in
point of privilege) shall be brought DOWN TO HELL!" RH
75:624.

5. WHAT BROUGHT ON THEIR GRAVE DARKNESS IMPENE-
TRABLE?
FROM and ANDERSON gave MINISTERIAL CREDITS (A
BIGGER CHURCH) if they would obtain their DEGREES -
JOIN in TEACHING and PRACTICE - follow a WHOLE GAL-
AXY in SPECIAL STUDIES - believe it or not - PENTECOS-
TALISM!

6. WHO EXPOSED THAT?
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FROOM-WILSON in their JOINT BOOK - MOVEMENT OF DESTINY - p.320-322. They are going to go by CHARISMATIC HOLY ROLLERS! They TOLD you this - RIGHT OUT IN THE OPEN!

7. WHY DO THEY UNITE WITH THESE SPIRITUALISTS?
Of over 100 PREDICTIONS by ELLEN WHITE - this is ONE of them. "HOLY FLESH...the Lord has shown me would take place JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION...NO ENCOURAGEMENT should be given to this kind of worship...DEMONS in the form men are present." SM 2:31-37.

8. HOW WERE WE WARNED OF THIS?
"SOME, I saw...seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS...and it shut them in like a thick CLOUD. The ANGELS of God LEFT these...the ANGELS LEFT those who made NO EFFORT...LEAVING these...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS!" T1:180-1,187. EW 270.

9. WHAT IS THE LATEST WORD - AS WE NEAR 1985?
THOUSANDS of ADVENTISTS - possessed by DEMONS - calling in PENTECOSTAL PROFESSIONAL EXORCISTS now going all around the World! This is the FROOM-WILSON FORMULA. GRADUATES from ANDREWS - in the LEAD. LEF-MD 320-322.

10. WHILE THAT MOVEMENT IS GOING - WHAT DOES THE LORD PREDICT?
ANOTHER "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464.

11. WHAT CAN WE EXPECT BEFORE?
"...and BEFORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT SHALL COME (SATAN) will seek to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT...MULTITUDES will EXALT...when the work is that of ANOTHER SPIRIT." GC 464. 1884 GC 296.

12. WHAT WILL THE COUNTERFEIT BE TEACHING?
AS FROOM-WILSON Plainly listed in their JOINT BOOK - so also the PROPHET beat them to it - and CATALOGUED it in the SAME CHAPTER! GC 471-3. 1884 GC 296,300-2.

13. WHAT IS THE CONTEST?
"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN!...In THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church... (LEAVING WHAT?)...CHAFF like a CLOUD will be borne away on the WIND...when MULTITUDES of FALSE BRETHREN are DISTINGUISHED from the TRUE...THEN will THE CHURCH of Christ APPEAR - FAIR as the moon, CLEAR as the sun, and TERRIBLE as an ARMY with BANNERS." T5:81-2.

14. WHAT IS THE BANNER?
When meeting with the PENTECOSTS at the SEATTLE SHOW - 1962 - "THE BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!"

15. WHAT DOES THE LORD SAY ABOUT THAT?
Just before the SHAKING chapter - we have a message to the RICH LAODICEANS! "He will PASS THEM BY, and raise up OTHERS..."Go to now ye RICH men...!!!" Their LOVE for the World is GREATER than their LOVE for the TRUTH..."GO TO NOW, ye RICH men." He has CALLED, but you would not HEAR...LOVE of this World has DROWNED His voice. Now He has NO USE FOR YOU..."Go to now, ye RICH men...Your MEANS is NOT NEEDED!"

16. WHAT IS THE DANGER?
"The LOVE of the World SEPARATES from God. "If any man LOVE the World, the LOVE of the Father is NOT in him." It is IMPOSSIBLE for any to DISCERN the TRUTH while the WORLD has their AFFECTIONS. The WORLD comes between them and God, BECLOUDING the VISION... (So they cannot SEE the GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION!) T1:530. "Those who THINK they can serve the World and yet LOVE God - are DOUBLE MINDED." T1:531.

17. HOW DO GOD'S PEOPLE MEET THE CHALLENGE?
"THIS IS NOT A TIME to haul down our COLORS, to be ASHAMED of our faith. This distinctive BANNER, described in the Words, "HERE...ARE THEY that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the FAITH of JESUS is to be borne thru the World to the CLOSE OF PROBATION." T6:144. T5:501.

18. WHEN THE SPIRIT IS POURED OUT- HOW MANY ARE LEFT?
The LITTLE company - "The NUMBERS of this company had LESSENED. SOME had been SHAKEN OUT, and LEFT by the way. The CARELESS and INDIFFERENT...LEFT behind in DARKNESS." T1:182. EW 271.

19. WHO IS THIS LITTLE COMPANY?
The SENTENCE LEFT OUT of EW 269 tells us. They are the PROCESSION of COL 406 who WAKE the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH. The NUMBERS - NOT of the LAODICEANS - the NUMBERS of the LAODICEANS INCREASE! As SOME of the COMPANY go BACK into MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - BACK into the RANKS of the BIG FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH - the LAST Church - the LOST Church!

20. HOW DO WE KNOW THIS?
THE FOOTNOTES - T1:182. 1960 the AWAKENING took HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS BACK! Those who made NO EFFORT - and they were LEFT "BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" T1:182. Is if for NOTHING that the next chapter is THE LAODICEAN CHURCH?
They were in the LIGHT but they went BACK into LAODICEAN DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT! What a fix!

LESSON #24

1. BACK INTO DARKNESS - WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?
We have to look at this objectively. "CONTRARY to any (FROOM) planning!" 1844 the believers FOLLOWED the FATHER and the SON - "...an exceedingly BRIGHT LIGHT!" EW 55. "I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the WAY to the HOLIEST...As they BY FAITH ENTER the Most Holy, they find JESUS." EW 254-5. This is the ANCHOR. EW 256.

2. THIS IS WHERE THE LIGHT IS NOW.
But some in the SHAKING chapter - go BACK and are "LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" T1:182. EW 271. See this scene:
(A) The 10 Virgin Church is ASLEEP in DARKNESS. T2:337.
(B) MINISTERS CANNOT "ARouse them; they are ASLEEP THEMSELVES! SLEEPING preachers preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!" T2:337.
(C) If they continue SLEEPING - they will "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T8:304.
(D) So the Lord raises up the 11th Hour men - one hour BEFORE MIDNIGHT to give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" TO and not FROM - TO the LAODICEANS! "Upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" T1:181. EW 270.
(E) Called a PROCESSION in COL 406. "BRIGHT WITH TORCHES!" (They had MUCH LIGHT!) COL 406.
(F) All the 10 Virgins arise - ALL trim their lamps. But, ALL do not have OIL! Those that do have "JOIN the THRONG...and the DOOR was SHUT!" COL 406.
(G) Do you notice the SAME WORDS as in the SHAKING CHAPTER? "While (those with NO OIL) they went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them BEHIND." COL 406. SAME as T1:182. "LEFT by the way...LEFT behind in DARKNESS!" T1:182.
(H) Now do you see the picture? The PROCESSION had LIGHT! The WISE have LIGHT - the WISE "JOINED the PROCESSION!" The MOMENTARY LIGHTS of the WISE - now that they MOVE ON - will make the DARKNESS seem DOUBLE as DARK - as before! Even IMPENETRABLE!
(I) IMAGINE! How RECKLESS, CARELESS the SECOND and
THIRD "SOME" in the SHAKING CHAPTER are to go OUT of the LIGHT - OUT of the HOLIEST - BACK into the now TOTALLY DARK first apartment! These are the FACTS! DENY them if you MUST! FOOTNOTE REFERENCE - T1:182 - they go OUT of the PROCESSION - BACK into the MID-NIGHT DARKNESS LAODICEAN REV. 3:15-17 CHURCH! With THREE BLIND 1980 MICE! They do not know the WAY! They have LOST their COMPASS! They may have many PRAYERS but they are USELESS! EW 261.

LESSON #25

1. "ROME WITHHELD THE BIBLE..." GC 388.
Those who FOLLOW "...in the TRACK of ROMANISM." TM 362. T7:181. DA 618. WITHHOLD the Spirit of Prophecy from us by doing as the CATHOLICS did: "Ancient WRITINGS were FORGED by MONKS. Decrees of Councils before UNHEARD of, were DISCOVERED...And a CHURCH that had rejected the TRUTH GREEDILY accepted these deceptions." GC 56.

2. WHY DO THE PEOPLE PUT UP WITH IT?
Because the PEACE and SAFETY PROMISES of the FALSE PROPHETS are always MORE DELIGHTFUL to the CARNAL - it is like taking a DRUNK and offering him CLEAR, COOL WATER.

3. WHAT DID THE SDA HIERARCHY DO?
MIXING UP - FRACTURING - HIDING - REFUSING TO PRINT - CUTTING SENTENCES IN HALF - putting the rest of the sentence 10 pages away! CUTTING a TESTIMONY IN HALF - put the LAST HALF - FIRST! And the FIRST HALF - LAST! Now TRY to understand it! And LAST, but not LEAST - try to make out that SHE DID THIS!

4. TAKING HER ORIGINAL BOOKS OUT OF CIRCULATION and THEN?
Giving us URIAH SMITH BOOKS - "BIBLE READINGS" EVER CHANGING! And REQUIRE the MINISTERIAL INTERNS to READ and ACCEPT "BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204-5. HOLY ROLLERS - EVANGELICAL BILLY GRAHAM - ANGLO-CATHOLICS - F.F.BRUCE - TALMUDISTS - ONE-WORLDERS - FGBMI. ANYTHING that happens to be POPULAR! Even BARNHOUSE and MARTIN!

5. HOW FAR WILL THEY GO?
"A BACKSLIDING CHURCH narrows the distance between itself and the PAPACY." EGW, ST Feb. 19, 1894. "Those who APOSTATIZE are VOICING the words of the DRAGON.
We have to meet the SATANIC AGENCIES who went to make WAR with the SAINTS." SM 2:395.

6. WHO WILL DO THIS?
THOSE "WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH." SM 2:54. MM 88. "Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST..." T5:211-2. As already shown - those who PREFER to LURK in the DARKNESS of the FIRST APARTMENT or OUTER COURT! (OUTER DARKNESS!) LOST! HOPELESSLY LOST! "ALL who remained OUTSIDE would be FOREVER LOST!" EW 78.

7. WHAT DOES R.A.ANDERSON-WILLARD Santee-J.R.HOFFMAN TESTIFY?
THOUSANDS of Adventists require CASTING OUT of DEMONS! MIKE CLUTE TAPES #497 & #498. $3.00 each. WATCH that you do not fall under their spell! LISTEN for INFORMATION ONLY! So you can WARN OTHERS! God help His people now!

8. QUESTION: IF R.A.A. - W.S. - J.R.H. - CAST OUT DEMONS - ARE THEY LIABLE TO GO INTO THE EXORCISTS?
Then how many DEMONS does each EXORCIST COHABIT? Under this MIND-CURE SCIENCE? To SPEED that DEVIL'S SPIRITUALISTIC TRAIN (EW 88,263) DOWN THE TRACK! Through the SDA RANKS! Did Old Mike Clute say this was a "MINISTRY WE SHOULD SUPPORT?"

9. J.R.HOFFMAN'S MESMERIZING VOODOO CHANT:
"But if I cast out DEVILS by the Spirit of God, then the Kingdom of God is come unto you...it is WRONG for anyone to tell you NOT to do it!"

10. SPIRIT OF PROPHECY REPLY:
"The theory of mind CONTROLLING mind was ORIGINATED by SATAN, to introduce HIMSELF...Of all the ERRORS that are finding acceptance among PROFESSEDLY Christian people, NONE is a more DANGEROUS DECEPTION, NONE more CERTAIN though it may appear, if exercised upon patients it will tend to their DESTRUCTION, not their RESTORATION. It opens a door through which SATAN WILL ENTER to take POSSESSION...

TO TAKE POSSESSION... TO TAKE POSSESSION both of the MIND that is given up to be CONTROLLED by another, AND of the MIND that CONTROLS. FEARFUL is the POWER thus given to EVIL-MINDED MEN and WOMEN...The PHYSICIAN should EDUCATE the people to look from the human to the DIVINE..." MH 243. "I say to all - BE ON YOUR GUARD!" 78:294.
11. HOW SERIOUS IS THIS?
"THEY PRESUME to do that which GOD HIMSELF WILL NOT DO in seeking to CONTROL the MINDS of men." TM 366. "Place your MIND and WILL where the Holy Spirit can reach them, for He will NOT work through another man's MIND and CONSCIENCE TO REACH YOURS!" T7:214. FCE 307.

12. "WE ARE TO RESIST EVERYTHING OF THE KIND!" MM 110.
"NEVER should the FIRST PRINCIPLES of it be brought into ANY INSTITUTION!" MM 116. "We are not to TAMPER with MESMERISM and HYPNOTISM." MM 110. "A SCIENCE which you are in NO CASE TO HANDLE!" MM 111. "SATAN is trying to set up his THRONE in the SOUL TEMPLE!" T4:346.

13. WHAT IS THE MESSAGE TO TAKE TO HEART AT THIS TIME?
It is the message that has ALWAYS been there from the beginning of time! "There will have to be a SECOND CONVERSION in the hearts of some of our leading medical fraternity, and a CUTTING AWAY from the men who are trying to guide the MEDICAL SHIP..."

14. A CUTTING AWAY – TAKE TO THE LIFEBOATS!
"...a CUTTING AWAY from the men who are trying to guide the MEDICAL SHIP into the HARBOR, else they themselves will NEVER reach the haven of rest. CHRIST CALLS, "COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE!" (Did they KILL HER?) I write this because any moment my life may be ended...All this HIGHER EDUCATION is SPURIOUS..."COME," I call, "Come ye OUT, and be SEPARATE from (KELLOG) and his ASSOCIATES (JONES & WAGGONER) whom he has leavened." I am now giving the message God has given me, to give to all who CLAIM to believe the truth: "COME OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE;" else their sin in justifying WRONGS and framing DECEITS will CONTINUE to be the RUIN of souls. We cannot afford to be on the WRONG SIDE..." SB 7:63-4. (205-6.)

15. WAS THIS PUT INTO SELECTED MESSAGES?
They CLAIM they stopped NOTEBOOK LEAFLETS because they put EVERYTHING in it into SM SERIES. But when we asked them WHERE THIS WAS: "The Church is in the LAO-DICEAN STATE. The presence of God IS NOT in her midst!" MS 156, 1898. p.91. They replied with a "TRA LA!" They claim: "WORD FOR WORD EXCERPTS!" WHERE IS THAT? And WHERE is the above from SB 7:63-4? Can you find it?

16. WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT?
The LAST thing written by a prophet is what is IMPORTANT.
The PROPHET CEASES his/her PLEADING as to what they SHOULD be - and ends up CONDEMNING them, as LUTHER did - calling their THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTIONS "GREAT GATES TO HELL!" This was called LIGHT in GC 126,142-4,169 - and in 1888 GC 421. The LOUD CRY chapter. See what was LEFT OUT of your GC 603. WHAT LIGHTS THE WORLD WITH HIS GLORY?

17. WHAT LIGHTS THE WORLD?
(A) The BABYLON of Rev. 18 is FALLEN!
(B) Is a "CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL BIRD!" When the CHURCH unites with the WORLD! TM 265. RH 3:233. PK 187. RH 6:382. This is LIGHT so we can become the "ESCAPED of ZION!" The "REMNANT!" PK 360-1,599,590-2,587-8,714-5,717-8,728. RH 5:385 to 398.
(C) THEIR MAIN BURDEN in the MIDNIGHT CRY and the LOUD CRY is NOT some CHURCH to JOIN! There may be so FEW - we will have to settle for: "Where two or three are GATHERED TOGETHER in My Name, THERE am I in the midst of them!" Matt. 18:20.

18. WHAT LACK I YET?
"Seek ye FIRST the Kingdom of God AND His RIGHTEOUSNESS. This is our FIRST and HIGHEST DUTY." T3:397. RH 3:502.

LESSON #26

1. IS THERE ANY HARM IN NOT BEING SEPARATE?
We are not now talking of what SHOULD BE the CHURCH in its FORMATIVE YEARS - but what did she PREDICT for the FUTURE? In the SEALING TIME? "The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the forehead of ALL who ARE SEPARATED. (Not just TALK about MAYBE this or MAYBE that - but they "ARE SEPARATED!" NO MAYBE'S ABOUT IT!...a MARK upon ALL who ARE SEPARATED FROM SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL WILL FOLLOW... (Oh! No! We go by HUEBACH - Walla Walla College 1956 was the START! Followed by LEWIS - Keene College, Texas 1968. WRIGHT of AUSTRALIA - MIKE CLUTE - 1970-1972. MAXWELL of LLU - and a whole SWARM of OTHERS - from coast to coast - 1979 to the END! NOTHING to STOP them except Seven Last Plagues. They "NEW-MODELLED THE CAUSE!" God does not destroy any more!)

2. WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE THAT MARK?
"The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the foreheads of ALL who are SEPARATED from Sin and Sinners, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow, to SLAY UTTERLY both OLD and YOUNG." T5:13, 505, 511. DA 152. SG 2:201. RH 2:255.

3. **DOES IT NOT SHOW GREAT KINDNESS NOT TO DESTROY?**
It shows GREAT BLINDNESS! What would HAPPEN to the UNIVERSE if sin got away? SATAN is QUARANTINED in CHAINS to this TEST PLANET - to PROVE his CHARACTER before "A FIERY STREAM shall issue and come forth from BEFORE Him, which shall cause the ELEMENTS to MELT with FERVENT HEAT...BURNED UP!" PP 110, 339, 341. SG 3:82-3. SOP 1:82-4. SOP 3:194. BC 7:946. 1884 GC 474. GC 657.

4. **WHO ARE THEY WHO DENY THIS?**
"LAST DAY SCOFFERS, walking after their own LUSTS, and saying, "There is no cause for ALARM," they cry. "Before Christ comes, all the World is to be converted...PEACE, PEACE..."The SPIRIT speaketh expressly, that in the LATTER TIMES some shall DEPART from the FAITH, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS..."who have a FORM of GODLINESS. As the TIME of their PROBATION WAS CLOSING...THEN it is that SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMETH upon THEM, and THEY shall not ESCAPE!" PP 102-4. "He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus PEACE and SAFETY is the cry from... These DUMB (LAODICEAN) DOGS...all PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211-2.

5. **ARE YOU NOT HURTING FEELINGS?**
Yes. We hurt them now. We believe in the scene shown in EW 282. GC 656. When BLIND EYES are at last OPENED - we want them to be OPENED NOW! BEFORE EW 282. GC 656!

6. **WHAT IS THE PREPARATION FOR THE END?**
TIME marches on. For a TIME - NO DIFFERENCE can be seen between WISE and FOOLISH. COL 408. RH 3:291, 1884 GC 420. So let the TARES grow up TOGETHER with the WHEAT until the HARVEST - but this is the HARVEST TIME - GATHERING TIME - SEALING TIME - SHAKING TIME - THRESHING TIME - SIFTING TIME - SEPARATION TIME!

7. **WHAT DOES THE LORD OF THE HARVEST ORDER NOW?** "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING! GATHER the COUNTERFEIT in the COUNTERFEIT CHAPTER with the COUNTERFEIT doctrines catalogued and listed right THERE! GC 464, 471-3.
“BY FAITH ALONE!” – “NO EFFORT!” “THE CURSE OF WORKS!” (See SHAKING chapter, T1:180-1,187. EW 270.)

8. DO WE LEND OUR INFLUENCE TO INCORRIGIBLE LAODICEANS?
NEVER has the CHURCH gone into such HOPELESS DARKNESS as with these GULLIBLE REFORMERS in there – LENDING their INFLUENCE!

9. WHAT DID THEY FAIL TO OBEY AND FAIL TO REALIZE?
“AN HERETIC AFTER THE FIRST AND SECOND ADMONITION – REJECT!” Titus 3:10. (See 9.) A companion of FOOLS will NOT convince the FOOL – but THEY will OVERCOME YOU! So the little HONOR you receive there – may be only a SNARE to CONVERT you to THEM! We have seen it – 100 times!

10. WHAT IS THE LORD’S ORDER IN THE BATTLE?
Read it in EW 69: "PRECIOUS JEWELS... (1) LISTEN... (2) SEE!... (3) LEAVE!... EMBRACE THE PRECIOUS TRUTH!" (And expect them to SLANDER you for it! EW 69,70. SG 2:201. RH 4:417. PK 645,660. 1884 GC 283. TM 247. EZE. 13:5.) They are EXPERTS at SLANDERING!

11. WHAT IS THE END OF THOSE WHO PRAY IN THE WRONG PLACE?

12. WHAT IS MISSING IN YOUR GC 436? DOES IT MATTER?
"The ANGEL declares, "HERE are THEY that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of GOD, and the FAITH of JESUS!" 1884 GC 275-6.

NOT YAHWEH! – JESUS!

MILLIONS have FOUND POWER IN THE NAME! "THE JEWS... NOTHING fell so harshly on their EARS as the NAME of JESUS!" EW 208. "THE JEWS... BLASPHEMED the TRUTH and the NAME of JESUS!" LP 106. Do we follow them? No. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406. MATT. 25:6.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 22, 1996

THE DOOM OF ADVENTISM! HISTORY REPEATED!

We have THREE GREAT CONTROVERSIES! (1) 1884. (2) 1888. (3) 1911. What we set forth here is the ABSOLUTE TRUTH! We do not care who LIKES it or who DOESN'T LIKE IT! SR. WHITE SAID SET YOUR FACE AS A FLINT AND GO ON AS THOUGH SUCH A PEOPLE (BY FAR THE BIG MAJORITY!) WERE NOT ALIVE ON THE EARTH!

WE HAVE AN EXAMPLE OF:
(A) IN THE DAYS OF NOAH.
(B) IN THE DAYS OF LOT.
(C) IN THE DAYS OF CHRIST.
(D) AND WE CAN ADD ONE MORE - IN THE DAYS OF EGW.

IF WE ARE GOING TO WORRY ABOUT HOW MANY (OR HOW FEW!) ARE WITH US - if we modify our TEACHING TO ACCOMMODATE NUMBERS - we are FINISHED! RIGHT NOW! TRUTH IS TRUTH AND THE LORD WILL DESTROY THE WHOLE EARTH RATHER THAN CHANGE THE LAW OF THE UNIVERSE! We have a very DIM understanding of the SIZE and EXTENT of the ENDLESS UNIVERSE - I am getting RUSTY in my ASTRONOMY - it was my MAJOR STUDY IN COLLEGE. What is it you can COUNT with the NAKED EYE - 1200 STARS? EACH STAR IS A SUN. EACH SUN (PRESUMEDLY) HAS PLANETS (MOONS) AROUND IT.

THERE IS NOT A SINGLE ATHEIST AMONG ASTRONOMERS! (NOTICE I DID NOT SAY ASTROLOGY! MYSTICISM!)

WITH THE SMALLEST TELESCOPE you can see MORE THAN 1200 WHERE YOU SEE NOTHING! ORION IS NOT A SUN. IT IS A CONSTELLATION - GALAXY - it is the WONDER of ASTRONOMERS! It is MULTI-MILLION-TRILLION STARS of various COLORS in a TUNNEL - it is several MILKY WAYS! ALL BY ITSELF! EVEN IF SOME Punks have been SNEERING AT IT LATELY. It is still the WONDER of the UNIVERSE! The HOLY CITY will come down THROUGH THAT TUNNEL. EW 41. The BIGGER the TELESCOPES - the GREATER the WONDER of GOD'S UNIVERSE. And the GREATER the WONDER that a CREATED BEING (LUCIFER!) would THINK that HE can take the PLACE OF GOD and the MARVEL that from our MEETINGS in FAR EASTERN CANADA - a GROUP of (FORMER?) SDA MINISTERS WENT FORTH - WE ARE GODS!
Led by FRED ALABACH! SESSLER was back and forth WITH them and NEVER SAID A WORD AGAINST THEM! AT LEAST THREE GOT CANCER - MARTY WOLD DIED OF IT AFTER GOING BACK TO BE A MINISTER FOR THE ADVENTISTS! Just a PLAIN FACT! What TRUTH do you expect to hear THERE-??? Did your PREACHER ever say ONE WORD about ORION? EW 41. Or would he be FIRED if he did?

We need a KNOWLEDGE of the MIGHT and MAJESTY of GOD

To be able to STAND in the FACE of what is COMING ON THE EARTH!

I was HORRIFIED when VANCE FERRELL said CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS 1941 (128 page book by DANIELLS/FROOM) is RIGHT ON!

I was HORRIFIED when VANCE FERRELL in WM 676 to 679 (March 1996) so ably set forth how WALLA WALLA COLLEGE is SHOT THROUGH with HOMOS and FOLKENBERG/JOHNSON play their JEWISH HARP! TRA-LA! ALL IS WELL!

I was HORRIFIED when VANCE FERRELL still gives HOPE where there is NONE!

And with that we come back to THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!

Chapter One: "THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM!" THE HOLY CITY!
Not left ONE STONE upon another! 1884 GC 25.
This HISTORY to be REPEATED!
But that FIRST ONE was but A FAINT SHADOW
Of what THIS ONE will be like!
1884 GC 37. Your GC 36
HOW COULD IT BE WORSE-???
PARENTS slew their CHILDREN
and CHILDREN their PARENTS - but what was it?
A MILLION AND A HALF went into SLAVERY-???
1884 GC 30. Your GC 32.
BUT NOW - BUT NOW - BUT NOW - NOT ONE will remain ALIVE unless they FLEE OUT!

SO THE CHANGERS IN THE TEMPLE WENT TO WORK
AND CHANGED THE WRITINGS! MAYBE NOW IT WON'T HAPPEN-???

HIS PEOPLE are to "FLEE FROM THE WRATH TO COME!" 1884 GC 38. CHANGED TO "THE WORLD" is to "FLEE!" (THE WHOLE WORLD?) YOUR GC 37. They will surely be FALLING OVER EACH OTHER! But that is NOTHING but CLAP TRAP - for it is WRITTEN: (ALL who REMAIN in that SYNAGOGUE and LISTEN to those DUMB-DOG PREACHERS!) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.
AS A SIGN OF JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION

A COMET HUNG OVER THE CITY FOR A YEAR! 1884 GC 31.
It is a WONDER of the NEWS MEDIA right not! Of a COMET coming close ENOUGH to be SEEN with a TAIL - HUNDREDS OR THOUSANDS OF MILES LONG!!! BRILLIANT!!!

With the COMET seemed to be VOICES! "LET US DEPART HENCE!" 1884 GC 31. It seemed to be their LAST CHANCE to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" If that CHURCH is HALF AS ROT-TEN as many DOCUMENT it is - they should have been OUT LONG AGO! This is probably the LAST MINUTE CHANCE for some to ESCAPE FOR YOUR LIFE! Not like the "WOE! WOE! CREATURE!" who went thru the streets of the UNHOLY CITY chanting his WILD DIRGE! But did not know what to do about it and was "SLAIN IN THE SIEGE!" 1884 GC 31-2. GET OUT IN TIME! ONLY ONE CHANCE!

Your GC 560-1. NO MATTER! WE STAY RIGHT THERE!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 23, 1996

What is the GREATEST REASON people REJECT the TRUTH—???

SHAME—!!!

SHAME to be DIFFERENT! SHAME to stand ALONE!
SHAME after 40 YEARS OF FROOM— RIDICULING the MINORITY VIEW!
SHAME to be an OFFSHOOT after FROOM'S PLANNED PRO-
GRAM!
SHAME to have a DOZEN EYES GLARE AT YOU!
SHAME to be CAST OUT so you HIDE your CONVICTIONS!
SHAME to LEAVE THE CHURCH! SHAME keeps you IN!
SHAME in the days of NOAH/LOT/PAUL and all the REST!
SHAME to have your whole FAMILY be OSTRACIZED!
SHAME that you cannot GET ALONG WITH THE BRETHREN!
SHAME to BREAK AWAY and OBEY YOUR CONVICTIONS!
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SHAME to be an OUTCAST! It takes COURAGE!

BUT

WE PUT THE SHOE ON THE OTHER FOOT!

THE LORD does NOT go along with your FROOMS!
THE LORD does the IMPOSSIBLE! THE UNTHINKABLE!
THE LORD GATHERS (SEALS) "THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!
THE LORD HONORS THEM! "GATHERS THEM!"

THEY GIVE "THE LAST MESSAGE!" Called "PROCESSION!"
THAT COMES OUT OF NOWHERE! "MIDNIGHT" in ISA. 11:11-2;
37:31; 56:6. JER. 8:2; 11:23. In COL 4O6: "THRONG!" "COM-
PANY!" "PROCESSION!" YOUR LEADERS WILL CLIMB A WALL!
EXPLODE IN TOWERING RAGE! LIKE THE PHARISEES/SAD-
DUCEES! THE LORD ONCE AGAIN PAYS NO ATTENTION TO
YOUR LEADERS! "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" (YOU NEVER SAW
THAT-????) THAT WAS RIGHT IN THE OPEN! T5:88 (See 81.)
IF YOU WANT THEM - THERE ARE 100 MORE-!!! "SEEK and ye
shall FIND!" GOD BE WITH YOU-!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 24, 1996

When the NEWS MEDIA get a hold of a piece of NEWS - they
play it to DEATH. That SIMPSON CASE - they played it for
over a YEAR. And they are NOT letting it SLEEP yet! We have
a piece of NEWS that we intend to REPEAT because we cannot
get over it. Of course it takes TIME to get our papers out - we
do not have a MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR STAFF - 20 DESKS who
want to be FIRST with the NEWS - they SHOOT A SCENE - an
EVENT - and it is on the AIR in an HOUR!

OUR WORKING STAFF IS: (1) HOEHN prepares all papers. (2)
Four feet away the TYPESETTER - we work five hours a day -
five days a week - two weeks a month. We do not PREPARE a
PUBLICATION - have someone else working on the COVER -
have someone ready to SNATCH the finished product and RUN
IT THROUGH THE PRESS! NO!

We have to do every STEP of the OPERATION OURSELVES - no
one to come and SNATCH it out of our HANDS and RUN IT
THROUGH A HIGH SPEED PRESS! We have to go UP TOWN to
get the PLATES MADE to put in the PRESS.
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FOR MONTHS we can be STYMIED with the XEROX MACHINE UP TOWN getting OLD and WORN OUT and NOT getting the INK in- to the PAPER/PLASTIC PLATE and we do not know what to do about it. It takes a SPECIAL EXPENSIVE INK so we cannot just have ANY XEROX MACHINE DO THE JOB. THE WRONG INK or the XEROX MACHINE WORN OUT - and we may get 100 COPIES (or even 2 or 3) and go ahead and make ANOTHER PLATE!

WE INVENTED A PROCESS WHEREBY WE BURN THE INK INTO THE PLATE - a delicate TOUCH to get it JUST RIGHT! FOR- GETTING ALL THAT we come to a DUMMY sitting at the MAST- HEAD of the THE GOOD OLD REVIEW!

WILLIAM G. JOHNSON

PROMISE KEEPERS - untold MILLIONS being swept into this PRESENT DAY MIRACLE - PHENOMENON! THE GREATEST THING TO HIT THE RELIGIOUS WORLD SINCE THE BEGINNING OF TIME! AND WHAT DOES THIS EDITOR of yours have to say about it-???


"WE'RE NOT IN THE BUSINESS OF JUDGING OTHERS -

HE ADMITS RIGHT IN YOUR FACE (AND YOU SAID NOTHING?) that he is a "DUMB DOG THAT WOULD NOT BARK!" T5:211. You (And MILLIONS of OTHERS!) let him get away with THAT?

PROMISE KEEPERS!

HE did not KNOW! YOU did not KNOW! MILLIONS of OTHERS - DID NOT KNOW-!!! That this was FULLY PREDICTED - 96 YEARS AGO! FIND IT (AND MORE FULLY DEVELOPED) IN SM 2:31-47. (And, or course - MANY OTHER REFERENCES!) A REPEAT of THE HOLY FLESH FANATICISM!

"DEMONS in the form of MEN - ARE PRESENT!" SM 2:3-...

As we ALREADY SAID, there is MUCH MORE INFORMATION! NOTHING would be MORE IMPORTANT than THIS - FOR A SABBATH SCHOOL LESSON STUDY-!!! Do you think we will SEE IT-??? Not with those present CLOWNS running THIS CHURCH - SYNAGOGUE! EXPECT THEM RATHER TO BE THE HEAD OF IT and NOT THE TAIL! "THE LORD HAS SHOWN ME WOULD TAKE PLACE JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION!" SM 2:36.
"WILL BRING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!" SM 2:53. "THE ENEMY WILL WORK (FUTURE TENSE!) THROUGH HIS AGENTS WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH...even to the bringing down of FIRE OUT OF HEAVEN!" SM 2:54. MM 88. (And 50 more!) THE END OF ADVENTISM—!!!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - MARCH 25, 1996

When I went to CANADIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE (about 1928), that was a TRANSITION PERIOD. We had a wonderful BIBLE TEACHER and he was on the CARPET for what he was TEACHING. Did he MODIFY his TEACHING—??? WE LEARNED FROM HIM:

"I AM SAVED!!!"

"Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. This is what I learned in college. I went from there in the FIRST CLASS of COLPORTEUR EVANGELISTS to sell BOOKS and BIBLES during the WEEK and PREACH in our CHURCHES on the SABBATH if no regular PREACHER was there - they were to turn the Church over to us - and they did.

PREACHED IN MANY OF OUR CHURCHES that "I AM SAVED!" is (Let's not beat around the bush!) "I AM SAVED" is BABYLON! NO ONE EVER CONTRADICTED ME! They went along with that. I have NOT CHANGED! THEY HAVE!

EMERITUS FROOM and (DOG CATCHER) ANDERSON had 24 SERMONS PREACHED IN A ROW - down LLU WAY - I thought they would be SCREAMING by that time. But NO! They LOVED IT! They even told them to get BILLY GRAHAM TRACTS and hand them out! "I AM SAVED!" became a FIXTURE! BABYLON or no BABYLON! IN COMMON WITH THE WORLD! 1884 GC 278. Your GC 445.

THE BALLenger Bunch - (THE GATHERING CALL!) - CHORTLED WITH GLEE THAT WHAT THEY DISFELLOWSHIPPED BALLenger FOR - they finally now SAW THE LIGHT!

That THING you call GENERAL CONFERENCE PRESIDENT and his "BOOT-BLACK" have done MORE than ANYONE BEFORE THEM - RIDICULE THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY and defy GOD to HIS FACE WITH "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" RABBI FOLKENBERG - RABBI JOHNSON - RABBI GOLDSTEIN - became ALARMED that ONLY (WHAT WAS IT?) 54% to 84% had this "I AM SAVED!" "ASSURANCE!"
So we have to hit the THEME HARDER! We have to make the CONGREGATION like the PHARISEES/SADDAUCEES HOLY! EVERY ONE OF THEM! Or GIVE US BARABBAS! WARMONGER - REVOLUTIONARY - TROUBLEMAKER - KILLER! WE WILL BULL OUR WAY THRU! EVEN IF:

"THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" - "I AM SAVED!"

is of all SINS the most HOPELESS! The most INCURABLE!

And is listed as SPIRITUALISM! (THREE TIMES!) 1884 GC 378-9. Your GC 560-1. We THOUGHT - we HOPED - if we made this CLEAR as POSSIBLE - they would BELIEVE! But NO! The CLEARER we make it - the MADDER they GET! "THERE WILL BE A HATRED KINDLED AGAINST THE TESTIMONIES WHICH IS SATANIC!" SM 1:48. SM 2:78. They will do ANYTHING but GIVE UP their "I AM SAVED!"

IT IS A HEADED INTOXICANT!

THE DOVE CAME BACK TO THE ARK.
"Satan uses those who CLAIM to believe the truth, but whose LIGHT has become DARKNESS, as his mediums to utter his FALSEHOODS and transmit his DARKNESS. They are FOOLISH VIRGINS indeed, choosing DARKNESS rather than LIGHT...The State of the Church represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE...I know thy works...I will spew thee out of my mouth...

"To him that OVERCOMETH will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also OVERCAME, and am set down with my Father in his throne." RH 2:419,420. 1890.

"Since the time of the Minneapolis meeting, I have seen the state of the Laodicean Church as never before. I have heard the REBUKE of God spoken to those who feel so well-satisfied, who know not their spiritual DESTINATION... LIKE THE JEWS, many have closed their eyes lest they should see; but...know not that they were poor, and miserable, and blind, and naked...all such are FOOLISH VIRGINS...

"Jesus will HELP those who seek him with all their hearts, to OVERCOME the World, the Flesh, and the Devil...you will be given a NEW, an IMMORTAL name." RH 2:421,425. Aug. 26 - Sept. 16, 1890.

"Every member of His Church militant must manifest the same qualities, if he would JOIN the Church triumphant." FCE 179. 1891.

"The WARNING for the LAST Church...The LAODICEAN message...must go to ALL the Churches." T6:77.

"The Angel is to place a MARK upon the forehead of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the destroying Angel will follow, to slay utterly both old and young." T5:505. DA 152. RH 2:255. T5:13,511.

A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"
PRODUCTION

With Justification by Faith in the MOST HOLY PLACE!
HE CANNOT + YOU CANNOT:

KD+A tried to Save = (in their Role as self-elected Church Leaders) = TM 78-80. "The Congregation is Holy = every ONE of them!" That Message went over Big. History was + is Repeated for the Jews in Old Jerusalem = led by the High-Priest Caiaphas (FROOM!) = Barabbas (BRINSMED!) and Judas (HOUTEF!) = all hold the very same Doctrine.

THE "BIG THREE" = stood ready to Kill anyone that did not have:"FAITH" in their ill-fated:"MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!". The 1st. Chapter + the entire Book:"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" was Written to give this Warning.
That is why they CHANGED it! = in 1888.
That was Part of the BIG FIGHT = of 1888.
That is why they Clamped the Lid = on 1888.

YOU CANNOT!

You CANNOT go along with the SHEPHERD'S ROD-AWAKENING + at the same Time believe the ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = the TRUTHS of "MY FIRST VISION" of the 144,000 + the 10 Virgin Parable: "Go ye (OUT) to meet Him!" COL 406.

In the Days of Lot + Noah they preferred to stay with the Establishment = also! No Church went into the Ark. No Church went OUT of Gomorrah or Jerusalem. Yet their very Salvation === depended on SEPARATION!
You CANNOT deny this basic TRUTH! History is REPEATED! The Lord is holding the 4 Winds to give His Saints a chance to accept this TRUTH! This LAST MESSAGE = !!! EW 38,44.

HE CANNOT:

"The figure of spewing out of His Mouth means:
that HE CANNOT..............offer up your Prayers or
HE CANNOT... (offer) your expressions of Love to God.
HE CANNOT... endorse your Teachings of His Word or.
HE CANNOT... (endorse) your Spiritual Work in anywise!
HE CANNOT...... present your Religious Exercises with
(6T:408)...............the request that Grace be given you."

AND HE CANNOT..............5T:80.

"THE FRIEND OF GOD"

"Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNS!" 4T:615,173,180,185,200,396. 5T:592,689.
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